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CHAPTER ONE

HISTORICAL RETROSPECT AND INTRODUCTION

Social psychology can claim few investigations so

comprehensive as that reported in 1950 under the title
of 'The Authoritarian Personality' (Adorno et al, 1950).
As a study of social attitudes, it was remarkable for
the breadth of its conception and for the continual inter-

v/eaving of empirical fact and theoretical formulation
which carried the research forward from each stage to the
next. The years that followed the publication of this
monumental work have seen an unending succession of ex¬

periments into all possible aspects of the 'authoritarian
attitude'. The present thesis on the effects of an

authoritarian upbringing on children of different psy¬

chological types is but one of the many studies inspired
by the findings of Adorno and his colleagues at the
University of California.

Public Opinion Polling and Social Attitude Measurement.

The study and measurement of social attitudes has
not a long history. In a sense it is a development from
the techniques of public opinion polling, which might be
said to go back to the first American straw vote in 1824.
But whereas public opinion polling aims at measuring the
state of public opinion on some issue of public importance

(proportion 'for', proportion 'against', etc.), social
attitude measuring attempts to go further - or, at least,
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deeper. For it is primarily concerned with underlying,
not surface, attitudes. It rests on two assumptions -

that in the individual a set of opinions on many widely-

differing issues may have its roots in a single general¬
ised attitude of mind; and that in fact attitudes can

only reveal themselves in measurable form through
opinions on a variety of topics. The main instrument
for attitude measuring is therefore a carefully-designed
battery of questions, not a single question as in public
opinion polling.

An example of such a battery is given in Eysenck
(I954)pp. 89-91. This is a questionnaire designed to
measure Anti-Semitism. It contains some 20-30 items,

many of them superficially unrelated but each in its

degree 'saturated' with anti-semitic feeling, as can be
statistically demonstrated. Typical items are, 'The
Jews have too much power and influence in this country',
'The Jews are the most despicable form of mankind which
crawls on this earth', and 'Jews are just as loyal to
the country in which they live as any other citizens'.
The persons taking part are asked to indicate the extent
of their agreement or disagreement with each statement.
It is clear that no single statement taken by itself
will provide a basis for measuring anti-Semitic attitudes.
Eysenck & Grown found that 389§ of the population tested

agreed with the first statement, whilst only 49& agreed
with the second - and indeed a different percentage of
the population agreed or disagreed with each of the re¬

maining statements. In order to measure the degree to



which any individual's attitude is permeated with anti-

Semitism, it is necessary to take into account his

responses to every statement in the questionnaire, and
even then a measure is only possible, it would seem,

on two conditions; that the scoring of each statement
reflects accurately the extent of his agreement or dis¬

agreement with it, and that the degree of its 'saturation
with anti-Semitic feeling is known. These conditions
are not always completely satisfied, but such are

certainly the principles on which all so-called 'opinion-
attitude scales' rest. By their use it is possible to

assign a place to the individual on such a dimension as,

for example, anti-Semitism. (For a discussion of the
distinctive features of public opinion polls and
attitude surveys, see Eysenck (1954)).

Relation to Personality Structure.

Attitudes are strictly speaking 'hypothetical con¬

structs', and their existence cannot be proved. .There
is much evidence, however, that they do refer to enduring
mental dispositions of some kind. The view has been

growing in recent years that in measuring attitudes we

are in fact measuring aspects of the whole personality
structure. As Allport (1937) puts it, 'attitudes
are modes of adjustment through which the person orients
himself to some specifiable aspect of his life-situation'
This is very much the standpoint of Adorno et al.

But in the years before the second world war the
study of social attitudes was concerned very little with
personality structure as such. Attention was mainly
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directed at finding correlations between attitudes
and various other attributes of persons, in particular
their social characteristics - age, income, religion,
level of education, etc. There were however early-
workers such as Howells (1930) and Moore (1929) whose
investigations, notably into radical and conservative
attitudes, led them to the conclusion that what they
were in fact dealing with was two contrasting types of
personality organisation. Yet, summing up the position
in 1937, Murphy, Murphy and Newcombe (1937) could say

that there had been 'few investigations in which data
covering both attitudes and 'total personality' are to
be found - except those... in which each has been inferred
in circular fashion from the other'.

Influence of Psycho-Analytic Doctrines.

The main impetus to thinking about mental attitudes
in terms of total personality was undoubtedly provided

by the writings of the psycho-analytic school. It was

their insistence on the dynamic unity of the personality
which gradually led to a 'functional' interpretation of
traits and attitudes, i.e. 'functional' in the sense

that they are conceived as serving deep-seated psycho¬
logical needs of the personality. Such a hypothesis was

the keystone of the whole theoretical structure on which
Adorno and his associates built their research into the

'authoritarian attitude'.

First References to the 'Authoritarian Personality'.
Neo-Freudians such as Fromm, Horney and Sullivan
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had imported a new objectivityinto psycho-analytic con¬

cepts, inspired as they were by the 'culture-pattern
theories' of Benedict, Mead and Linton. Fromm (1942)
in 'The Fear of Freedom' outlined his view of the social

process in which 'man's nature, his passions and an¬

xieties are a cultural product' (p.9), and had defined
the task of social psychology as being 'to show not only
how passions, desires, anxieties change and develop as

a result of the social process, but also how man's
energies thus shaped into specific forms in their turn
become productive forces, moulding the social process'
(p.10). He traced the beginnings of the social process

to the earliest relationships between the mother and
infant and pointed to the inevitable tension that arises
in the child because, in order to develop his individual¬
ity, he must necessarily break the primary ties with the
mother. Fromm described various frustrations inherent

in the developing of parent-child relationships,
(themselves in part culturally determined), which may

aggravate the sense of insecurity experienced by the
young child, and he pin-pointed certain 'mechanisms of
escape' by which the individual might, and frequently
does, seek relief from an intolerable anxiety. Such

mechanisms, he suggested, the cultural framework of
contemporary society often serves to reinforce. It was

this which led Fromm to give one of the earliest des¬
criptions of the authoritarian personality in the

literature, for he showed how authoritarian attitudes
provided a very effective 'mechanism of escape'.
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Stagner (1936), on the "basis of an exploratory-
study of fascist attitudes, had sketched certain of the
more prominent features of authoritarianism and had
related their genesis in the fascist movements of

Germany and Italy to the insecure circumstances of the
middle-classes in those countries, much as Fromm was to
do later. But it was left to Fromm to integrate the
authoritarian syndrome into a more fundamental concept
of 'personality-in-culture'.

Measuring the 'Authoritarian Personality'.
Apart from a short analysis "by Maslow (1943) of the

authoritarian character-structure, the psycho-dynamic
approach was not followed up until Adorno et al. "began
their four-year enquiry into 'The Authoritarian Personal¬

ity' in 1946. Initially their interest lay in studying
the personality aspects of anti-Semites (in fact the
research originated with the American Jewish Committee
who later entrusted it to the Berkeley Public Opinion
Study and the Institute of Social Research). They quite
soon established that anti-Semitism and ethnocentric

attitudes generally are structurally very closely related.
•S

Ethnocentriari^an attitude of acceptance of the in-group ,
the 'culturally alike', together with rejection of the
'out-group', the 'culturally unlike'; hence it is often
synonymous with 'minority group prejudice'. To quote the
words of one of the authors, 'anti-Semitism is best
regarded... as one aspect of this broader frame of mind;
and it is the total ethnocentric ideology rather than
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prejudice against any single group which requires ex¬

planation'. Another attitude termed "by the authors
'Political and Economic Conservatism' (P.E.C.) was

similarly explored and was likewise shown to have close
affinities with "both anti-Semitism (A.S.) and ethno-
centrism (E.). It was then that 'there gradually evolved
a plan for constructing a scale that would measure

prejudice without appearing to have this aim and without
mentioning the name of any minority group... Anti-
Semitism and ethnocentrism were not merely matters of
surface opinion but general tendencies with sources, in

part at least, deep within the structure of the person.

Would it not be possible to construct a scale that would

approach more directly these deeper, often unconscious
forces?'. (2)

It was in this way that the celebrated F-scale came

to be developed. Correlating about .75 with the E Scale
and at a lower but significant level with the A.S. and
P.E.C. Scales, it has become accepted as the standard
measure of Authoritarianism. Criticisms which have been

levelled at the F-scale will be considered in a later

chapter.

Rationale of F-scale as a Measure of Authoritarianism.

For our present purpose it will be useful to discuss

briefly the personality aspects of authoritarianism which
it seemed theoretically desirable to tap if the scale
were to be a valid instrument. They can be stated under
the following headings:-

(2) op. cit. p. 223
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CONVENTIONALISM: Rigid adherence to conventional,
middle-class values.

AUTHORITARIAN SUBMISSION: Submissive, uncritical
attitude toward idealized moral

authorities of the in-group.
AUTHORITARIAN AGGRESSION: Tendency to be on the

lookout for, and to condemn, reject
and punish people who violate con¬

ventional values.

ANTI-INTRACEPTION; Opposition to the subjective,
the imaginative, the tender-minded.

SUPERSTITION AND STEREOTYPY: The Belief in mystical
determinants of the individual's fate;
the disposition to think in rigid

categories.
POWER AND 'TOUGHNESS': Preoccupation with the

dominance-submission, strong-weak,
leader-follower dimension; identification
with power figures; overemphasis upon

the conventionalized attributes of the

ego, exaggerated assertion of strength
and toughness.

DESTRUCTIVENESS AND CYNICISM: Generalised

hostility, vilification of the human.
PROJECTIVITY: The disposition to believe that wild

and dangerous things go on in the world;
the projection outwards of unconscious
emotional impulses.
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SEX: Exaggerated concern with sexual 'goings-
on' .

The theoretical argument for attributing to
authoritarianism the characteristics set out in the

above nine categories derives from a broadly psycho¬
analytic view of personality-development. According
to this view the early years of childhood are

especially formative. During the first five years in
particular the process of 'internalizing' the parents'
attitudes, ideas and standards of behaviour is
substantially accomplished. This process - otherwise
described as super-ego formation - is one in which the
balance struck by the parents between rewards and
punishment is crucial. By reward is meant some token
of parental approval and by punishment the withdrawal
of parental love (or rather of the expression of love),
with or without the further sanction of corporal

punishment. If 'internalization' proceeds normally, the
foundation is laid for a relatively smooth integration
of the various facets of the growing personality - 'a
larger synthesis within which conscience, emotional
impulses and self operate in relative harmony'. It
is stressed that this outcome will only be achieved if
there is a bond of love and respect between the child
and his parents.

Otherwise the result might be that 'the conscience
or super-ego is incompletely integrated with the self

(3) op. cit. p. 234
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or ego, the ego here hieing conceived of as embracing
the various self-controlling and self-expressing
functions of the individual'.The authoritarian

personality is regarded as a special case in which the
personality has been cast in just such a deviant mould:
it is suggested that parental discipline has been of an

abnormally rigid and intimidating character, so that the
anxieties which are called forth when any child is ex¬

posed to discipline are unduly aggravated. A family
situation is envisaged in which the most striking
feature is a 'rigid discipline on the part of the
parents, with affection which is conditional rather
than unconditional, i.e., dependent upon approved
behaviour on the part of the child,' as Else Frenkel-
Brunswik puts it. She goes on, 'Faithful execution of
prescribed roles and the exchange of duties and
obligations is, in the families of the prejudiced,
often given preference over the exchange of free-
flowing affection... Forced into a surface submission
to parental authority, the child develops hostility
and aggression which are poorly channelised.... Fear
and dependency seem to discourage the ethnocentric
child from conscious criticism of the parents... The
fact that the negative feelings against the parents
have to be excluded from consciousness may be considered
as contributing to the general lack of insight,
rigidity of defence, and narrowness of the ego so

characteristic of high scorers' (i.e. on the Authoritarian

(3) op. cit. p. 234

(4) op. cit. p. 482
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Scale). The low scorer 'is more capable of giving
affection since he has received more real affection...

He takes internal values and principles more seriously.
Since he fears punishment and retaliation less than
does the ethnocentric person, he is more able really
to incorporate the values of society imposed upon

him'. (5)
In other words, for the authoritarian individual

the crux of his difficulties in his formative years

seems to be that he has never had the opportunity to

discover, as children normally do, that it is 'safe' to
acknowledge in oneself aggressive feelings directed
towards the parents on whom one is dependent. Aggression
is therefore rigorously repressed. Most of the aspects
of the authoritarian personality with which the items of
the F-scale are concerned revolve round this inability
on the part of the authoritarian individual to face

squarely the problem of his own aggression.
Conventionalism, in terms of psycho-analytical

theory, is best understood by reference to one phase in
the process of super-ego formation, that of 'identification'
with the parents. In the authoritarian individual this
is considered to have been of a superficial character,
despite the fact that identification with the 'strong'
is actively desired for several reasons. Perhaps the
chief reason is because it gives him much-needed
support in countering his ever-lurking anxiety lest
repressed forces should *break out'. It is superficial

(5) op. cit. p. 483
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precisely because of this. Identification which is
undertaken mainly as a defence against anxiety is, like
all defence mechanisms, apt to be heavily stereotyped
and devoid of any real affect. This pattern of
identification extends to all established authority,

including conventions, customs, institutions and social
pressures of all kinds, provided they have the character
of being too massive, too superior in strength, to be
denied.

Authoritarian Submission may be regarded as a kind
of over-compensation for underlying hostile and
rebellious impulses, ordinarily held in check by fear -

the subject is led to 'overdo' in the direction of

respect, obedience, gratitude and the like. It may also
be regarded as another aspect of that subservience to
external agencies on which conventionalism is based. By
authoritarian submission is implied, not a realistic
balanced respect for valid authority but an exaggerated,
all-out, emotional need to submit to any authority figure.

Authoritarian Aggression is the reverse of the coin

of which authoritarian submission is the obverse side.

'Hostility against 'in-group' authorities - originally
the parents - has had to be repressed; the 'bad'
aspects of these figures - that they are unfair, self-
seeking, dominating - are then seen as existing in

'out-groups', who are charged with dictatorship,

plutocracy, desire to control and so forth.' All
people deemed to be of inferior status and all violators

(6) op. cit. p. 232
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of essential values may become recipients of hostility

displaced in this way. 'Once the individual has
convinced himself that there are people who ought to "be

punished, he is provided with a channel through which
his deepest aggressive impulses may he expressed, even

while he thinks of himself as thoroughly moral'. (7)
Anti-Intraception is antagonism to the finer

sensibilities, to tender-mindedness and to the inner
life of artistic appreciation. The subject is 'afraid
of genuine feeling because his emotions might get out
of control'. (8)

Superstition and Stereotypy are both thought to
have a special relation to ethnocentrism, in so far as

this reflects a projection of unconscious forces on to
external agencies. Superstition is an expression of
'ego-weakness', the inability to deal with the environ¬

ment, outer and inner, on a basis of realism. Ego-
weakness is rooted in the lack of integration between

super-ego, ego and id, already touched on above.
Primarily due to the rigid repression of id forces, this
lack of inner control apparently makes it necessary for
the individual to seek some organising and co-ordinating
agency outside of himself. This partly explains the
powerful attraction of authority figures. It also ex¬

plains the general tendency to project responsibility
for his fate on to outside forces beyoiid his control-

superstition. Stereotypy, the disposition to think in

rigid categories, is similarly related to ego-weakness.

(7) op. cit. p. 333 (8) op. cit. p. 235
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The kind of over-simplifioation which is exemplified
in statements like 'All Jews are unscrupulous, ruthless
and undependahle' or 'Coloured people are innately-
inferior to white' suggests that such views serve merely
as vehicles for the release of repressed feeling. A
blind eye is turned on ideas and observations which
would be required to give an adequate account of Jews
and coloured people, because unconscious needs are

served by thinking in terms of homogeneous groups and
not in terms of individual people with all their human
differences. The weak ego does not include inconvenient
facts in its scheme of things.

Power and Toughness is a category which again
displays a compensatory mechanism. Over-emphasis on

these characteristics reflects the real weakness of the

ego. Further, by aligning himself with power figures,
the individual feels that he participates in power at
the same time as he submits to it.

Destructiveness and Cynicism provide another
release for the individual's strong underlying aggressive
impulses. One outlet is, as already stated, displace¬
ment on to out-groups, leading to moral indignation and
authoritarian aggression. The present variable provides
an additional, non-moralised outlet. The individual

expresses opinions which are so 'rationalised' as to
avoid moral censorship whilst yet indirectly giving rein
to aggressive tendencies. Such opinions, most
appropriately described as 'destructive' and 'cynical',
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would "be those which draw on a latent contempt for
mankind (the individual does not feel accountable for

hostility directed against so generalised an object) or

which seem to take a low, but widely-held, view of
human nature (the individual can more freely express

aggression if he feels 'everyone thinks like this').
Projectivity refers to a mechanism which was ex¬

plained above in connection with authoritarian

aggression: repressed impulses in the authoritarian
individual, projected on to the out-group, are believed
to characterise its members, who are blamed out of hand.
For this reason opinions which reveal a subject's pre¬

occupation with rather unrealistically-conceived 'evil
forces' in the world may indicate a general tendency
to projectivity, itself 'a device for keeping id drives
ego-alien' and 'a sign of the ego's inadequacy in
carrying out its function'.

Sex is another special case of projectivity.
Undue concern with overt sexuality may be a consequence

of the subject's own sexuality being repressed.
Opinions indicating a punitive attitude to violators of
the sexual mores might thus occur when such undue concern

is projected and also when the subject has tendencies
towards identification with the in-group authorities, as

explained above.
It will now be appreciated that, in so far as the

'authoritarian personality' is a theoretically valid
concept, all the above nine variables will be closely
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interacting aspects of the totality; on a psycho¬

analytical interpretation, they all have common links
and they all radiate from a central hypothesis con¬

cerning repressed emotional impulses. The thirty
statements which go to make up the items of the F-scale
are therefore constructed with a view to tapping the
individual's opinions on subjects which together
embrace the whole area covered by these nine categories.
They have since been validated on a large number of
variously composed American populations. It will be
clear that only the total score, representing the
degree of agreement or disagreement with all the items
of the scale, may be taken as an index of the
authoritarianism implicit in the individual's attitude

(as the authors point out, a high score for 'conventional¬
ism', to take an instance of one category only, may or

may not by itself be expressive of an aspect of
authoritarianism - it depends on what sort of response

is made in respect of other categories: 'extreme
conventionalism going with a strong inclination to
punish those who violate conventional values is a

different thing from conventional values associated with
a philosophy of live and let live'. C9) ).

StartinR-off Point for Present Thesis.

It was Else Frenkel-Brunswik's contribution to 'The

Authoritarian Personality' that provided the starting-
point for the present writer's investigation into the

(9) op. cit. p. 230
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authoritarian upbringing of children. Her interview
material from high-scoring (HS) and low-scoring (LS)
subjects on the F-scale contained many childhood
recollections which, though subjective snd in some

cases no doubt highly-coloured interpretstions of
early parental handling, did seem to confirm her
theoretical expectations. Further support was given

by the results of her later project (E. Frenkel-
Brunswik, 1948), which included a study of the parents
of children who were prejudiced and unprejudiced

respectively. This again substantiated many of the
hypotheses about parents of the kind put forward in
'The Authoritarian Personality'. In a later report (E.
Frenkel-Brunswik & J. Havel, 1953), she gave further
evidence pointing to intra-fsmilial factors in the
determination of prejudice in the child.

But this last study left her with the important
question unanswered: is prejudice transmitted directly
as a number of specific attitudes or indirectly via a

broader process of character-formation? It seemed to
the present writer that there was room for an enquiry
into the effect upon children of an authoritarian up¬

bringing, with particular reference, not to prejudice or

any specific social attitude, but to personality variables
of a broader type which might be linked theoretically
with perhaps ethnocentrism or authoritarianism. In other

words, what appeared to be lacking in previous

investigations was a comparative personality-study of
children who came from authoritarian and non-authoritarian
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homes, with the object of identifying differences that
might he attributed to upbringing; differences, further,
that might possibly underline processes at work in the
child pointing to new authoritarian personalities in the

making.
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CHAPTER TWO

Design of the Research.

The main difficulty in planning the research lay not
so much in deciding how to obtain adequate numbers of
children from authoritarian and non-authoritarian parents

respectively, but in deciding what personality-variables
it would be practicable and profitable to test them for.
The variables would have to be susceptible of reasonably
reliable testing on a group basis and at the same time
must offer some prospect of yielding significantly
different results when the two sets of children were

compared.

Choosing the First Variable.

The writer was greatly influenced by the recent
publications of H.J. Eysenck in choosing one such variable
which has proved to be of singular importance, namely that
of Extraversion-Introversion. In 'The Dimensions of

Personality' (Eysenck. 1947) and in subsequent works,

Eysenck has given much experimental and other evidence
for regarding extraversion-introversion as one of the
major dimensions along which all human beings can be
ranged. In 'The Psychology of Politics' (1954) he has
very suggestively related this dimension to that whole
process of 'socialisation' by which, as we have seen,

primary drives are channelised in accordance with

parental moulding. In particular, he has sought to
establish a basis for differentiating between 'over-
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socialisation' and 'under-socialisation' according
to the extraversion-introversion manifested by the
individual. His theoretical argument - or rather,
chain of arguments - is somewhat complex and rests on

certain well-founded hypotheses concerning the
relative ease with which extraverts and introverts

respectively may be conditioned. If it is the case,

as the mounting evidence suggests, that extraverts are

less susceptible to conditioning thsn introverts, this
will have certain consequences for the developing child
who is subject to normal parental pressures during the
period of super-ego formation. For, following Mowrer
(1950), it is possible to interpret the effect of such
parental pressures in terms of conditioning: it may be
said that the child is conditioned to internalise the

parents' attitudes and standards of behaviour, his
'reward' for doing so being relief from the anxiety he
has 'learned' to experience if forbidden impulses are

gratified.
On this showing the super-ego is seen as being

normally established via a conditioning process which,
as Eysenck points out, will have varying success

depending (in part) on the 'conditionability' of the
child, i.e. on the extraverted or introverted nature
of the child. In Eysenck's words, 'Given an equal
amount of socialisation on the part of society, one

would expect a person showing high conditionability,
i.e. developing conditioned responses quickly and
easily, to become 'over-socialised', while a person
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developing conditioned responses slowly and with
difficulty would tend to be 'under-socialised'. Eysenck

equates 'over-socialisation' with the ethical idealism
and conscientiousness of the 'tender-minded' and 'under-
soeialisation' with the down-to-earth empiricism of the

'tough-minded' (to make use of William James' celebrated
dichotomy). There is no need at the moment to follow
Eysenck in these assumptions. What seemed important to
the present writer for the design of his research was

that theoretical grounds had thus been advanced for
linking extraversion-introversion in the child with the
degree of socialisation developed in him by virtue of
the early parent-child relationship. Following on from
this, the conclusion was inescapable that, if results
were to be achieved from a comparison of children who
had been subjected to an authoritarian upbringing and
children who had been subjected to a non-authoritarian

upbringing,, full allowance would have to be made for
each child's standing on the extraversion-introversion

dimension, i.e. virtually, his conditionability.
In particular, it seemed, the implications could

be elaborated more concretely as follows:- if Eysenck's
premises and reasoning are correct, the extraverted

kovi'wa

child and the introverted childAshould differ in res¬
pect of socialisation and super-ego formation. This
difference should be at its maximum when the extraverted

Children of authoritarian parents are compared with the
introverted children of non-authoritarian parents; and
this for three quite plausible reasons -

(l) any extraverted child is ex hypothesi less con-
ditionable than his introverted counterpart.
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(2) the upbringing of an extraverted child of
such parents is, further, of a kind which is
"based more on punishment than on positive
affectional reward (the hearing on socialis¬
ation is that learning experiments, at least
with animals, seem to show that 'punishment is
less effective in weakening or inhibiting a
response than is learning a new response to
replace the wrong one' (c f. McClelland, 1951,
p.360) ).

(3) authoritarian parents are relatively incon¬
sistent models for their children to
internalise, because e.g. they have one rule
for the in-group and one for the out-group,
they are aggressive in some situations and
submissive in others, etc.

A priori reasoning cannot predict with equal con¬

fidence how the introverted child of authoritarian

parents should compare with the extraverted child of
non-authoritarian parents, since the second and third
of the above three arguments are in this case out of
line with the first.

The writer in this way reached a stage in his think¬

ing which took him beyond the idea of a simple comparison
of personality-variables between the children of author¬
itarian and non-authoritarian parents. It was clear that
extraversion-introversion complicated the possibilities
considerably. Extraversion-introversion would not itself
be a suitable variable for comparison purposes because it
was one of the determining factors in the socialisation
process by which the personality is substantially shaped.
Particularly as there is some reason to believe that
extraversion-introversion has a hereditary foundation

(cf. Eysenck, 1954 p. 196 and/
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Eysenck, 1956); it could perhaps for the purpose of
the research he regarded as a 'given' factor, entering

independently into the socialisation process. It would
therefore certainly require to he measured, in order that
the desired comparison should have a realistic basis.

Ghoosing further Variables.

But in order to make significant comparisons between
the two sets of children, personality variables would still
have to be found which could be expected to respond

sensitively to variations in the socialisation process.

The choice of variables would have to be made with circum¬

spection. The study of G-ough, Harris, Martin, & Edwards
(1950) - in some ways a parallel study - had successfully
shown that authoritarianism in the upbringing of children
was related to the minority group prejudice they dis¬
played. But it cannot be assumed that minority group

prejudice is the outcome of the socialisation process.

As Eysenck points out, it might mean only that
authoritarian parents tend to indoctrinate their
children with their own ethnocentric ideas, or even that
authoritarian parents, (who, he claims, tend to be
extraverted) transmit their extraversion by the normal

hereditary mechanism to their children, who in turn
exhibit an extraverted pattern of behaviour, including
a tendency to ethnocentrism.

Clearly then the personality variables to be
selected for the present research had to be such that
they were reasonably immune from criticisms of this kind.
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Was it perhaps the case that no testable variable
existed which was immune? Was it not conceivable,

especially if it is true that a relationship can be
found between authoritarianism and extraversion, that
any attribute might likewise be related to the
extraversion-introversion dimension, directly or in¬

directly, and so perhaps be indicative of a provenance

rooted more in heredity than in the socialisation

process? The possibility could not be ignored.
Considerations of this kind obviously gave no lead as

to which variables should be selected.

A lead was to be obtained, however, from the other
point of criticism, concerning indoctrination. Variables
were required which manifestly did not reflect any kind
of specific indoctrination by the parents. Leadership
qualities and popularity of the child in his peer-group

were variables which seemed to satisfy this condition.

Leadership and Popularity are not personality
variables in the sense of being directly expressive of
the individual's personality - strictly speaking, they
partake of the nature of social judgments made by other
people - but it would seem common sense to assume that

they correspond to something in the child which has
'social stimulus value' (to use Allport's phrase). A
priori one would expect this 'something' in the child
to be a generalised aspect of his personality which no

amount of indoctrination could produce. It might, of
course, be closely related to the extraversion-
introversion dimension and to that extent be independent
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of socialisation. On the other hand, on theoretical

grounds this 'something' could be identified with
qualities such as generosity, unselfishness, etc. , which
we know to be 'learned' qualities, or, taking the opposite
case of Unpopularity and absence of Leadership, it
could be identified with inferiority feelings, the urge

to bully smaller children, etc., which are also 'learned' -

and these latter, as we have seen reason to suspect, may

be some of the products of an authoritarian upbringing.
On all these grounds, therefore, the writer con¬

cluded that tests for Popularity and Leadership would

provide a.reasonable basis for the comparison desired.
As to the means of measuring Popularity and Leadership,
that presented no difficulty. Sociometric tests, as

described originally by Moreno (1934), were in both cases

obviously the method of choice. They will be described
in detail in a later chapter.

Popularity in Relation to Personality Structure.

Hardly any work has been done to date, unfortunately,
on the relationship between popularity (sociometric
status) and personality-structure, and certainly not
with specific reference to socialisation. A few studies
have been reported, however, in soeiometric literature,
mainly on the trait differences found between individuals
who are high and low respectively in sociometric status.
Baron (1951), who summarises these studies up to 1951
and gives an account of his own investigation:, shows
that high status is generally found to be correlated
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with traits suggestive of good social adjustment, as

might be expected, and low status with traits suggestive
of social and personal inadequacy, e.g. depressive

tendencies, anxiety, difficulty in making relationships
and maintaining them.

Lemann & Solomon (1952) dispute the validity of the
sociometric techniques used by earlier investigators
and put forward modifications of their own, but the

practical results of their doing so have added little to
our understanding (e.g. they find that high status girls
are 'generous, enthusiastic, affectionate' and low
status girls are 'stingy, apathetic, cold').

Bonney, Hoblit & Dreyer (1953) arrive at a tentative
hypothesis on questions more related to personality-
structure: 'High choice status... is due probably, not
to greater amounts of certain desirable traits, but to
a more effective integration and use of a variety of

traits', etc.
Certain authors, whose interest lies more in

dynamic than in manifest traits, are quite critical of
the superficiality of earlier findings. Northway &

Wigdor (1947) used Rorschach tests to show that both
the sociometric 'rejects' and 'selects' contained more

disturbed individuals than the middle group, and in

referring to 'selects' they speak of a strong need for
affection, 'a conscious striving for approval'. Mill
(1953) draws a similar conclusion from his own research;
some of the selects... hsd achieved their popular
status by having learned certain behavioural roles, and
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their adoption of these roles stemmed from a neurotic

"basis'. Whatever the ultimate value of such results

may be, the work of these writers has directed attention

to dynamic factors largely ignored "by earlier socio-
metrists. There is one earlier study which should be
mentioned in this connection, however, namely that of
Gattell (1934), in which he found that popularity
correlated most highly with his personality factors 0
and G (denoting 'emotional stability' and 'character
integration' respectively; of Factor G he says elsewhere

(1950) that it may be equated with 'the psycho-analysts'
notion of 'ego strength'').

The general consensus is then, as will be recognised,
that some connection exists between popularity and

'personality-as-a-whole', despite the occasional caveat
of Northway (e.g. 1951 and 1954) to the effect that it
is not yet proven that sociometric patterns have any

great relevance to the subject's psychology.

Leadership and Dominance in Relation to Personality Structure

The personality correlates of leadership have not
been so extensively explored. But by 1950 it was possible
for Oattell to write of a 'common misconception to be dis¬
carded... that popularity and leadership are identical'.
He actually does cite personality-traits which, accord¬
ing to rating-studies, are typical of leaders (in face-
to-face situations) and which are much the same as are

found in studies of popularity, e.g. high character

integration, high emotional maturity and high 'surgency';
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but leaders are said to have in addition high dominance
and intelligence. These latter traits, says Cattell,
do not correlate markedly with mere popularity, G-ibb

(1950) summarises much of the work done up to that
time and following Anderson (1937) differentiates between

'integrative' modes of behaviour, whicb are characteristic
of leadership, and 'dominative' behaviour (by 'integrative'
he means 'seeking to obtain the voluntary co-operation
of the led').

In view of all this it seemed to the present writer

that, while leadership no doubt involves much that is

qualitatively different from domination, some quality
akin to dominance or ascendance, as Cattell indicates,
will probably be present in a leader to distinguish him
from the merely popular persoil. It should be of
considerable theoretical interest, and add clarity to
our insight, to see what patterns of leadership and
dominance are differentiated, if at all, by exposure of
a child to authoritarian and non-authoritarian upbringing.

For all the above reasons then, the plan of the

research, as finally elaborated, involved applying
sociometric tests to the two groups of children for
popularity and leadership, and two further tests, using
whatever methods seemed practicable, for extraversion-
introversion and dominance-submission.

Intelligence tests were not included in the
programme, for reasons which will be apparent later.
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CHAPTER THREE.

Administering the P-Scale.

The first phase of the project was clearly one of

obtaining adequate 'populations' of authoritarian and
non-authoritarian parents. Parents' Associations and
Parent-Teacher Associations were the most obvious source

of these. The P-scale as perfected by Adorno et al.

(1950) - and by now regarded as a standard measure of
authoritarianism in the U.S.A. - had not been validated

in Great Britain so far as was known, but there were no

immediately apparent reasons why it should not
discriminate successfully between at least the more

extreme authoritarians and the more extreme non-

authoritarians. Por the purposes of the research this
was all that was necessary, so long as sufficient numbers
were yielded to make a statistical comparison of their
children possible. There was no need to aim at obtaining
a representative sample of the parent population, since
the enquiry was concerned only with the differential
effects of the two extreme kinds of upbringing.

Through the good offices of the Edinburgh Education
Authority, and the Head Teachers and parent groups of
the various schools concerned, it was possible to win
the co-operation of 341 parents in this way. The approach
was to attend a meeting of each P.A. or P.T.A. and to
submit the questionnaire to those present, either after

addressing them on the general subject of social attitude
measuring (this was only when expressly invited to do so),
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or after a very "brief verbal explanation of the

questionnaire at the conclusion of the main proceedings
of the evening. In either case the forms were completed
on the spot, usually during the refreshment interval.
Thus parents were not informed of the precise nature of
the project, and certainly no word was ever breathed to
them about authoritarian attitudes. It was simply put
to them that the msin object was to conduct a survey of
the attitudes of parents in Edinburgh to discipline in
the home. It was made clear how their responses to a

series of statements, most of which did not refer to

discipline at all, could contribute to this end. This
was usually all that was required in order to secure

their co-operation. It was considered undesirable to

divulge to more people than was necessary the fact that
any subsequent testing of children in the schools would
be part of this same enquiry. Questions from the

parents were never refused, however, and if it seemed
necessary at any time to enlarge upon the research, it
was revealed without prevarication that a subsidiary
aim of the project was to examine the possible effects
of different types of discipline upon such qualities in
the child as his capacity for leadership. By referring
to leadership rather than popularity in this way, it
seemed more likely that needless parental anxiety about
the future testing programme would be avoided.

Modifications in the F-Scale.

The Scale used was the final version (Forms 45 and
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40) as published in 'The Authoritarian Personality',
with two items omitted "because they were not applicable
to the situation in this country. An additional item
was inserted but was not counted for scoring purposes.

This was a statement specifically on corporal punish¬

ment, and it headed the list of items so as to give
some verisimilitude to the claim that the questionnaire
was concerned with disciplining children. No further
items were substituted for the statements omitted,
since validation of the F-scale on a Scottish population
was not contemplated. It was felt that the omission of
two scores out of a total of thirty would not seriously
impair the value of the scale, especially as the
intention in using it was mainly to identify parents at
either extreme of the authoritarian dimension.

The scale as submitted to parents, complete with

instructions, is reproduced in Appendix A.

Distribution of Scores.

In scoring the completed questionnaires, the method
described in 'The Authoritarian Personality' was followed

(i.e. strong agreement = 7, moderate agreement = 6,
slight agreement = 5; slight disagreement = 3, moderate
disagreement = 2, strong disagreement = l). The absence
of a middle or neutral response was deliberate, so that
the subject was forced to make a stand one way or the
other on each item but could yet be almost neutral. Any
item actually omitted by a subject was given a score of 4.
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The distribution of scores obtained was fairly

symmetrical but tended to be negatively skewed, i.e.
piled up on the side
of 'agreements'. This [
showed in the fact

that the range of
scbres covered by the

upper 25% of the
distribution was
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approximately 34 points,
whereas the range cove- 5
red by the lower 25%
was 85 points; that
is to say, the subjects
located at the bottom

end of the range were

spread more widely
and were less

homogeneous as a

group (see Diagram 1.).
For the purpose of the

research, 'authori¬
tarian parents' were taken to be those represented by
the 75'tk- 100'ik percentile range, (henceforth referred
to as Top Quartile for short, following Adorno et al.),
with scores ranging from 161 upwards, and 'non-
authoritarian parents' were taken to be those represented
by the 25'Ik - Zero'th percentile range, (henceforth

Sf

Distribution of F-Scale Scores

Diagram 1
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referred to as Bottom Quartile), with scores ranging
from 130 downwards.

The number of parents who completed the F-scale
at P.A. and P.T.A. meetings was 341. Nominally the
yield of parents in the Top and Bottom Quartiles from
a total of 341 is 85 each. Unfortunately a very

considerable 'wastage' of these parents was unavoidable.
This was because for the purpose of the research those
whose children were outside the age-range 9-15 years

could not be used (the limitation of the age range was

necessary because of the nature of the group tests that
were to be given - see Chap, k-). When these parents
were excluded, a mere 71 remained, i.e. 41 authoritarian
or high-scoring (HS) parents and 30 non-authoritarian
or low-scoring (LS) parents.

Further Selection of Parents.

The method of selecting suitable parents from

organised parent groups was evidently a most wasteful
procedure. It was clear that other means would have
to be adopted if adequate numbers of children for a

comparative study were to be obtained. The other means

adopted are described fully in Chap.5 . Essentially it
was a matter of reversing the process as originally
conceived of first finding the parents and then testing
the children. Now that 71 children with appropriate

backgrounds had been located in different Corporation
schools all over Edinburgh, it was possible to test the
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classes of which they were members, and the results
of these tests would he available for literally
hundreds of children. By scrutinising these results
it should be a simple matter to select children whose
characteristics were potentially interesting for pur¬

poses of comparison, and then to interview their
parents with a view to asking their co-operation in the
enquiry. An added advantage of this method incidentally
would be that access to both fathers and mothers might
be more easily obtained (P.A. and P.T.A. meetings were

mainly attended by mothers).
It was not likely of course that all the children

discovered in this way would have parents of whom both
or even one would turn out to be HS or LS. But the

numbers of such children in all the classes tested would

be potentially so large that it would be a case of
simply going on testing their parents until a sufficient
parent 'population' was obtained. As the procedure got
under way, it became apparent that large numbers of
married couples were completing the scale of whom one

spouse or both came intermediate in the range of scores,

and the decision was therefore made to include children

of such parents in another category (IS) for comparison
with children in the HS and LS categories.

The final result was that a further 289 parents
were obtained whose children were in the stated age-

range and were among those who had been given the group

tests. The combined number of HS parents was now 102,
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of IS parents 144, and of LS parents 114.

Reliability of the F-Scale.

The experience of Adorno et al. and of subsequent

investigators has shown that the pattern of response to
the F-scale varies to some extent with the socio-economic

stattis of the respondent. In discussing the reliability,
etc., of the scale in terms of the results obtained, it
is necessary to take account as far as possible of
social class as a factor. This could only be done in
the crudest way, in the circumstances of the enquiry.
No assessment of social status could be made of parents

individually, either at meetings or in the course of
home visits, which took the form often of little more

than doorstep interviews.
It would seem that differentiation could be

attempted solely on the basis of the type of school
attended by the child. It is characteristic of Edinburgh,
as of other cities in Scotland, that certain schools
administered by the Education Authority, both primary
and secondary, are fee-paying. The fees charged are

small by comparison with those of the Merchant Company
and other private schools and academies, but the effect
is to stratify to some extent the intake of such schools.
It would be broadly true to say that the children at all
fee-paying Corporation schools are predominantly drawn
from the middle and lower middle classes, whilst the
children at free Corporation schools (at least the
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primary schools) are predominantly drawn from the
working class, (cf. Chapter on 'Education'in Cairncross,
(1954))

For this reason the Tables which follow, which
were worked out mainly as a check on the reliability
and other statistical properties of the F-scale, relate
to these two types of school. Separate data are given
for fathers and mothers of children at a typical fee-

paying primary school and for mothers only (the number
of male respondents was too small to be statistically
useful) of children at four typical free primary schools.
Observation of the districts served by these schools
would seem to confirm the assumptions made above as to
the socio-economic backgrounds in each case. There is

TABLE 1

Statistics relating to F-Scale Scores of
5 Typical Parent Groups

Mothers (Fee-paying Fathers (Fee-psying MothersfFree
Corporation School) Corporation School) Corporation

School

N. 55 43 50
Reliability. 0.85 0.81 0.76
Means

Odd half 5.4 5.2 5.8
Even half 4.8 4.6 5.0

S.D,
Odd half 2.87 2.93 1.76
Even half 5.72 3.94 5.6

Range
Odd half 6.4 - 3.8 6.1 - 3.4 6.8-4
Even half 6.2 - 3.0 6.2 - 3.3 6.8 - 3
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no reason to suppose that the parents to whom the data
relate are in any way an unrepresentative sample of the
two classes of parent population used in the research.

The reliabilities given above are split-half
reliabilities based on correlations between the odd

items and the even items and corrected by the Spearman-
Brown formula. None attains the average coefficient
of 0.90 achieved by the F-scale in California and

quoted in 'The Authoritarian Personality' (p.258), but
the first two at least are reasonably satisfactory.
The S.D., means, and ranges (given in terms of mean

score per item) for the two halves of the scsle are not

significantly different as far as the first two groups

of parents are concerned. This equivalence of the halves
and the reliability value suggest that it would be
reasonable to concur with Adorno et al. that the F-

scale is an adequate measuring instrument, for middle
class parents at least. Subjects may be ranked with a

relatively small error of measurement along a continuum
or dimension. As to the exact nature of the dimension,
we may provisionally agree to call it authoritarianism.

The position with regard to working class mothers
is not so satisfactory. A reliability of 0.76 is below
the value ordinarily regarded as adequate for an accurate
instrument. The S.D.s of the halves are significantly
different, the over-all mean is higher than in the case

of the other two (though these are themselves higher
than the theoretical neutral point of 4), and the
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obtained range includes much higher scores, almost
reaching the theoretical maximum of 7. It would "be in

line with the findings of other workers to say that
this result Is in part a reflection of greater
authoritarianism amongst working class people* But
the lower reliability and, as Table 2 indicates, the
lower internal consistency of the scale for this group,

might also reflect their poorer education and a likeli¬
hood that they failed to understand some of the scale
items,

The whole question of the effect of socio-economic
status on the results will be considered in Ghap. 6 .

Meantime it was decided that the main work of the

research should be based on data derived from middle and

lower middle class parents, in view of the greater

reliability of the scale when administered to them; but
such results as were obtained from working class groups

were to be used in whatever ways seemed legitimate.
The fact that the statistics quoted for mothers and

fathers in the first two parent groups are roughly
comparable might, of course, be taken as indicating
collusion between the spouses when completing their
forms. Parents were warned against this, however, at
the time when their co-operation was sought, and the
reasons for doing so were readily appreciated in almost
every case. In point of fact, it was an easy matter to
detect flagrant collusion when scoring the questionnaires,
and instances of this were actually very rare.
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Internal Consistency of Scale Items.

In 'The Authoritarian Personality', Levinson
discusses (p.p.77-80) which method of item analysis it
is "best to use in the perfecting of the P-scale. Inter-
correlation of all the items with a view to factor

analysis would he statistically the soundest procedure,
both for proving the uni-dimensionality of the scale
and for determining the contribution of each item to
its over-all effectiveness. But that is a laborious

method, and, further, it was considered unnecessary for
the purpose. Since uni-dimensionality could in fact be
inferred from considerations similar to those mentioned

in the preceding section, the major task was that of

comparing the relative merits of individual items. It
was decided that this could be done with greatest
economy of time and effort by using the 'Likert'
technique.

Any technique for evaluating the contribution of
items to a scale, if that scale is known to measure a

single variable, depends on finding an index of the
statistical relationship between item score and scale
score. Correlation is one such index. Adorno et al.

do, in fact, (p'.26l) for demonstration purposes with a

special college group, calculate the average item-total
scale correlation for the P-scale to be 0.33 and the

average inter-item correlation to be 0.13 - which -first
correlation* statistically significant, though thay if
suggests perhaps that the homogeneity of the scale is in
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some doubt. The Likert 'Discriminatory Power' (DP)
technique, whilst not based on a computation of
correlation values, is believed to give results of

comparable accuracy. Murphy & Likert (1938) have shown
that item-total scale correlations and 'Discriminatory
Powers' obtained on the same scale do in fact correlate

highly together (0.91).
Discriminatory Power is a value obtained for each

item by subtracting the mean score of the Bottom Quartile
from the mean score of the Top Quartile for that item.
If an item measures authoritarianism well, the TQ parents
as determined by the total scale score will make higher
scores on it than BQ parents. The greater the
difference between the item mean for the high-scorers
and that for the low-scorers, the greater the DP of that
item and the better the measure of authoritarianism it

gives.
The data on the item analysis of the F-scale for

the aforementioned three parent groups are presented in
Table 2. It can be calculated that DP's of 1.4 and over

are statistically significant at the 596 level. This
follows from the critical ratio or, better, the
Student's 't' value for Top and Bottom Quartiles of this
size (approx. 14) as determined for each item, and from
the fact that the standard error of the difference

between the means for the Top and Bottom Quartiles is

virtually never higher than 0.67.
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TABLE 2.

Item Means and. Discriminatory Powers.

Mothers (Fee-paying Fathers (Fee-paying Mothers (Free Oor-
Oorporation Schoo0 Corporation School) poration School)

Mean
Item TQ BQ

Mean for
Total

DP Group
Mean

TO, Bg

Mean for
Total

DP Group

Mean for
Mean Total

T£ Bg DP Group

2. 6.7 5.1 1.6 6.24 6.9 4.1 2.8 6.1 6.9 7.0 -0.1 6.8
3. 6.8 6.0 0.8 6.2 6.6 4.5 2.1 5.5 6.5 5.3 1.2 6.1
4. 6.6 5.7 0.9 6.0 6.3 4.9 1.4 5.6 6.3 5.5 0.8 6.1
5; 6,3 4.3 2.0 5.6 6.1 2.1 4.0 5.3 6.3 5.3 1.0 5.7
6. 5.7 5.2 0.5 5.3 4.9 3.3 1.6 3.9 6.4 3.5 2.9 4.7
7, 5.7 3.0 2.7 4.6 5.7 3.0 2.7 4.3 5.9 5.3 0.6 5.5
8. 6.4 5.5 0.9 5.7 6.7 5.9 0.8 6.2 5.5 3.8 1.7 5.2
9. 6.8 4-.0 2.8 5.5 6.4 3.5 2.9 5.6 6.7 6.1 0.6 6.3

10. 5.0 4.0 1.0 3.9 4.8 3.1 1.7 3.6 5.7 2.9 2. 8 3.9
11. 6.7 2.7 4.0 4.6 5.2 3.1 2.1 4.3 6. 6 3.5 3.1 5.1
12. 6.7 3.3 3.4 5.0 6.9 2.6 4.3 4.3 6.6 3.6 3.0 5.3
13. 6.6 5.7 0.9 6.3 6. 6 5.6 1.0 6.1 6.7 6.0 0.7 6.5
14. 6.4 4.4 2.0 5. 8 6.1 2.4 3.7 5.3 5.9 4.0 1.9 5.5
15, 6.5 5.4 1.1 6.3 6.7 3.5 3.2 6.0 7.0 6.1 0.9 6.8
16. 5.4 1.7 3.7 4.0 6.2 1.9 4.3 3.5 6.3 2.7 3.6 4.5
17. 6,5 3.0 3,5 5.2 6.6 3.9 2.7 5.6 6.8 5.0 1.8 5.9
18. 5.4 3,3 2.1 4.5 5.1 3.4 1.7 4.1 5.9 3.8 2.1 5.0
19, 5.9 5.4 0.5 5.9 6.8 4.3 2.5 5.3 6.0 5.8 0.2 6.1
20. 5.3 3.0 2.3 3.7 4.8 2.6 2.2 3.2 4.7 2.2 2.5 3.2
21. 5.4 3.0 2.4 4,6 5.7 3.0 2.7 4.7 5.7 4.6 1.1 4,8
22. 6.0 2.6 3.4 4.5 5.5 2.6 2.9 4.0 5.8 3.8 2.0 4.7
23, 6.8 5.7 1.1 6.4 7.0 5.1 1.9 6,1 6.8 5.4 1.4 6.2
24, 5.7 3.4 2.3 4.5 4.5 4.1 0,4 4.4 5.8 3.3 2.5 4.7
25. 6.0 2.7 3.3 5.0 6.3 2.2 4.1 4.8 6.8 3.3 3.5 5.6
26. 4.7 1.7 3.0 3.0 4.4 4,6 -Q 2 4.2 5.1 2.6 2.5 4.3
27. 6.7 5.1 1.6 5.9 6.8 4.5 2.3 5.8 6.9 4.3 2.6 5.8
28. 6.7 3.9 2.8 5.3 6. 8 3.7 3.1 5.5 6.7 4.8 1.9 5.4
29. 5.7 2.1 3.6 3.9 5.3 2.0 3.3 3.4 6.3 3.0 3,3 4.9

Mean 2.1 5.1 2.5 4.9 1.9 5.4
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When DP values are over 1.4, then, the means of
the Top and Bottom Quartiles are significantly different,
although the distributions are partially overlapping.
Almost all the items of the scale meet this criterion

for one or another of the three parents groups. Only
Item No. 13 fails to evoke sufficiently different

responses from the two extreme Quartiles in all the

parent groups. The internal consistency of the scale
is therefore quite satisfactory.

The ideal scale-item is one which will discriminate

completely between HS and LS parents. A high DP of 4
or more indicates that there can be very little over¬

lapping of scores for that item. For lower DP's their
value from this point of view depends partly on the
form of the distribution and size of the group mean.

Where the group mean departs greatly from the theoretical
mean (i.e. 4) in either direction and where the TQ and
BQ means are still significantly different, there is a

greater likelihood of the item adequately separating
high-scoring from low-scoring parents. Prom a broader
point of view, however, as the California study stresses,
it would be desirable that the scale should contain

only those items that divide the normal population more

or less equally, so that the distribution of respobses
is approximately normal. It will be seen that with
each of the Edinburgh parent groups, taken as a whole,
there is a consistent tendency for group means on the
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items to depart from the theoretical mean in the
direction of agreement - this "being a more pronounced
tendency in the working class group. In the absence
of standardisation of the E-scale on representative

samples of Edinburgh parents of all social classes, or

indeed of the parent population of Gt. Britain ss a

whole, the implication that the attitudes of Edinburgh
parents are weighted on the side of authoritarianism is

interesting but merely speculative. Some of the points
made in the following two sections, however, would seem

to add weight to the possibility.
The dependability of the various items of the scale

as expressed by their relative rank-orders for the
three parent groups, is not so satisfactory as in the
California study. A rank-order correlation between the
respective DP's for the mothers of the two socio-economic
groups is only 0.4 as compared with the value 0.84 given
by Adorno et al. for men and women of roughly correspond¬
ing socio-economic classes (iT. 261).

Validation.

Validation in the California study was achieved by

way of intensive interviews with selected subjects and
tests based on projective techniques (including
Thematic Apperception Tests). None of these methods
was open to the present writer, and strictly speaking
validation has not been attempted in this study. There
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are, however, indications of an indirect kind that
authoritarians and non-authoritarians, as identified "by
the F-scale, are indeed differentiated in a way

consonant with the theoretical concept of authoritarianism.
The crux of the matter would seem to "be whether or

v not authoritarian attitudes have a dynamic motivation
based on repressed aggression. The best alternative
theory would be (stated simply and at the risk of

begging important questions) that the F-scale measures

attitudes which merely reflect a particular set of

opinions current in contemporary society: opinions held
by the majority of people as a result of some kind of

'passive indoctrination' or 'acculturation'. Conclusive
tests as to which theory most successfully meets the
facts were not practicable within the framework of the

present enquiry. But it would be reasonable to expect
on the 'dynamic' theory, that item responses which best

separate the Top and Bottom Quartiles would be those
which best tap repressed aggression. On the 'cultural'
theorypggate#iued, there would be no reason why such
items should be more discriminating than the rest.

This expectation would seem to be borne out by
some of the results in Table 2. If we may assume, as (op.ut.
&&£ theory of item construction perhaps entitles us to

do, that the items which are prima facie vehicles for
aggression (by inspection, Nos. 5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16,
17, 21, 22, 25) do in fact tap repressed aggression,
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these items should have the highest DP's. It will "be
seen that in the ease of both mothers and fathers of the

fee-paying parent group, 7 out of the 10 highest DP's
do relate to items included in that group.

In the case of the non-fee-paying mothers, however,
most of the DP's of the 'aggressive' items have

relatively lower rankings, so that only 4 appear in the

highest 10. Of the remaining 6, 4 are actually items
whose DP's are below the level of statistical

significance. This result is peculiar to the lower
socio-economic group: the responses of the other two

parent groups meet this criterion of significance in
the case of all the aggressive items. Table 2 shows
that the reason for this result is not that the high-
scoring mothers in the lower socio-economic group fail
to agree strongly with the 'aggressive' items, but that
the low-scoring mothers tend to agree with them too.
There are grounds (see next section) for believing that
the discriminatory power of these items will stand

unimpaired, even for this socio-economic group, if the
category of low-scoring mothers is here restricted to a

rather smaller proportion of mothers at the bottom end
of the distribution. A fresh scrutiny of the data is
called for to establish this, but it is evident that in

raising this issue a much wider question has been brought
into prominence, that of the relationship between an

individual's total score on the P-scale and the formative
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processes underlying the variable which it is supposed
to measure - in other words, the linearity of the

regression between 'authoritarianism* as measured and
the motivation specific to it. This will be the subject
of the next section.

Meantime, not by any means proof but an indication
has been offered, based on the data in Table 2, that
the rationale of the F-scale is indeed a'dynamic' one.

The charge might be made that items designed to attract
responses having an 'underlay' of aggression could be
the most discriminating for quite other reasons; in
other words, that a third theory, different from both
the 'dynamic' and 'cultural' ones, might well account
for the observed facts. Perhaps the best reply to this
would be that initially discrimination wee a function
of the total scale, of whose 28 effective items only 10
might be characterised as primarily 'aggressive' in

content, and that since, over and above the initial

discrimination, a special discriminatory role was

predicted for a certain group of items, all in terms of
the same 'dynamic' theory, and since the prediction was

fulfilled, this greatly strengthens the case for adopting
the 'dynamic' rationale of the F-scale. Obviously only
a thorough validation procedure csn provide a definitive
answer to this question, but it is felt that on the
limited issue of 'dynamic' theory versus 'cultural'
theory, the evidence, such as it is, is on the side of
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the 'dynamic' theory.

Linearity of Regression: Characteristics of Scorers
Intermediate in the Range.

The assumption has "been so far that high-scoring
parents differ from low-scoring parents mainly in degree
•and that authoritarianism grades off more or less in

step with diminution in F-seale scores. Adorno et al.

implicitly adopt this position; 'The impression gained
from a few interviews with middle scorers, and from the
examination of many of their questionnaires, is that

they are not indifferent or ignorant with respect to the
issues of the scales, or lacking in the kinds of
motivation or personality traits found in the extremes.
In short, they are in no sense categorically different;
they are, as it were, made of the same stuff hut in
different combinations', (p.27).

We have just seen in the preceding section that,
at least in the case of working-class mothers, there is
agreement with certain of the items presumed to have an

'aggressive' content, both on the part of the TQ. parents
and the BQ parents. May it be then that with the fall
in F-scale scores goes a change, not only in degree of
authoritarianism, but also in its 'composition', its
essential quality? Christie & Jahoda in 'Studies in
the Scope and Method of 'The Authoritarian Personality' '
(1954) stress the importance of knowing something more
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a"bout the ways in which the extreme scorers differ from
the middle scorers, a question which the California

study tends to neglect. A passage from Christie &
Jahoda is worth quoting (p.66): 'Research studies have
frequently revealed a curvilinear relation between
social attitudes and various determinants of those

attitudes, and a number of investigations have indicated
that extreme individuals differ from others in the degree
of organization of their sentiments and in the relation
of such sentiments to personality factors. For example,
Vetter, in a very early study of the personality
correlates of social attitudes, compared groups arrayed
along the reactionary-radical continuum on the basis
of their questionnaire answers, The design is rather
similar to the current study (i.e. 'The Authoritarian
Personality'), except that Vetter (1930) also examined
the intermediate groups, and.he noted curvilinear
functions on a number of variables. Thus, while
radicals had an average income of #7,100 and
reactionaries of #7,700, the 'conservative' group,

contrary to what one would expect on the assumption of

linearity, had a mean income of #10,500. Similarly,
the mean score on the Allport Ascendance-Submission
scale for reactionary men was .2, for radicals 1.2 -

but for conservatives it was 9,.3. On the Laird Personal

Inventory, an index of introversion, reactionary men
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scored 16.1 and radicals 18.5, but conservatives scored

only 14.8. In this instance a mere study of the
extremes would have provided no adequate estimate of
the middle group.'

A full-scale study of the varying patterns of
responses to the F-scale made "by parents at all points
in the distribution would be one way of studying

differences in the 'composition' of authoritarianism.
Such a comprehensive study being impracticable, a small-
scale analysis was done and is presented here, for what
it is worth. In the light of the finding that the DP's
for certain items show differences which are related to

the socio-economic status of the subjects, a comparison
of the results for different social classes would have

been specially interesting. However, for the limited
purpose of discovering the kind of results one might
expect from a full-scale study, an analysis based on

small samples of parents drawn at random from all social
groups was decided upon. In any case, with samples
containing as few as 11 parents, statistically valid
conclusions could not be looked for.

The procedure was to divide the range of scores on

the F-seele into 7 cells as follows:- Over 161, 151-160,
141-150, 131-140, 121-130, 111-120, and under 110,
Eleven parents were selected to represent each cell.
They were selected at random from the tested parent
population, subject to the limitation that the relative
proportions of working-class and lower middle-class
parents were to be the same for each cell. The

responses of the parents in each cell to the individual
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items were then arranged as a dichotomy - agreement:
disagreement (degrees of agreement and disagreement
were discounted for this purpose). The results are

as follows

TABLE 3.

Responses to F-Scale Items of Parents at Different Points
"! in the Range.

I>161 1 151-160 141-150 131-140 121 -130 111 -120 110 >

Item" Ag:Disa.eAg Disag.Ag Disss • Ag Disag .Ag:Disag. Ag: Disag.AstDisasr,

No. 1 10 1 7 4 10 1 8 3 7: 4 8: 3 10: 1
No.2 11 0 11 0 11 0 11 0 11: 0 11: 0 8 3
No.3 11 0 11 0 10 1 11 0 11: 0 10: 1 7 4
No.4 11 0 8 3 11 0 11 0 11: 0 8: 3 8 3
No. 5 10 1 9 2 11 0 11 0 . 8: 3 6: 5 4 7
No. 6 9 2 9 2 7 4 6 5 7: 4 6: 5 6 5
No. 7 9 2 10 1 7 4 4 7 5: 5 5: 6 3 8
No.8 10 1 9 2 10 1 8 3 9: 2 9: 2 7 4
No. 9 11 0 10 1 9 2 9 2. 8: 3 7: 4

1 4 7
No.10 9 2 7 4 6 5 5 6 3? 8 7: 4 8Tl
No. 11 11 0 9 2 10 4. i 6 5

1 !*' 6 4; 7 1 10
No.12 9 3 9 £ •

5 6 6 5 9: 6
i rr 9 § 9

.

No. 13 11 0 11 0 10 1 9 2 9; 2 *7T: 2 8 (4
No.14 11 0 9 2 9 2 10 1 - 5: 5 8: 3 5 6
No. 15 11 0 11 0 9 2 11 0 - 9: 2 6: 5 . 7. 4
No.15 2" 7 4 . 5 6 t '<* 9 2: 9 1: 10 5 6
No. 17 9 2 11 o 6 5 7 4 7: 4 5: 6 3 8
No.18 9 2 8 3 8 3 9 2 8: 3 5; 6 5 6 |
No.19 11 0 10 1 9 2 9 2 8: 3 7; 4 7 4
No,20 8 3 7 4 7 4 3 8 2; 9 4: 7 ,3 8 1
No. 21 10 1§ 6 5 8 3 V 3 8 2: 9 3: 8 2 9 |
No, 22 10 1 9 2 . 6 5 8 3 *AX 7 4: 7 4 7

No.23 ll 6 11 0 9 2 10 1 16: 1 7: 4 7 J 1
No,24 9 3 8 3 6 5 7 4 3: 8 5; 6 6 5 !
No. 25 ll (!) 8 3 3 8 10 1 a 7: 4 i 4j 7 2 9
No. 25 6 5 0 11 2 9 1 10 0; 11 1: 10 0 11
No. 27 11 0 11 0 8 3 •- 8 3 8: 3 7: 4 8 3
No.28 ll 0 8 3 11 0 7 4 7: 4 7: 4 4 • 7
No. 29 7 4 6 5 9 2 5 6 3: 8 5: 6 1 10

(*for ( se< "Krx."t", p, 5*2,
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Any interpretation of these results must necessarily
"be very tentative. A rough guide as to the significance
of differences, with respect to individual items,
"between responses of the parents in any two cells may "be
obtained by treating the respective agreement -

disagreement dichotomies as a fourfold contingency
table. Definite reliance cannot be placed on the
results of this because of the statistical requirement
that no 'expected' frequency shall be less than 5 -

which requirement cannot be satisfied with such small

samples. But many differences quite clearly approach

significance. Certain of them are of doubtful
significance, e.g. for Item No. 3, to take an extreme
instance, a comparison of the first and last cells

gives the following fourfold table:-

Agreement Disagreement,

1st Cell

7th Cell

11 0

7 4

This in the circumstances is a highly equivocal result.
Help in reaching a decision as to significance in cases

like this is obtained by consulting Table 2 to see
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whether the average DP value for that item is

significant or not.
In this way crude comparisons can be achieved

between the dichotomies of different groups of parents
along the whole range. As a visual aid, dichotomies in
Table 3 have been underlined to indicate for each Item,
where possible, the points in the range at which
demarcation probably occurs for cells or groups of
cells, such that significant differences in attitude

might be postulated between the higher-scoring and
lower-scoring parents. It will be seen that the points
of demarcation seldom correspond to the values 161 and
130 which a strict comparison of TQ and BQ parents
would require. For many of the items, parents with
scores ranging from 131 upwards might well be grouped

together, and their attitudes would be homogeneous
enough to differentiate them significantly from parents
with scores ranging from 110 downwards. In other cases,

parents with scores ranging from 151 upwards would
differentiate themselves significantly from parents
with scores ranging from 130 downwards. On the whole,
if it is possible to generalise at all about trends -

and perhaps this would, be especially true of the items

presumed to have an 'aggressive' content (thickly
underlined in the Table) - by taking the higher-scoring
parents to range from 151 upwards and the lower-scoring
parents from 120 downwards, the majority of scale-items
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would separate the parent groups more significantly than
hy taking the quartiles of the distribution as the
demarcation points, as the California study does.

It is worth while repeating that the results
presented in Table 3 are at best only suggestive. But,
as one might expect, the contributions of the
different scsle-items to a comprehensive 'attitude'
would seem to vary quite widely at different points
along the range. If the lower middle-class parents

only are considered, then following from the discussion
earlier in the Chapter it would seem that responses

typical of authoritarianism would be moreAstrictly
confined to the Top Quartile; and likewise the Bottom
Quartile would be more homogeneous. But it is likely
that, particularly in the ease of the 'aggressive'
items, there would still be a considerable 'spread' of

agreements from the Top Quartile well into the Inter¬
mediate range.

This last conclusion, if it is a true one, will
go far towards explaining later findings about certain
strikihg resemblances between children of both HS and
IS parents (i.e. scoring 161 and upwards, and 130-161,
respectively), even amongst the lower middle-class
alone, when compared with children of LS parents (i.e.
scoring below 130).

Summary of Results.

The F-scale, slightly modified, was submitted to a
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total of 360 Edinburgh parents whose children it proved
possible at some stage to test. These parents included
a minority only of the 341 parents who completed

questionnaires at Parent-Teacher Association and Parent
Association meetings, as their children were unfortunately,
as it turned out, more often than not outwith the age-

limits required by the group-testing programme. Most of
the 360, then, were parents whose co-operation had
later to be sought individually in their own homes.

A distribution curve of the scores proved to be -rou-gkly
symmetrical but was clearly 'piled up' on the side of

high scores, i.e. there were more 'agreements' than
disagreements' with the majority of items.

In order to check the reliability of the scale with
the value found bj^ Adorno et al. , samples of parents

roughly representative of the lower middle-class and
the working-class were selected by reference to the two
types of school attended by their children, and data
from the completed questionnaires of these parents were

analysed. Reasonably satisfactory reliabilities
(around 0.85 as compared with 0.90 quoted by Adorno et
al.) and other statistical properties were provided by
both fathers and mothers of the lower middle-class, but
results for working-class mothers (returns from working-
class fathers were negligible) suggested that a large
number failed to understand certain items (semi-
illiterates?), besides being possibly more authoritarian
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in outlook than parents of higher socio-economic status.
On the whole it could he said that analysis of the

"F-scale scores for these typical parent-groups argued
in favour of the uni-dimensionality of the scale. An

item-analysis of the E-scale showed further that the

great majority of items discriminated significantly
between high-scoring and low-scoring parents. An
examination of the 'Discriminatory Powers' (determined
by the 'Likert' technique) for each item suggested that
those which discriminated best were those calculated to

attract responses with an 'underlay' of aggression, a

fact which seemed to lend more weight to a 'dynamic'
interpretation of authoritarianism than to any

alternative interpretation, e.g. one based on some kind
of 'passive indoctrination' or 'acculturation' theory,
etc.

Differences in the 'DP's' which seemed to be

related to social class differences in the respondents
led to a realisation that such differences depend in

part on the way in which the boundaries are drawn
between high-scoring and intermediate-scoring parents
on the one hand and intermediate-scoring and low-scoring
parents on the other. Particularly in the case of
working-class parents, there are indications that the
DP's of many items would be significant if HS and IS
parents were lumped together and compared with a somewhat
contracted group of LS parents. Even with lower middle-
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class parents it seemed that this would remain true
for many items, including most of the 'aggressive'
items. Special note was taken of this in view of its

importance later in helping to explain certain
resemblances particularly between the children of HS
and IS parents.
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CHAPTER FOUR.

Testing the Children.

The second phase of the project was concerned with

testing the children whose parents had ascertainable

positions in the distribution of P-scale scores. It
was ^seen in Ghap. 2 that among the personality
attributes for which it was proposed to test the
children the dimension of extraversion-introversion

held a somewhat unique place. This followed from
evidence summed up and reported by Eysenck (1956) that
such qualities are in their degree hereditarily
determined, so that for the purpose of the research

they might be regarded as 'given' for each child and
as entering more or less independently into the
socialisation process.

What group tests were available that would
determine with reasonable accuracy the children's
standing in this dimension?

Testing for Extraversion-introversion; Theoretical
Background.

The ideal tests follow from one's conception of
extraversion-introversion as a personality-dimension.

Eysenck (1947, 1953) takes the view that it is best
regarded as 8 broad second - or higher - order construct
derived from a set of inter-correlated trait-elements,
a construct which however is related to a real

principle of division in human beings. In this he
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differs, mainly in emphasis, from Gattell (1950), who
does not accept extraversion-introversion as a "basic
dimension of the personality and treats it as a

'surface-trait', i.e. a cluster of more elementary
traits reducible to two or three basic factors or

'source-traits' of which some are environmentally-derived
and some are constitutional - (which latter he identifies

tentatively as Cyclothymia-Schizothymia, Surgency-

Desurgency and Dominance-Submission). However, since
Oattell concedes that his consttutione1 source-traits,
whilst independent in nature and function, might
themselves be correlated, i.e. might be oblique
rather than orthogonal factors, it would seem that no

greater advantage attaches to his view than to Eysenck's
view of Extraversion-introversion as a constellation of

trait-elements. Eysenck presents evidence in various
of his publications for believing that extraversion-

introversion, as originally defined by Jung (1923), has
a further basis beyond that of clinical observation.
In 'The Dimensions of Personality' (1947), he quotes

objective tests which have been shown to discriminate
successfully between hysterics and dysthymics (the
neurotic counterparts of extraverts and introverts
respectively). Himmelweit (1947) discusses theoretical
reasons why - such tests should also discriminate
between extraverts and introverts in the normal

population and demonstrates that this is the case, at
least with 'level of aspiration' tests. Eysenck (1956)
goes far towards clinching the matter, as far as

children are concerned,
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with his report of some 50 tests, including objective
behaviour tests, projective tests, ratings and
questionnaires, administered to 52 pairs of (normal)
twins. All the tests were known from previous work to
be measures of Extraversion-introversion and/or
Intelligence. By factor-analysing the results, he
was able to present very strong evidence for the
existence of an extraversion-introversion factor in

normal children.

In the light of experiments such as these,
particularly the last-mentioned, the ideal tests for
extraversion-introversion with children should clearly
include objective behaviour tests, as well as projective
tests and ratings (each of these, but not the
questionnaire tests, had some of the highest loadings
on the extraversion-introversion factor). Unfortunately
neither the objective nor the projective tests are

suitable for group administration, and as for teachers'
ratings, it was intended to use these in the present

investigation for validation purposes. Only
questionnaires remain - not the method of choice for
measuring any personality-variable. (cf. Ellis, 1946)
Eysenck, who considers that 'questionnaire answers can

never be taken at their face value' (1953, p.128),
would treat them for the most part as 'useful
supplementary evidence, to be regarded with suspicion
unless shown to be valid in the particular set of
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circumstances which happen to he under investigation'
(1952, p.101). nonetheless, Vernon's (1938) conclusion
about their value is worth recalling: 'We are probably

justified in concluding that they do measure

psychologically significant variables when the testees
are adequately motivated to give candid responses'.

fThere could be no escape from group testing in the
present investigation, both because of the overwhelming
number of subjects who were to be tested, and because to

single out individuals in the schools might easily have
led to undesirable complications with the parents. It
was decided that no better alternative for group

testing than the questionnaire was available but that
great care would have to be exercised in regard to its
uni-dimensionality, discriminating power, etc.

Testing for Dominance-Submission.

Eor essentially similar reasons it was decided
that the instrument for measuring Dominance-Submission
must likewise be the questionnaire.

The Questionnaire: A Pilot Study.

Only one questionnaire designed for children was

known to the writer, namely the 'Aspects of Personality'
tests (Pintner et el,, 1937) for Extraversion-

Introversion, Dominance-Submission and Emotionality.
These tests were standardised in the U.S.A. and their

phraseology alone would surely invalidate many items in
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Great Britain. It was felt that such items would have

to be extensively re-worded if they were to be suitable
for use with Edinburgh school-children. In any case it
was recognised that, whatever test items were used, the
resulting scale would have to be scrutinised with the
greatest care from the point of view of its statistical
and o^ther properties, as mentioned above.

A pilot study on samples of Edinburgh children of
different age-groups, using a questionnaire modified in
the manner suggested, seemed to be called for. The
questionnaire reproduced in Appendix B'contains equal
numbers of items devised to measure Extraversion-

Introversion and Dominance-Submission respectively,
the opposite poles of each dimension being 'covered' by
equal numbers of items. Those with even numbers are

intended to 'tap' Extraversion and Introversion and
those with odd numbers to 'tap' Dominance and Submission.
The object of the pilot study was to assess the validity
and relative value of each item for this purpose and to
accord to it an appropriate weighting for the purpose

of scoring. The stages by which this was achieved will
now be described.

1) The Discriminatory Powers of the items were

first calculated in precisely the same way as for the
F-scale (see Ghap. 3), this being done for two classes
of children of widely-separated age-groups drawn from
two 'lower middle-class' schools. The results are shown

in Table 4.
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TABLE 4.

Item Nos.

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 14 15

DP (Age-group)
8-9 yrs. ) .6.4.3.7.3.2.S.2.2.2.5.2.4 0 0

(N=35)

DP (Age-group)
11-12 yrs.) .4 .3 0 .2 0 .4 .2 0 .7 0 .2 .1 0 .5 .3
(N=37)

Item Nos.

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

DP (Age-group)
8—9 yrs.) 0 0 .4 0 .5 .4 .3 .4 .4 .1 .3 .1 .8 «1 .6

(11=35)

DP (Age-group)
11-12 yrs.) 0.3,3.3.6.8.3.4 0.3.3.4.7.1.1
(N=37)

Item Fob.

31 32 33 34 55 36 37 38 39 40

DP (Age-group)
8-9 yrs.) .5 .4 .4 .4 .4 .6 .2 .2 .4 .6

(N=35)

DP (Age-group)
11-12 yrs.) .4 .2 .3 .3 .3 .5 .1 .4 ,1 .3
(N=37 )
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On a rough calculation, DP's of 0.3 and over are

significant at the 5% level. On this showing the
majority of items discriminated effectively between the
Top Quartiles of children and the Bottom Quartiles of
children in the respective dimensions, for one age-

group or the other, or for "both. As was to be expected,
however, many items which discriminated effectively
within one age-group failed to do so within the other.
These items were carefully noted. A certain number of

items, of course, failed to discriminate clearly within
either age-group,

2) The effect of all this was simply to provide a

rough guide as to which items might be expected to
discriminate at various levels of effectiveness if the

scale were administered to any age-group within the

range to be studied in the wider investigation (i.e. 9-
15 years). This was needed in order to pass on to the
second stage, a factor-analysis of the results obtained
from testing children in an intermediate age-group,

namely 9-10 years. For this purpose the 40 items were

divided into 20 groups on the basis of the DP's already
found for the other age-groups. The 20 groups were as
follows:- No,1 (17,19,27), No,2 (1,35), No.5 (3,5),
Mo.4 (9,31), No.5 (11), No.6 (7,29,37), No.7 (23,33),
No.8 (13,39), No,9 (15,25), No,10 (21), No,11 (22,34,
36,40), No.12 (8,12), No,13 (6,30), No,14 (28), No,15
(32), No.16 (2,24,38), No.17 (4,18), No.18 (10,16),
No.19 (14,26), No.20 (20).
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It will be noted that items were grouped together
with other items pertaining to the same dimension only
if they were comparable, from the point of view mainly
of their ascertained DP' values, but also from the point
of view of their content and presumed rationale.
Particular care was taken to avoid grouping items having
insignificant DP's in both the original age-groups, with
more satisfactory items.

On the basis of the 20 groups of items, so

constituted, each child tested in the class of intermediate

age range obtained a set of 20 group-scores (a group-

score being the algebraic sum of his scores for each
item in the group). A 20 x 20 correlation matrix
(reproduced in Appendix 0) was then computed. Two factors
were extracted by the Gentroid method (see Table 5),
and a plot was made (see Diagram 2).

The positions of certain Groups on the plot have
been heavily underlined as an indication that their

component items achieved satisfactory average DP's with »n

the previous two age-groups (i.e. average being >.3).
It will be seen that these 12 underlined Groups cluster

loosely but recognisably round the axes, with Groups of
the appropriate sign at each pole of the two bi-polar
factors ('appropriate sign' here refers to the
theoretical distribution of items at either end of each

dimension, according to their rationale). In other
words, the result is in line with the broad assumptions
underlying the classification of these items (cf. Pintner
et. al,, especially) with respect to Hxtraversion-
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TABLE 5.

Factor
- loadings

Introversion and Dominance-Submission respectively. No
amount of rotation of the axes would seem likely to

improve on the over-all

picture presented by this

plot, so long as the principle
of orthogonality is adhered to.

Most of the remaining
Groups (i.e. with DP's<.3 in
the previous tests) show
discrepancies in their
clustering, but there are two
notable exceptions to this,
viz. Nos. 6 and 18. Each is

located at a position on the

plot fully in accord with
its assumed dimensionality,

taking into account both
sign and loading. For this

reason, despite the fact
that their average previous
DP's are well below.3, it was

decided to include them with the 12 possessing satisfactory
DP's.

What this factor-analysis shows is that the responses

of a particular group of children to items in a scale
purporting to measure Extraversion-Introversion and
Dominance-Submission, tend to pattern themselves along
two orthogonal factors with sufficient consistency,
having regard both to sign and loading, to suggest the

Group i II
1 1 0) -0.16 -0.50
2 (p) -0.31 0.24
3 1 D) -0.32 -0.25
4 1 D) 0.23 0.40
5 1p) -0.15 0.40
6 1 s) 0.40 -0.47
7 I s) 0.47 -0.48
8 1 S) 0.68 0.32
9 ( s) -0.28 -0.08

10 ( s) 0.40 -0.18
11 < E) -0.63 -0.15
12 ( E) 0.37 0.11
13 ( s) -0.46 -0.36
14 ( E) -0.31 0.29
15 < E) -0.44 0.12
16 (;n 0.35 -0.35
17 (:n 0.37 -0.13
18 (:D 0.47 0.18
19 1 0.21 0.60
20 ( i) 0.49 -0.25
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identification of those factors with Extraversion-

Introversion and Dominance-Submission.

It was on the basis of this result that a scoring

system was elaborated which might, it was felt, so far
'purify' the scale as to make it capable of discriminating
with reasonable efficiency between, on the one hand,
children (in the age-range 9-15 years) who are pre¬

dominantly extravert-ed and who are predominantly

introverted, and on the other hand, children who are

predominantly dominant and who are predominantly
submissive.

Certain very large assumptions are undoubtedly
involved in doing this. To mention a few:- there is
no guarantee that items which had satisfactory DP's for
the 8-9 years age-range and/or for the 11-12 years age-

range, and which had satisfactory loadings on the
appropriate factor pertaining to the 9-10 years age-

range, would discriminate equally well for all age-

groups in the 9-15 years age-range; there is still less
guarantee that a system of scoring based only on the
loadings appropriate to a class numbering 30 children
in the 9-10 years age-range would apply to all age-

groups in the 9-15 years age-range; there is no guarantee
that the factors extracted are in truth orthogonal ones;

and there is no guarantee that results obtained from
mixed classes of children are equally applicable, item
for item, to boys and girls. It can indeed only be
claimed that some attempt has been made to enhance the
potentialities of a scale, the prototype of which has
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some pretensions to reliability and validity in the
U.S.A., On balance it might be thought that the rather
lengthy procedure described above goes a fair way

towards achieving this end.
Questions of Validity and Reliability of the

resulting scale will be dealt with later.
3) Scoring was based on a computation of weights

derived from factor saturations presented in Table 5 for

the 14 Groups constituting the modified scale. The
formula used was w«» - fa—^ f where fg and f^ are
the factor loadings for factor f in two tests a and b,
respectively, and w and w. are the relative weights0 D

(Spearman, 1927).
Weights so derived for the 27 items concernedAare

shown in Table 6. Factor scores could now be estimated

from any child's completed test protocol by summing the
duly weighted item scores. A child who ticked every

one of the appropriate items, say for Extraversion-

Introversion, would be, as nearly as one can tell,
evenly balanced between Extraversion-Introversion,
and his resulting score of 22 must therefore be regarded
as the 'neutral' score for this dimension (see Table
6). A maximum score, denoting a high degree of
Extraversion, would be obtained if all the 'extraverted'
items were checked off with a tick and all the

'introverted' items checked off with a cross (items
checked off with a cross are scored zero). Likewise

a minimum score, denoting a high degree of Introversion
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TABLE 6.

Computation of Weights for Scoring of Test
Protocols.

Factor I Factor II

Extraversion-Introversion

Loading Weights

Dominance-Submission

Loading Weights

Group 20 Test 20 .49 -6] Group 5 Test 11 .40 -8*
It 18 " [10 .47 -6

16 .47 -6 » 4 " £ 9 .40 -8
If 17 "

[ 4 .37 -4 Intr. [31 .40 -8

Us .37 -4
II 16 " f 2 .35 -4 " 2 [ 1 .24 -4

24 .35 -4 [35 .24 -4
1 [38 .35 -4J

4

" 10 t» 21 -.18 3'
H 14 tl 28 -.31 31

" 6 " f T -.47 10'
It 15 If 32 -.44 5 ! 29 -.47 10

[37 -.47 10
II 13 " f 6 -.46 6 Extr.

J30 -.46 6 " 7 [23 -.48 10

[33 -.48 10
II 11 » '22 -.63 10

✓

34 -.63 10
36 -.63 10

[40 -.63 loj
XX aT

would be obtained in the reverse case. Different com¬

binations of ticked and crossed items in the 'extraverted'
and 'introverted' groups might clearly arrive at the
same fihal score, but always the dead-line of 22 must
be taken into account in deciding if a subject's score
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is an extraverted one or an introverted one.

In like manner, the deadline for Dominance-Submission
can be shown to'be 21. Scores above 21 are Submissive

and below 21 are Dominant,

Reliability.

Separate split-half reliabilities were calculated
for each of the two modified sub-scales, using the
weighted results obtained from a mixed class of

children, age-range 9-10 years, drawn from a lower
middle-class school. The correlation found for the

Extraversion-Introversion dimension was 0,49 and for the

Dominance-Submission dimension 0.60. Scattergrams were

drawn for other mixed classes of children of different

age-ranges, and the pattern was seen to be similar in
each case, suggesting that reliabilities of approximately
the same order - on the whole, no larger - would be
characteristic of the whole 9-15 years age-range,

A correlation as low as 0,49 between the split
halves of the Extraversion-Introversion sub-scale is at

first sight disappointing. It has to be remembered,
however, that what an individual's score really
represents, on the system of scoring here adopted, is a

(or "fru»x>
constellation of traits^around not one but the two

opposite poles of the factor. It is conceivable that
a better reliability value might have been obtained by
dividing the items up into the 'extraverted' half and
the 'introverted' half, rather than into the odd and
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even halves. On the other hand, the fact remains that
there are innumerable patterns of responses, each of
which when summed might yield a given factor score, so

that the two halves, however derived, could not he

expected to co-vary with very great consistency.
In justification of this system of scoring, Jung's

view of Extraversion-Introversion might here he quoted

(Jung, 1923):- 'Every individual possesses hoth the
mechanism of introversion and that of extraversion, and
it is only the relative strength of the one as compared
with the other which creates the type ... Type never

denotes more than the relative dominance of the one

mechanism'. In other words, Jung's classification is
'in terms of ideal types, i.e. of completely introverted
or extraverted individuals, hut he emphasises repeatedly
that these are ahstractions, in the same sense that
Newton's laws of motion are idealised ahstractions, not
to he found in actual experiments' (Eysenck, 1953). A
system of scoring which takes the algebraic sums of
scores of the items known to 'tap' Extraversion and
Introversion is logically best suited, perhaps, to
measure the predominance of one set of traits over the
other.

Similar considerations apply to the reliability
values obtained for Dominance-Submission, although one

might expect here perhaps less variation in the
responses to the groups of 'dominant' items and
'submissive' items respectively.
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Validity.

Ratings were obtained from teachers of children
in various age-groups on the "Sxtraversion-Introversion
and Dominance-Submission dimensions respectively. A
brief description of the types was provided in terms
of characteristics likely to be observed by teachers in
the class-room situation. Although it would have been
desirable to get rank-orders of the children from the
teachers (Cattell, 1950, p.50), it was felt that ratings
under the four headings 'strongly characteristic-, slightly
characteristic, slightly uncharacteristic, strongly
uncharacteristic' for each class was the most that

could be expected in the circumstances from busy
teachers, (see Appendix D).

It was decided to run bi-serial correlations between

the children's scores on the respective dimensions and
the straight dichotomy 'extraversion-introversion' or

'dominance-submission', as the case might be (i.e.
from the teachers' ratings), a distinction being made
only between girls and boys, not between the different
age-groups this time, because of the relatively small
numbers of girls and boys for whom ratings could be
obtained.

For TSxtraversion-Introversion the bi-serial

correlation was 0.46 and for Dominance-Submission 0.8S.

The latter value is reasohably high, the former is again
at first sight disappointing. There are certain
considerations, however, which suggest that confidence
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in the validity of this particular sub-scale would not
be entirely misplaced:-

a) Judges' ratings are notaniously variable in
their reliability, unless rather stringent safeguards
(impossible in this study) are observed. Inspection
shows very clearly that the correspondence between the

ratings of some teachers and the scores of their
children is extremely high whereas in some cases it is

extremely low. It would have been interesting to work
out the separate bi-serial correlations in each case,

but numbers did not permit of this.

b) Inspection shows again that in some cases the
correspondence referred to in a) is markedly variable
for the same teacher, depending upon whether the ratings
are for boys or girls. This suggests that a subjective
element, based on sex difference, enters to some extent
into the ratings.

c) The fact that the discrepancies noted in b) occur

irrespective of the age-group that is being rated, and
that a good correspondence can be observed in the case

either boys or girls for age-groups as divergent as

the 9-10 years. 10-11 years and 14-15 years, suggests
strongly that the unsatisfactory over-all r-^ of 0,46
was not due to the validity of the scale being high
only for certain age-groups.

d) The qualities Extraversion-Introversion are more

difficult to assess than Dominance-Submission from mere

classroom acquaintance with a child. This partly follows
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from the consideration noted under 'Reliability' that
there are few 'pure' extraverts or introverts and that
most people are 'mixed types'. As might be expected,
inspection shows quite a high correspondence between
teachers' ratings under the headings 'strongly
characteristic' and 'strongly uncharacteristic' and
their children's standing on the tests both for
Extraversion-Introversion and Dominance-Submission,

Again numbers do not permit a satisfactory bi-serial
r to be calculated, but the following bontingency tables
give an idea of the high level of correspondence;

Extraverts
as tested

Introverts
as tested

(Boys and Girls) Extraverts
rated 'strongly'

11 5

Introverts
rated 'strongly'

1 5

Dominants
as tested

Submissives
as tested

(Boys and Girls) Dominants
rated 'strongly'

7 0

Submissives
rated 'strongly'

3 9

To sum up, there are a number of reasons for not taking
teachers' ratings too seriously as a criterion in
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assessing validity, particularly in respect of the
Extraversion-Introversion part of the scale. On the
whole these reasons are not so cogent as far as the
Dominance-Submission part of the scale is concerned.
It was therefore felt that the Reliability and

Validity of the two sub-scales, though not beyond
reproach, had been to a considerable degree vindicated.
What evidence there was suggested that a reasonably
satisfactory instrument was now available for

discriminating between the predominantly extraverted
and the predominantly introverted, and between the
dominant and the submissive, among those children whose
parents' F-scale score was known,

(Note. In view of the fact that most of the work

done in connection with the above pilot study was

concerned with classes in the age-range 8-12 years,

some doubt may be felt about extra-polating the results
to the further range 12-15 years. Actually, of the
244 children whose parents' authoritarianism scores

were finally obtained, no more than 29, i.e. less than
1292, attended secondary schools.)

Testing for Popularity and Leadership.

An enormous volume of work has been done on various

aspects of Popularity and Leadership, particularly on

the former, since the sociometric method of investigating
the structure of groups was introduced by Moreno in
1934. By this means the acceptability and non-acceptability,
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mutual or otherwise, of individuals within a given

group - that is, acceptability for any duly specified
purpose - is readily discovered, and it is possible to
schematise the inter-relationships of the members of
the group diagrammatically, in a way somewhat reminiscent
of Lewin's 'valences'.

Irf the present investigation, as indicated in
Chapter 2, the focus of interest was not so much on the

group-structure as on the relative standing of members
of the same class in respect of Popularity and

Leadership. The procedure adopted was as followst-
The class was asked to imagine that it was going

on a coach-trip to the seaside. Each child was asked
to write down first the names of three other children

(boys or girls) in the same class whom he would like to
sit next to in the coach ('Your best friend? At any

rate, someone you like being with'). The class was

next asked to imagine that the coach was found to be
too small to accommodate the whole clsss - there were

three seats short, with the consequence that three
children would have to be left behind. Each child was

asked to write down the names of three children (girls
or boys) whom he would leave behind. ('Someone you don't
like very much? At any rate, someone about whom you

would not care twopence whether they went or stayed
behind'). The class was next asked to imagine that the
coach, on arriving at the seaside, drew up next to
another coach containing another class of boys and
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girls of just the same age. The two classes were going
to have games, sports and. competitions, one against the
other. Each child was asked to write down the name of

one other (hoys to write a hoy's name, girls to write a

girl's) whom he considered to he the hest one to act as

captain or leader of his side. It could he a name that
had heen written down previously, it could he his own

name if he seriously considered that he was the hest in
the whole class to lead his side. It need not

necessarily he the name of a child with whom he was

specially friendly ('A good captain is ohe, after all,
who can lead and encourage everyone else to do their
hest for the side').

By analysing the results obtained from the whole
class, it was possible a) to give each child a

'sociometric score', h) to determine for which hoy and
which girl the largest number of nominations as leader
had heen made by the rest of the hoys or girls, as the
case might he.

The 'sociometric score' is obtained by adding the
total number of 'positive' choices a child is accorded

(1st, 2nd or 3rd choices being regarded as of equal
value) and subtracting the total number of 'negative'
choices (again order of choice not being taken into
account). It is pointed out by Thorpe (1955) that a

more nearly normal distribution of scores is obtained
in this way than by taking the positive choices only.
Lemann & Solomon (1952) too are highly critical of the
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sociometric tradition up to that date of assessing
sociometric status on choices as distinct from

rejections. Scoring Leadership is of course a

straightforward matter of summing the nominations.
Sociometric status so determined is expressed in

terms of raw scores. Criticism has "been levelled at

'untreated' data of this kind on the ground that it gives
no basis of comparison from one group to another.
Bronfenbrenner (1945) and others have sought methods of

computing scores representing deviation from chance
expectancy, using the chance distribution of choices as

a common reference base. The problem was to determine
the probabilities that certain sociometric choices
would occur. But with reference to this, Freeman (1953)
states, 'Actual calculations show that little is lost
in accuracy when the raw score, rather than the

probability index, is used as a measure of sociometric
status'.

In point of fact in the present investigation,

although various experimental methods of scoring were

tried, it was found that the purpose of the study was

served just as well by dichotomising children on the
basis 'Popularity - Unpopularity' - the only proviso

being that a child should have at least two choices,
on the positive or the negative side, accorded to him
before he could be counted under either heading of the
dichotomy (a single choice could too easily be the
outcome merely of a personal loyalty or animosity on
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the part of one other child). Likewise a score of at
least two should have "been registered before a child
could "be regarded as having some potentiality for
leadership in the eyes of his peers. (At a later

stage in the research, it was decided to fix a minimum
of six nominations as a qualification for leadership

potentiality, hut this was abandoned as an unnecessary

refinement after it was seen that the procedure made no

significant difference to the final outcome).

Reliability.

Sociometric tests lend themselves only to the test-
retest type of reliability assessment. This was not
practicable as far as the present investigation was

concerned. But reliabilities have been found in this

way for similar tests on many occasions in the past.
KuMen & Lee (1943) quote an unpublished study by C.W.
Hunnicutt which gives reliabilities (based on tests on

children of different age-groups made 10 days apart)
ranging from 0.85 to 0.92. Freeman (1953) quotes
Fewstetter et al. (1938) who also obtained test-retest
reliabilities of around 0.90 after intervals of

several weeks.

Validity,

The usual criteria and standards of validity do
not apply to sociometric tests. This must be obvious

when it is considered that what is being measured is an
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'environment of opinion', not a direct attribute of
the individual concerned. The question of the validity of
the Leadership Tests will. however be referred to again in Chap.6.
Results of Tests on the General School Population.

It was found that, on the average, tests as

described above for Extraversion-Introversion, Dominance-
Submission, Popularity and Leadership could be
administered to a class in the space of f hour. A

total of 58 classes were tested in this way, so that

results were obtained for some 2300 children.

It was decided first to analyse the Extraversion-
Introversion and Dominance -Submission results provided

TABLE 7

Results of (9-10 yrs) (10-11 .vrs. ) (11-12 yrs.)
Extraversion-Introversion Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Tests.

Mean -1.85 -8.06 -0.92 -5.70 -1.42 -2.28
Sample S.D, 15.40 18.31 16.43 16.50 14.74 18.74

E. 100 90 107 92 86 1(57,
(Total 582)

Hesulta of
Dominance-Submission

Tests.

Mean 12.6 0.94 16.18s 7.56 9.22S 3.70
Sample S.D. 1-3.20 10.96 15.79 14, 82 12. 87 12, 85

E. 100 90 107 92 86 ' . 107

(Total 582)

by samples of children of 'different age- groups. The Means

and Standard Deviations are given in Table 7 for the

= Difference significant at 1% level
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9-10 years age-group (mixed classes drawn from a

selection of lower middle-class schools), the 10-11
years age-group (mixed classes drawn from a selection
of working-class schools), and the 11-12 years age-

group (mixed classes drawn again from lower middle-
class schools).

As far as "Extraversion-Introversion is concerned,
there is reasonable homogeneity as "between the different

age-groups for each sex taken separately. But for
Dominance-Submission, homogeneity between the 9-10
years old boys and 11-12 years old boys is not carried
over to the intermediate group - the Means are

significantly different at the 1% level between the
10-11 year olds and the 11-12 year olds. And in the case

of girls, the difference in the Means between the 10-11
year olds and the 9-10 year olds approaches significance.
This finding strengthens the case made in Chapter 3 for

confining the main body of the investigation to lower
middle-class families.

When the results for Popularity and Leadership were

analysed for these same samples of children, it was

found that social class-differences did not have any

marked effect. This could have been illustrated by
further breaking down the accompanying Table (Table 8),
but it would have made the Table considerably more

complicated, and it was not considered to be necessary

in the circumstances. Table 8 gives a break-down of
Popularity and Leadership in terms of four categories
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of children, Dominant-Extraverted (DE), Dominant-
Introverted (Dl), Submissive-Extraverted (SE), and
Submissive-Introverted£si),The column headed ' 0' under

Popularity refers to children whose scores were either

TABLE 8

Breakdown of Popularity and Leadership. (For explanation
see text.)

(Boys. ) f Girls. )
Pop- Pop¬

ularity Leader-
DE DI SE si + 0 ship DE 21 SE SI + 0 — ship

44 18 5 21 8 24 11 3 10 4
9-10 38 17 5 16 10 19 10 0 9 . 1
yrs. 7 4 2 1 2 11 8 0 3 4

11 7 1 3 0 36 19 8 9 7

49 30 4 15 13 29 16 7 6 8
10-11 42 19 6 17 9 34 20 3 11 5
yrs. 4 1 1 2 0 8 5 2 1 1

12 7 0 5 2 21 8 3 10 2

35 15 5 15 8 39 24 2 13 9
11-12 35 18 4 13 8 31 17 6 8 5

yrs, 6 1 3 2 0 11 8 3 0 2
10 5 2 3 1 26 12 5 9 4

TOTALS
DE 128 63 14 51 29 92 5112 29 21
DI 115 54 35 46 27 84 47 9 28 11
SE 17 6 6 5 2 30 21 5 4 7
SI 33 19 3 11 3 83 39 16 28 13
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evenly divided between positive and negative choices or

were made up of less than two choices.
A few trends emerge from Table 8, but since none of

them reaches a satisfactory level of significance, they
will be only briefly noted:-

a) There is a greater tendency at all ages for
Dominance as tested to occur in boys than in girls, and

correspondingly for Submission as tested to occur in

girls than in boys (Query: is this really a question
of what boys, as opposed to girls, are prepared to
acknowledge about themselves? It is difficult to see

how the test could be greatly improved from this point
of view. However, the tendency noted is not a statisti¬
cally significant one, and the point need not be pursued.)

b) There are approximately equal tendencies for
Extraversion and Introversion as tested to occur in

boys and girls (Query: is this a question of their
being less aware of the significance of what they
acknowledge?).

c) There is a general tendency in boys for Leadership
to be associated with Dominance rather than with

Submission ( *)(f = 3.03 with 1 d.f. , i.e. practically
at the 5% level). There is no such tendency in girls.

d) There is no tendency in either boys or girls for
Leadership to be associated specially with Extraversion
or Introversion,

e) There is a greater tendency in girls for positive
choices to preponderate over negative choices than in
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"boys (Query: is the significance of this perhaps that
girls tend to distribute their favours more diffusely
and are more inclined to limit their antipathies to
the few?).

f) There is no evidence that Popularity is associated

significantly with any of the traits Extraversion,

Introversion, Dominance or Submission, in boys or girls.

Conclusion from Tests on General School Population.

In general, it might be concluded that in the
school population as a whole, at least between the ages

of 9 and 12 years, there are no significant tendencies
marking any particular association between the traits
of Extraversion, Introversion, Dominance and Submission
and the attributes of Popularity and Leadership. There
is a possibility that in boys Leadership is an attribute
associated with Dominance more frequently than would
be accounted for by chance, but with regard to Dominance-
Submission generally (and this is perhaps not true of
Extraversion-Introversion - see a) and b) above) some

doubt must be expressed as to the extent of a boy's
willingness to respond frankly to one or two of the
items in the questionnaire, despite assurances that
children's returns would be seen by no one other than
the investigator. It is just conceivable that the
real connection would be between Leadership and a

quality in the boy which motivates him to falsify his
responses in the direction of Dominance, rather than
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the quality of Dominance itself. There is not
sufficient evidence, however, to make this a matter for
serious consideration, particularly as it is unlikely
that the objection noted would apply to the majority of
items in the Dominance-Submission half of the scale.

Summary of Chapter

In view of the limitations imposed by the nature
of the research, it was recognised that group tests were

the only practicable means of estimating the attributes
of Extraversion, Introversion, Dominance, Submission,
Popularity and Leadership in the children of those
parents on whom special interest centred. The fact that
it was inexpedient to single children out for individual
testing ruled out the possibility of administering
objective behaviour tests, otherwise probably by far
the most satisfactory.

A pilot study on samples of children of different

age-groups was conducted in order to develop, and
tentatively assess from the point of view of reliability
and validity, a scale based initially upon Pintner's
'Aspects of Personality' Tests (1937) for measuring
Extraversion-Introversion and Dominance-Submission. As

a result of this study, the original scale of 40 items
was 'purified' by the elimination of 13 items, and a

scoring system was devised for measuring these qualities -

or, more accurately, for measuring the predominance of
Extraversion over Introversion (or vice versa) and of
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Dominance over Submission (or vice versa). The method

by which this was achieved - fairly successfully, it
is believed - was by totting up the algebraic scores for
each item in the appropriate dimension, the scores being

weighted in accordance with loadings on the corresponding
factor as previously determined by a factor analysis.
In the case of the Extraversion-Introversion dimension

especially, it was recognised that the responses to
both positive and negative items could pattern themselves
in a variety of different ways and yet achieved the same

total score, but it was felt to be a reasonable
assumption that for any particular respondent the over¬

all balance of positive and negative items would reflect
the predominant trend of his personality, in view of
the many aspects of the whole continuum which the
items were designed to tap.

Rather low split-half reliabilities were obtained

(0.49 for Extraversion-Introversion and 0.60 for
Dominance-Submission) from a class- of 9-10 year old
children, and scattergrams for other classes suggested
that these figures were not likely to be improved upon.

But this result was thought to be, in part at least, a

consequence of the 'plus-minus' system of scoring and
of the varying patterns of responses referred to above.
An estimate of validity was attempted by the method of
correlation with an acceptable criterion, (in this case

the only criterion possible)^ teachers' ratihgs. Using
a sample of 69 children from the 9-15 years age range,
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bi-serial correlations were run "between test scores

on the respective dimensions and the straight dichotomies
'extraversion-introversion' and 'dominance-submission'
as obtained from teachers' ratings. For Extraversion-
introversion, rft was 0.46 and for "Dominance-Submission

r-^ was 0.82. "Reasons were given why teachers' ratings
(notoriously unsatisfactory in any event) for
Extraversion-introversion were likely to be a less
reliable criterion than for Dominance-Submission and

why the r^ values for Extraversion-introversion were
likely to be a poor index of the validity of this

particular sub-scale. But by and large it was felt
that the reliability and validity of the whole

questionnaire wane sufficiently vindicated to warrant
its adoption for the purposes of the main investigation.

The questionnaire was administered to some 58
classes in all, i.e. 2300 children, in the age-range

9-15 years. Means and Standard Deviations were found
for samples, totalling 582, of boys and girls of
various age-groups and social classes, the age-range

being limited in this case to 9-12 years. There was

reasonable homogeneity in the scoring for both

personality dimensions when the children were grouped
according to sex and socio-economic status.

It was felt that the efficiency of the questionnaire
had been satisfactorily demonstrated, at least as far
as the 9-12 years age-range was concerned, and that
there need be little hesitation about extrapolating to
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the further 12-15 years range - the more so as over

88^ of the children with whom the research was primarily
concerned were in the former age-range.

Popularity and Leadership were tested "by
sociometric techniques t)ased on the method initiated "by
Moreno (1933). Essentially the scores obtained by this
method represent the status of each child with respect
to the attributes of Popularity and Leadership, deriving
from the 'environment of opinion' of his or her own

peer-group. It was not practicable to estimate the
reliability of the results so obtained by the usual
test-retest correlation method, but there is no reason

to doubt that it would be in the region of 0.90 which
sociometric techniques in general achieved. As regards

validity, sociometric techniques are not sasceptible
of this kind of assessment.^ ^ ff-

Data obtained in this way from 582 children were

broken down, first according to socio-economic status,
then according to sex, and lastly according to the 4
categories, Dominance-Extraversion (DE), Dominance-
Introversion (DI), Submission-Extraversion (SE) and
Submission-Introversion (SI). As far as socio-economic
status was concerned, there was found to be no

significant difference in the patterns of distribution
of Popularity and Leadership in terms of the 4

;W*r« JoivSsi,,
categories, within the two broad sex-groupings^ As
far as sex differences in general were concerned, there
were no statistically significant results, but one or
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two consistent trends were noticeable at each of the

various age-levels, trends related mainly to the higher
incidence of Dominance (as tested) in boys than in girls.
The possibility was discussed that this higher incidence
might be an artefact due to the social pressure felt by
boys not to acknowledge certain facts about themselves.
But since not all the items in the DS sub-scale had

'prestige' connotations, it was thought that this could
not altogether account for the apparent sex difference,
i.e. there might well be some basis in fact for a

finding about greater dominance in boys which, after
all, has emerged from many other studies. In any case,

the trend was not statistically significant and could
not, by itself, impugn the validity of the sub-scale.

The broad conclusion to be drawn from testing 582
children in the age-range 9-12 years (and doubtless
applicable to the general school population between 9
and 15 years of age) is that the qualities of
Extraversion, Introversion, Dominance and Submission
(as tested) are not significantly associated with the
status accorded to them by their peers in respect of

Popularity and Leadership. The importance of this
finding will be seen later when it is set against the
kind of relationships found by comparisons between
children subjected to different kinds of upbringing.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Comparing Children of Authoritarian, Intermediate
and Hon-Authoritarian Upbringing.

It was explained in Chap. 3 that only 71 of the 341
parents from organised parent groups who completed the
F-scale had children in the 9-15 years age-range. A
further 289 parents, willing to co-operate and with
children of the appropriate age, were found by a

procedure which was virtually the reverse of that
followed up to this point in the investigation. With
the sanction of the Education Authority and of the
various Head Teachers concerned, all the classes of
which the children of the 71 parents were members were

given tests for Extraversion-Introversion (El),
Dominance-Submission (DS), Popularity (P), Unpopularity
(Un-P), and Leadership (L), as described in Chap. 4.
Results for 58 classes (roughly 2300 children) were

thus obtained from schools ranging from the predominantly
working-class to the predominantly lower middle-class.
In view of the decision to concentrate the main part
of the research upon children and parents with a lower
middle-class background (see Chap. 3), attention was

turned to data from the five schools which, it was

believed, drew their children principally from lower
middle-class families (the dual criteria were (Chap. 3):-
a) area of residence, and b) whether schools were

fee-paying or not).
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It was possible now to select large numbers of
these children of all ages between 9 and 15 years and of
both sexes j in such a way that they were T««.sowxbly
representative of the four categories D®, DI, SE, and
SI; and then to approach their parents in their own

homes with a view to their completing the F-scale. In
this manner a reinforcement of the tested parent

population was obtained, depending on the prior testing
of their children, whereas before the selection of the
parents had been purely on the basis of their awn

Authoritarianism scores. This second procedure certainly
eliminated any criticism that the parent subjects of
this investigation were a self-selected group in the
sense that they might be composed of the more

conscientious or 'education-minded' type of parents
who would be expected to attend Parent- or Parent
Teacher Association meetings. Another advantage of the
new procedure was that returns could usually be expected
from both parents of the same child. Outright refusals
to co-operate by both parents were found to be
exceedingly rare,

The total number of parents with known Authoritarianism
scores was in this way brought up to 360:- 244 mothers
and 116 fathers. In no case was a father's Authoritarianism

score obtained without a corresponding one from the
mother, but there were of course many instances of scores

from the mother alone. The total number of children of

the tested parent population was the same as the number
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TABLE 9

Partial Breakdown of Selected Child Population (844 children.
all Schools)

(PE.DI.SE, SI refer to Personality Categories of Children
HS,IS and LS refer to the kind of upbringing received from

Mothers only (i.e. degree of Authoritarianism
of Mother) ).

POPULARITY (Total Number of Boys and Girls, 244)

All Boys

DE DI SE SI

HS IS LS HS IS LS HS IS LS HS IS LS

9 11 10 9 11 4 121 664
Un-P. 8 10 5 5 7 6 1 6 2 1 9 4
(N=138) (53) ~(4Sl (13) (30)

All Girls

Pj_ 387 437 422 648
Un-P. 8 7 3 4 8 1 1 0 2 7 6 1
(N-106) (36) ("27") (IT) (32)

LEADERSHIP (Total Number Boys and Girls, 244)

All Boys

DE DI SE SI

HS IS LS HS IS LS HS IS LS HS IS LS

Lt ■ 375 642 100201
Non-L. 14 14 10 8 14 8 1 8 3 5 15 7
(N=;138) (H3) (42) (IT) ("30)
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LEADERSHIP C-*) TABLE *
Popular Boys Only

21 21

HS IS LS HS IS LS

L_;_
Non-L.
(N«74)

3 4
6 7

5
5

6 3
3 8

(24)

2
2

SE

HS IS LS

1
0

0
2

W

0
1

HS

SI

IS LS

2 0
4 6

~U67

0
4

2^
Non-L.
(N-64)

Unpopular Boys Only

0 3
8 7

(23T

0
5

0 10
5 6 6

(181

0 0 0
16 2

(T5

0 0 1
19 3

—

Lu_
Non-L.
(N=106)

4 3
7 12

(36)

All Girls

4
6

3 2 3
5 9 5

("27~)

1 0
4 2

(Try

1
3

221
11 8 8

Tst)

of mothers, i.e. 244, of whom 89 came in the DE category,
69 in the DI, 24 in the SE, and 62 in the SL. It will
he seen that the relative proportions of the children
in these four categories bear no exact relation to the
proportions in the 58 classes as a whole (see Table 8).
No attempt was actually made to obtain representative

samples of the general school population for the main

purpose of the research, since the primary object was to
discover any relationship that might exist between
personality attributes in the children and the kind of
upbringing they had received at the hands of their parents.
The main consideration was therefore to ensure that for

statistical purposes there were adequate numbers of children
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in the four categories, i.e. adequate numbers of leaders,
non-leaders, popular children and unpopular children.
This was successfully achieved for all categories except
SE (a relatively scarce combination), as the breakdown
in Table 9 shows.

A breakdown in these terms provides many fourfold

contingency tables, not one of which, however, can be said
to givea statistically significant result which is beyond all
doubt; the reason being that in all the statistically more

promising tables (e.g. some of those for Leadership in boys
. fspec.ie.ci

and for Popularity in girls) oxcopf cell frequencies of less
than 5 always occur. Another disadvantage of the breakdown
as presented is that any conclusion which might be drawn
from the resulting contingency tables (e.g. the Tables
for DI Girls or DI Boys presented herewith) must necessarily
take the following form:-

'There is an association

between a non-authoritarian

upbringing and popularity
in girls who are at once

dominant and introverted'

or 'there is an association

between an authoritarian

upbringing and leadership
in boys who are at once

dominant and introverted'
It may well be that the
combination of, for example,

Contingency Table on Leadership

Boys (Popular only)

DI. L. DI. Non-L.

HS 6 3
IS +■ LS 5 10

Contingency Table on Popularity

All Girls

HS + IS
LS

DI. P. DI. Un-P.

12

introversion, dominance, and non-authoritarian upbringing
is of considerable theoretical importance in the dynamics
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of parent-child interaction, "but it would he more

useful at the present stage to break down the data
still further so as to make possible a statistical
comparison involving fewer interacting variables at
once. This is done in Tables 10 and 11 which follow.

Table 10 is a more comprehensive and detailed
Table than Table 9, in that the children from all
schools are classified separately according to their
standing on the D-S dimension and on the E-I dimension,
in that Leadership scores are included for the children
as well as Popularity scores and in that Leadership
scores are themselves broken down according as they
represent sociometric choices numbering 2, 4 or 6 and
over.

Table 11 shows a similar breakdown for 203 children

from the 5 lower middle-class schools, but this time

including 116 children whose fathers' Authoritarianism
scores were known as well as the mothers'. Limiting the
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TABLE 10

Complete Breakdown of Data for Selected Child Population
(244 children, all schools)

(Dr-S, E|~I refer to alternative personality dimensions according
to which the same children can "be arranged.
L and Non-L refer to Leadership and Non-Leadership status of
children.
HS. IS and LS refer to kind of upbringing (maternal only, in this
Table)^received by the children (i.e. degree of mother's
Authoritarianism) ).

Popular Children.
(74 boys, 58 girls)

HS

I§
LS

HS

IS
LS

D
Boys Girls

18
22
14

9
7
7

(54)

Non-
li.

9
15

7

7
11
14

Is.

3
4
7

(32)

Non-

la.

4
7
7

S
Btoys Girls

7
8
5

3
0
0

(20)

Non-
Is.

4
8
5

10
6

10

Is.

3
8
2
(26)

Non-
Is.

7
4
8

Analysis of
Leadership
Choices, ac¬
cording to No.
of Nominations
(2,4 and 6
and over)

L.Choices
2.4.6 2

HS 3 8 4 2

I§ 3 13 2

IS 3 0 4 0

2.4.6
1
1

2 5

L.Choices
2.4.6 2
0 2 1 0
0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

2.4.6
1
C
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TABLE tc (<c>nt)

Popular Children.
(74 "boys, 58 girls)

TP I
Boys Girls Bovs Girls

US 10 7 15 10
IS 13 10 17 7
LS 11 9 8 15

Non- Non- Non- Non-

Ljl La. Lj. L^ La. L^.

HS 4 6 3 4 8 7 3 7
IS 4 9 2 8 3 14 4 3
LS 5 6 5 4 2 6 4 11

( 34) (26) (40) (32)

Analysis of L. Choices L.Choices
Leadership 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6
Choices, ac- HS 12 1 12 0 2 2 4 111
cordinR to No. IS 112 10 1 2 0 1 2 2 0
of Nominations LS 2 0 3 113 10 1 0 2 2

(2,4 and 6
and over)
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T/^BLE (O

Unpopular Children.
(64 boys, 48 girls)

D

Boys Girls

HS 13 12
IS 17 15
LS 11 4

Bfcys

2
15

6

Girls

8
6
3

is
LS

Non-
ks. Ijl Ii

0 13 4
4 13
0 11 0

(41) (

Non-

!«.

8
14

4

It

0
0
1

(31)

Non- Non-
L. L^

2 0 8
15 0 6

5 0 3

(23) (17)

Analysis of
Leadership
Choices, ac¬
cording to No.
of Nominations
(2, 4 and 6
and over)

L,Choices
2.4.6

HS
IS
LS

0 0 0
2 11
0 0 0

2.4.6
2 0 2
10 0
0 0 0

L.Choices
2.4.6 2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
10 0 0

4.6
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TABL£ <O 6*

Unpopular Children.
(64 boys, 48 girls)

I I

Hoys Girls Boys Girls

HS 9 9 6 11
IS 15 7 16 14

LL 7 5 10 2

Non- Non- N on- Non-

L^_ Li. k-. Li. Li L. Li. Li

HS 0 9 2 7 0 6 2 9
IS 3 13 1 6 1 15 0 14
LS 0 7 0 5 1 9 0 2

(32) (21) (32) (27)

Analysis of L. Choices L.Choices
Leadership 2.4.6 2.4.6 2. 4.6 2.4.6
Choices, ac- HS 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
cording to No. IS 111 10 0 10 0 0 0 0
of Nominations LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0

(2, 4 8nd. 6
and over)

y t- S

grand Total 138 boys, 106 girls

E + I

138 boys, 106 girls
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schools in this way involves a reduction of from 138 to
113 hoys whose mothers' Authoritarianism scores were known
and a reduction of from 106 to 90 girls whose mothers'
Authoritarianism scores were known (66 hoys and 50 girls
whose fathers' Authoritarianism scores were known were drawn

exclusively from the 5 lower middle-class schools and hence
have heen included in this Tahle only).

TABLE 11

Complete Breakdown of Data for Selected Child Population
C203 children in 5 Lower Middle-Class Schools7.)

(Symbols as for
Tahle 10)

(Figures in
hlack refer

to children

whose Mothers

provided kind
of upbringing
indicated.

Figures in
fcsa refer, to

children whose

Fathers prow

vided kind

of upbringing
indica ted).

Popular Children
(60 boys, 46 girls)

HS
IS
LS

D

Boys Girls

HS
IS
LS

HS

I§
LS

12 3
19 6
11 13

Li

9
7

Hon

Li

3
12

5 6

(42)

3
3
7

(22)

6 1
8 1

14 11

Li

3
2
7

Non-
L.

(28)

1
1
6
(13)

3
6
7

0
0
5

Girls

5 3
8 3
5 4

Analysis of
Leadership
Choices, ac- HS
cording to Ho. IL3
of Nominations LS
(2, 4 and 6
and over).

L.Choices L.Choices
2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6
3 2 4 2 10 0 2 0 0 0 1
3 13 10 1 0 0 0 110
3 0 2 0 2 5 0 0 0 110

(18)

1
0
0
(10)

2
3
4

4 1
5 2
9 3

Non- Non-

Li Li Li Li

2 3 1 3
0 8 2 3
0 5 2 7

(18)

0
1
2

(6)

1
1
1
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table l{ Cc.^l)

Popular Children
(60 "boys, 46 girls)

Hi I
Boys Girls Btoys Girls

HS 4 3 5 2 13 3 5 0
IS 13 4 10 0 14 5 3 3
LS 9 9 9 7 7 8 14 7

Non- Non- Non- Non-

lii L^ L. Ll Li

HS 4 0 2 3 7 6 2 3
IS 4 9 2 8 3 11 2 1
LS 4 5 5 4 1 6 4 10

(2 5) (24) (34) (22 )

HS 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
IS 2 2 0 0 1 4 2 1
LS 4 5 4 3 3

. 5 4 3
(16) (9) (10) (10)

Analysis of L.Choices L.Choices
Leadership 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6
Choices, ac- ^3 12 1 110 2 2 3 10 1
cording to Ho. "Js 112 10 1 2 0 1 110
of Nominations pg 2 0 2 113 10 0 0 2 2
(2, 4 and 6
and over).
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~T/VSL6 // (c&ivt.)

Unpopular Children
(53 "boys, 44 girls)

HS

IS
LS

HS
IS
LS

HS

I§
LS

Analysis of
Leadership
Choices, ac- HS
cording to No. IS
of Nominations LS

(2, 4 and 6
and over).

D

Boys Girls

12 5
13 9

8 4

Non-
L. L.

0
4
0

12
9
8

10 7
15 8

4 5

(33)

0 5
2 7
0 1 4
(18)

li

3
1
0

(29)'

Non- Non-

L_;_ li

7 0 0
14 0 15

4 0 5

2
2
0

(20)

5
6
5

L.Choices
2.4.6
0 0 0
2 11
0 0 0

Boys Girls

0 3
15 10

5 3

(20)

0
0
0

(16)

3
10

3

6 2
6 5
3 4

L.

0
0
0

(15)

Non-

li

6
6
3

0
0
0

(11)

2
5
4

L.Choices

0 0

. 6 2.4.6
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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TABL E II Cc^f.)

Unpopular Children
(53 boys, 44 girls)

I I

Boys Gi rls Boys Girls

HS 7 4 7 3 5 4 9 6
IS 13 8 7 6 15 11 14 7
LS 6 5 5 4 7 2 2 5

Non- Non- Non- Non-

Li Li Li L. Li Li Li L.

HS 0 7 i 6 0 5 2 7
IS 2 11 l 6 l 14 0 14
LS 0 6 0 5 0 7 0 2

(26) (19) (27) (25)

HS 0 4 1 2 0. 4 1 5
IS 1 7 1 5 1 10 1 6
LS 0 5 0 4 0 2 0 5

(17) [ (13) (17) (18)

Analysis of L.Choices L.Choices
Leadership 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6 2.4.6
Choices ac- HS 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0

cording to Ho. IS Oil 10 0 10 0 0 0 0
of Nominations LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(2, 4 and 6
and over).

3> + S ^ -t- L
— X

Grand Total 113 boys, 90 girls 113 boys, 90 girls
66 boys, 50 girls 66 boys, 50 girls
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Using the data from Tables 10 and 11, it is
possible to construct a number of fourfold contingency
tables which point to certain statistically significant
conclusions. These will now be presented.

General Oonclusions from Data in Tables 10 and 11.

A) Disregarding the divisions into Extraverts and
Introverts or Dominants and Submissives, and simply

comparing Popular with Unpopular Bbys and Popular with
Unpopular Girls, we obtain the following Contingency
Tables^I-

P. Un-P,

HS 17 12

(Pram IS 27 28
Table LS 16 13
11)
(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant diffen-
ences)

BOYS
3. Un-P. F

GIRLS
?. Un-P.I . Un-P. ]

HS 6 8 HS 10 16 HS 2 9
IS 9 19 IS 13 21 IS 3 13
LS 17 7 LS 23 7 LS 14 9

(ws/us) X* = 1-85" (hs/ls)\1 - -C'lo* (»s[Ls) X
(rs/i-s) X* S.07*"* (xsIls) X = 5--0.O *
HS+rS/Qy1 , 1-511**

BOYS
(All Schools)

P. Un-P,

HS 25 is-
(Prcm IS 30 3a
Table LS 19 '7
10)
(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant differ¬
ences )

GIRLS
P. Un-P.

HS 17 20
IS 17 21
LS 24 7

(hs/ls) X1"* 6-L7**
Ccs|u)x* = >•€>**

1. Throughout, indicates values corresponding to the
1% level of significance with 1 degree of freedom, and ^indicates

values corresponding to the 5% level. Yates's correction for
continuity is applied when any expected cell freouency is less
than 10.
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It will "be noted that in all eases where the results

are significant, the children who have experienced HS
and IS upbringing show trends in the same direction and
so may he contrasted, as single groups or jointly,
with the children of LS upbringing.

The conclusions following from the above Contingency
Tabled (and established at a satisfactory level of
significance) are:-

a) that in boys from a lower middle-class background,
Popularity is associated with having fathers in the LS
range rather than fathers in the HS-IS range,

b) that in girls from both working-class and lower
middle-class backgrounds, Popularity is associated with-
having mothers in the LS range rather than mothers in
the HS and IS ranges,

c) further, that in girls from a lower middle-
class background, Popularity is also associated with
having fathers in the LS range rather than fathers in the
HS and IS ranges.

Comments on these conclusions will be reserved

until later in the Chapter.

Hi) Comparing Popular with Unpopular Boys and
Popular with Unpopular Girls amongst Dominants, we

obtain the following Contingency Tables:-
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P, Un-P»

HS 12 12
(Prom IS 19 13
Ihble LS 11 8
11)
(inspection shows
therer are no sig¬
nificant differ-
ences)

(Lower Middle-class Schools)
BOYS (Dominant)

P. Un-P .

•

P. Un-P. P Un-P.

HS 3 5 HS 6 10 HS 1 7
IS 6 9 IS 8 15 IS 1 8
LS 13 4 LS 14 4 LS 11 5

(«(us) \x
tela) V

- W' '3
- 5~-22

*

Hi

(All Schools)
BOYS (Dominant) GIRLS (Dominant)

P. Un-P.P. Un-P,

HS 18 13
(Prcm IS 22 17
Table LS 14 11
10)
(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant differ¬
ences)

HS
IS
LS

7
11
14

12
15

4

(hs/ls) ~XN
O^IJ) X1 - i+-ii

*

*

Comparing Popular with Unpopular Boys and Popular with
Unpopular Girls amongst Submissives. we obtain the following
Contingency Tables;-

P. Un-P,

0
15

5

(Prom HS 5
Table IS 8
11) LS 5

(Wi/r5f.Ls) X" :

(NB. This is a
Questionable
result as the
smallest ex¬

pected frequency
is less than 5)

(Lower Middle-Glass Schools!
BOYS (Submissive) GIRLS TSubmissive)

*

P. Un-P,

HS 3 3
IS 3 10
LS 4 3

(inspection shows
there are no

significant
differences)

P. Un-P.

HS
IS
LS

4
5
9

6
6
3

<hs+X5/ls)xS l- \x

P Un-P.

HS 1 2
IS 2 5
LS 3 4

[Inspection shews
there are no

significant
differences)
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(Prom
Table
10)

HS
IS
LS

P. Un-P,

7
8
5

2
15

6

(All Schools)

(|is/i5 +LS) = t> -w.

BOYS (Submissive)

HS
IS
LS

(insperf
there

Un-P.
GIRLS (Submissive)

10 8
6 6

10 3

tion shows
are no sig¬

nificant
ences)

differ-

I

Oomparing Popular with Unpopular Boys and Popular
with Unpopular Girls amongst Extraverts, we obtain the

following Contingency Tablesj-

P. Un-P.

(Pron HS 4 7
Table IS 13 13
11) LS 9 6
(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant differ¬
ences)

(Lower Middle-Class Schools)
BOYS (Extraverts) GIRLS (Extraverts)

P. Un-P.

HS
IS
LS

3
4
9

4
8
5

■(hs+IS,.ia,

P. Un-P.

5 7
10 7

9 5

(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant differ¬
ences )

HS
IS
LS

P.

HS 2
IS 0
LS 7

Un-P.

3
6
4

- 3°'

(All Schools)
BOYS (Extraverts) GIRLS (Extraverts)

(Prom HS

L » U II -I •

10 9 HS

r . uu—jr.

7 9
Table IS 13 16 IS 10 7
10) LS 11 7 LS 9 5

(inspection shows (inspection shows
there are no sig¬ there are no sig¬
nificant differ¬ nificant differ¬
ences ) l ences )
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Comparing Popular with Unpopular Boys and Popular
with Unpopular Girls amongst Introverts, we obtain the
following Contingency Tables

P. Un-P.

(Lower Middle-Class Schools)
BOYS (introvertsT GIRLS (introverts)

(^ron HS
Tablets
11) LS

13
14

7

5
15

7

(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant. differ¬
ences)

Un-P.

4
11

2

!(HS -HS/us) X2" = 4-04*

P. Un-P.

HS 5 9
IS 3 14

L3| 1.4 2

OS/lsJX2' = lir-'tA**

P. Un-P,

HS
IS
LS

0
3
7

6
7
5

(rt Sr vs)ls) "X = V 1 g

P, Un-P.
BOYS (introverts)

fArIT S choolsT

(J^rom HS
Table IS
10) LS

15 6
17 16

8 10

(inspection shows
there are no sig¬
nificant differ¬
ences)

P. Un-P.

HS 10 11
IS 7 14
LS 15 2

GIRLS (introverts)

(HSlcs)
CiMu.s) \l

5--0.O*
1.4***

Again in almost all cases where the results are

significant, the trends are such that children with a HS
and IS upbringing can be grouped together for comparison
with children of a LS upbringing.

Two conclusions for boys and roughly corresponding

conclusions for girls follow from the above Contingency
Tables at acceptable levels of significance:-

a) that in boys who are Dominant and who come from
a lower middle-class background, Popularity is associated
with having fathers in the LS range rather than in the
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HS - IS range, and vice versa for Unpopularity.
b) that in boys who are Introverted and who come

from 8 lower middle-class background,, Popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range rather
than in the HS - IS range, and vice versa for Unpopularity

c) that in girls who are Dominant and who come from
both„working-class and lower middle-class backgrounds,
Popularity is associated with having mothers in the LS

range rather than in the HS and IS ranges, and vice
versa for Unpopularity.

d) that in girls who are Dominant and who come from
a lower middle-class background, Popularity is also
associated with having fathers in the LS range rather
than in the HS - IS range, and vice versa for Unpopularity

e) that in girls who are Introverted and who come

from both working-class and lower middle-class back¬

grounds, Popularity is associated with having mothers in
the LS range rather than in the HS and IS ranges, and
vice versa for Unpopularity.

In addition, certain trends are discernible of
which the statistical significance, whilst never

reaching an acceptable level, is perhaps less doubtful
in some cases than in others. Only those trends will
be instanced here which are well in line with the above-

mentioned results and for that reason may be accepted
with fair confidence;-

i) that in girls who are Extraverted and who come

from a lower middle-class background, Popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range rather
than in the HS-IS range,
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il) that in girls who are Introverted and who come

from a lower middle-class background, Popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range rather
than in the HS-IS range.

C) Disregarding the divisions into Extraverts and
Introverts or Dominants and Submissives, and simply

comparing Leaders with Non-Leaders in Boys and Leaders
with Non-Leaders in Girls, we obtain Contingency Tables
of which one alone points to a statistically significant
conclusion. A trend ih the same direction, but no more

than a trend, can be observed in many of the Tables for

Boys, however (Girls show no trends of any kind), and
Just two such Tables are presented here by way of
illustration:-

POPULAR BOYS POPULAR AND UN¬
POPULAR BOYS

COMBINED
L. Non-L L, Non-L

(Prom
L« Non-L,

(Prom (Prom
Table 10, HS 12 13
All IS 7 23
Schools) LS 7 12

Table 11 ,HS 4 2
Lower IS 3 6
M-Class LS 7 10
Schools)

Table 11, HS 11 18
Lower IS 11 44
M-Class LS 5 24
Schools)

OlS/ES+LS) = 2.74 fc^S+LS)^ 0,64 O^IS+LS)^ = 4. 23x

The single statistically significant conclusion is

that in boys from a lower middle-class background Leader¬
ship is associated with having mothers in the HS range

rather than in the IS-LS range.
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A statistically significant conclusion of essentially
the same kind emerges from a comparison "between Leaders
and Non-Leaders in Boys who are Introverts. and similar
trends can "be seen in Extraverts and Dominants, though
in these cases only when Popular Boys of lower middle-
class background are considered alone. Pour further
Tables are presented in illustration of the above resultss-

POPULAR AND
UNPOPULAR

(INTROVERTED) BOYS
COMBINED

L. Non-L.

HS 7 11
IS 4 25
LS 1 13

POPULAR BOYS
(DOMINANT!"

L. Non-L..

HS 9
IS 7
LS 5

5
12

6

POPULAR BOYS
( EXTRAVERTED)

L, Non-L.

HS 4
IS 4
LS 4

0
9
5

(US/I5+L3)X: =4. 37S (HSAS+LS)")C=2.92 (HSAS+LS?£=3.25

(Prom Table 11, Lower Middle-Class Schools)

POPULAR BOYS
(INTROVERTED)

L. Non-L.

FS 8
IS 3
LS 2

7
14

6

(^IS+LS^S.SS

(Prom Table
10, All
Schools)

The statistically significant conclusion referred

to is that in Boys who are Introverted and who come from
a lower middle-class background, Leadership is
associated with having mothers in the HS range rather
than in the IS-LS range.

It is evident from Table 11 that this reflects a

general trend (if not-hihg more) which is apparent
whether the upbringing concerned is from the mother
or from the father (though there is unfortunately a
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paucity of oases to adduce on the fathers' side, and
the data can no more than hint at such a formulation of

the trend).
An interesting fact which emerges from these Tables

concerning Leadership is that the data consistently

point# to a grouping of IS and LS parents for contrasting
with diS parents, whereas in the matter of Popularity the

grouping was of HS and IS parents for contrasting with
LS parents.

It should he mentioned that the breakdown of Leader¬

ship scores into 3 "levels", according to the number of
sociometric choices awarded, led to inadequate cell
frequencies for statistical purposes. Inspection shows,
however, that the trends revealed when numbers of eases

corresponding to any particular level are substituted
for total numbers of cases in the Contingency Tables,
are exactly in line with the conclusions stated above.

Three Further Analyses.

a) It is not possible to extract from Tables 10
and 11 data about the smaller number of children of whom

both parents' Authoritarian scores are known, but such
data, in respect of Popularity at least, will be

presented in the following Table (the cases are too
few to furnish a similar Table in respect of Leadership);-
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TABLE 12

Effect on Popularity of Different Combinations of Parental
Upbringing

(Categories printed in black refer to Mothers' Status on
Authoritarianism Scale.

Categories printed in red refer to Fathers' Status on
v Authoritarianism Scale,)

(Lower Middle-Class Schools)

Nos. of Popular Bbys. Eos, of Unpopular Boys.

H8.HS
3

HS.I8
2

HS. LS
1

IS.HS
2

IS.IS
5

IS.LS
7

LS.HS
1

LS .IS
2

LS, LS
9

Nos. of Popular Girls,

HS.HS
0

HS .IS
0

HS.LS
0

IS.HS
2

IS,IS
2

IS.LS
5

LS.BS
0

LS.IS
1

LS.LS
9

HS.HS
5

HS. IS
2

HS.LS (
0 1

IS.HS
2

IS.IS
15

IS.LS |
1 1

i
LS.HS

1
LS, IS

2

i

LS.LS |
6

Nos. of Unpopular Girls.

HS.HS
5

HS. IS
5

HS.LS
1

IS.HS
4

IS,IS
8

IS.LS
~3

LS. HS
0

LS. IS
0

LS.LS
5
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Inspection shows that no simple all-embracing trend
is reflected in the data presented here, nor was that
expected. Had the numbers been greater and had certain
conditions about random sampling been observed, a more

meaningful Table could have been produced by sub-
classifying the children still further in terms of the

personality categories Hxtraversion-Introversion and
Dominance-Submission and so making an Analysis of
Variance possible. From this some estimate of the
interaction effects, if any, between parental upbringing
and. these personality factors in the childrenand

probably of the primary effectsmight have been ob¬
tained. But, the time and labour involved in collecting
further data of the kind required was prohibitive in the
circumstances.

It had been hoped that Table 12 would lend support
to the view suggested by the earlier findings that for
girls the F-scale status of both parents would prove to
be equally important as far as the conditions of up¬

bringing making for Popularity were concerned, whereas
for boys the F-scale status of the father would be all-
important and that of the mother of little account.
But any expectations of clear-cut sex differentiations
of this kind ere not borne out.,^ Inspection of the data
in Table 12 points to two sets of trends, actually,
which appear to conflict. On the one hand, two of the
trends (and they are no more than trends) may be
formulated as follows:-
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1) in the area of Popularity of hoys and girls
alike, where one parent is Non-Authoritarian the trend

towards Popularity of the child appears to increase as

the P-scale status of the other parent falls,
(cf. for example, the data for Popular
Girls where, if the Mothers' P-scale
status is held at LS, the number of

Popular Girls rises from 0 to 1 to 9
as the Pathers' P-scale status falls

from HS to IS to LS respectively),
2) in the area of Unpopularity of boys and girls

alike, where one parent is Authoritarian the trend
towards Unpopularity of the child appears to increase
as the P-scale status of the other parent rises,
and on the other hand, the remaining two trends are:-

3) in the area of Popularity (at least of boys),
where one parent is Authoritarian the trend towards

Popularity of the child appears to decrease as the P-
scale status of the other parent falls,

4) in the area of Unpopularity of boys and girls
alike, where one parent is Non-Authoritarian the trend
towards Unpopularity of the child appears to decrease
as the P-scale status of the other parent rises.

The apparent inconsistency between these sets of
trends focuses on the effects of opposite combinations
of upbringing, from the point of view of the relative

OK ^r©^»-p5 •'f cUilcAre»\ opposite
contribution of each parent,^extremes of the popularity
scale. Without greater numbers the reality or otherwise
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of the trends, and the nature of the relationship
"between them cannot "be examined more closely.

b) It is possible, however, to compare quite
simply the effects of opposite combinations of upbringing-

(i..e. the combinations HS.HS and LS.LS) , considered
absolutely rather than from the point of view of the
relative contributions of each parent to the Popularity
or Unpopularity of the child. Table 12 gives the
following Contingency Table: -

NUMBERS OF BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED

Combined Parental
Upbringing

Combined Parental
Upbringing

Un-P.

HS.HS 3 10

LS.LS 18 11

X =4.01

This demonstrates at the level that in boys and

girls as a whole Popularity is associated with the joint
upbringing of non-authoritarian parents rather than with
the joint upbringing of authoritarian parents.

A further point of interest illuminated by Table
12 is how seldom in this sample (and probably in the

population generally) parents at opposite extremes of
the Authoritarian dimension are to be found in the same

family.
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c) It was explained in Chap. 2 that on the "basis
of considerations advanced "by Eysenck about the
relationship between Extraversion-Introversion and

'conditionability', one implication for the present
research seemed to be that extraverted children of

authoritarian parents and introverted children of non-

authoritarian parents should differ markedly in respect
of socialisation and super-ego formation (pp.
"Reasons have been put forward for adopting Popularity
and Leadership as the criteria of these Personality-
attributes, and the time has come to put this expectation
to the test. The following Contingency Tables enable us
to do this, at least for Popularity^-

Ext's with
HS mothers

BOYS
P. Un-P, P, Un-P.

GIRLS
P, Un-P.

BOYS AND GIRLS
COMBINED

P, Un-P.

10 9 4 7 7 9 17 18

Ext's with
IS mothers 13 16 to■HCOre 10 7 23 23

Int's with
LS mothers 8 10 7 7 15 2 23 12

(HS+IS/L3) = ( Inspection
shows no

sig. diffs.)
(All Schools)

(iiKpection
shows no

sig, diffs,)

(Lew er
Middle-
class
Schools) *

(WS+IS/us)
Xa"= 5,07

(All £

(inspection
shows no

. sig. diffs).

Schools)
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BOYS GIRLS
BOYS AND GIRLS

COMBINED
P. Un-P. P. Un-P. P. Un-P.

Extfe with
HS fathers 3 4 to03 5 7

Ext's with
IS fathers 4 8 0 6 4 14

Int's with
LS fathers 8 2 7 5 15 7

(HS+IS/iS)^ t= 3.31 ">C = 2.38 5.99S

(Lower Middle-class Schools)

The data for Leadership is inadequate for the

purpose of making restricted comparisons of this kind.
As far as Popularity is concerned, the expectation

referred to in Chap. 2 may "be considered fulfilled,
provided that it is interpreted in accordance with

knowledge gained from the analysis of Tables 10 and 11 -

namely, l) that parents with intermediate scores in the
F-scale range may property be grouped with high-status
(authoritarian) parents, and 2) that in Boys the F-scale
status of the mothers is irrelevant to their Popularity

(only that of their fathers is relevant), whereas in
Girls the F-scale status of both parents is relevant.

By taking advantage of this knowledge, we may draw the
following conclusions from the above Tables:-

a) that for girls the difference in Popularity
between introverts with mothers in the LS range and
extraverts with mothers in the HS-I5 range is significant.
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at better than the b% level.

b) that for boys and girls taken together the
difference in Popularity between Introverts with fathers
in the LS range and extraverts with fathers in the HS-IS

range is significant at better than the 5% level.

^(Regarding the second conclusion, it is likely
that the results would have been fully significant for

boys and girls taken as separate groups, had the
numbers of cases been greater).

To the extent, then, that Eysenck's hypotheses on

'conditionability' were embodied in the prediction made
on p. 21, they may be considered vindicated, though not
of course proved.

Doubtless the identification of a child with the

parent of the same sex (which is commonly regarded as

the normal mode during the process of socialisation) has
some bearing on the finding referred to above that only
the fathers' F-scale status is relevant to Popularity
in boys. This serves to underline the importance of
successful identification for the socialisation process.

In the light of this, attention might be directed again
to the third of the points stated at the top of p. 22 -

which is, in general terms, that the consistency,

'integratedness' perhaps, of the parent-figure who is a

model for internalising may have a profound effect on

the socialisation of the child. This poses the question:
to what extent is the relative 'integratedness' of the
appropriate parent a compensation for any handicap to
socialisation imposed on the child by his relative un-

conditionability?
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The data from this investigation cannot provide a

definitive answer to the question. But two relevant

Contingency Tables are presented herewith, for what
they are worth, comparing introverted children of
authoritarian parents with extraverted children of non-

authoritarian parents:-

BOYS

Int's with
HS fathers

Int's with
IS fathers

Ext's with
LS fathers

(EiS + IS/LS) 1.98

(Lower Middle-class Schools)
GIRLS

P. Un-P.

3 4

5 11

9 5

P. Un-P.

Int's with
HS mothers

Int's with
IS mothers

Ext's with
LS mothers

(HS+IS/LS) 4.55s

5 9

3 14

9 5

In the case of Girls it is here established at the

5%> level (and in the case of Boys there is a similar
trend at least) that Popularity is associated with
Extraverts having mothers in the LS range rather than
with Introverts having mothers in the HS-IS range.

When this result is contrasted with that of the

previous Table, where extraverted girls with mothers in
ftft tohipared, fcjit-K lv\W®v/«-rtact girls wHR h.ot+iws in US risnge.

the HS-IS range^and found to be relatively less Popular -
and similarly for extraverted and introverted children

respectively (boys and girls) with fathers in the
corresponding F-scale ranges - the implication seems to
be that 'conditionability' as a factor in socialisation
is less potent than the parents' status on the P-scale.
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It is impossible to make an absolute judgment of this
kind, however, since the difference in over-all 'effectiveness

resp«-ctiV«./y
of authoritarian and non-authoritarian parentsAas models
cannot be measured. But what can be said perhaps is
that the importance of the causal relationship linking
non-authoritarian upbringing from the parent of the
same -sex with Popularity and authoritarian upbringing

, i r respective tu\rov<.rs»«»\ iok of ++»«_ ckiid^cf. p. 163J)
with Unpopularity,Ahas been very considerably
strengthened,

2) more tentatively, that at the heart of this
causal relationship lies the 'worthiness' &£ 'effectiveness

(in the sense of 'integratedness') of the parent as a

model for the child to identify with.
The facts contained in the above two Tables are in

themselves interesting, in any case, because it was

found impossible to predict earlier (p.22) whether or

not the relatively low 'conditionability' of the
extravert might outweigh all other considerations,
including the intrinsic effectiveness or otherwise of"
the parental upbringing as a stimulus to socialisation.
This matter is referred to again in the final Chapter.

First Comment on Conclusions arrived at in this Chapter.

Broadly speaking the conclusions derived from lower
middle-class families are more consistent and comprehensive
than those from working-class families, and the limited
comments made here will refer in the main to the former.

There are various possible reasons for these apparent
class-differences in the results, which will be
considered in the final Chapter.
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There is one incidental advantage which may "be
mentioned here concerning the decision made at an early
stage (see p.38) to base the main work of the research
on data from lower middle-class families. This is that

there is a much greater probability of homogeneity in
the L.Q. level of the children concerned - a not

unimportant point in view of Thorpe's (1955) finding
of a slight but significant correlation (+ 0.152) between
sociometric status and intelligence in school-children.
Disparity in I.Q.s would only be reduced, not eliminated
of course, by concentrating on children from the five
lower middle-class schools, but the omission of

intelligence tests from the programme of group-testing
carried out in the schools - necessitated by

considerations of time and expediency - would otherwise
have been a more serious one.

Generalising rather freely, for convenience, from
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the conclusions about Popularity presented in this

O.hapter, it may he said 1) that a strong tendency exists
for popularity in hoys generally, and introverted hoys
or dominant hoys in particular, to he associated with

having non-authoritarian fathers rather than authoritarian

fathers, and 2) that a strong tendency exists for
popularity in girls generally, and introverted girls or

dominant girls in particular, to he associated with

having non-authoritarian mothers or (very prohahly)
non-authoritarian fathers rather than authoritarian

mothers or fathers respectively.
These generalisations would seem to suggest that

whatever it is in the personality-structure of hoys or

girls that makes for popularity must he sought
especially in the process of interaction between a

particular environmental factor (non-authoritarian
upbringing, particularly on the part of the parent of
the same sex) and one or more of at least two

constitutional factors (known through their overt
effects, which are^called introversion and dominance,
when appropriate tests are applied to the individual
concerned). It would he rash, however, to proceed-
straight to any hypothesis about the derivation of the
personality-correlates of popularity without taking note
of a third generalisation;- 3) that a tendency Exists
for popularity to he associated with extraversion in
children having non-authoritarian parents rather than
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with introversion in children having authoritarian
parents.

This generalisation, however, says nothing of an

absolute kind about an association between extraversion

in children and non-authoritarianism in parents. It

merely compares the limited number of extraverts whose

parents happen to be non-authoritarian with the limited
number of introverts whose parents happen to be

authoritarian, and reaches a certain limited conclusion
about their popularity. So that any implications
contained in the first two generalisations are un¬

affected by this third generalisation. But the latter
serves as a useful reminder, nonetheless, that the

personality-structure of the child, with which we

assume its popularity is in some degree correlated, is
inter alia a product of interaction between various

temperamental factors (extraversion, introversion,
dominance and submission reflect four only of the msny

possibilities) and various disciplinary environments,
in an infinite variety of permutations and combinations,
and that there can be no unique correspondence between

any particular conjunction of factors and popularity

generally.
Since, however, there is no evidence in our data

for any special connection between the traits of
extraversion or submission and popularity or unpopularity
in the child (with a single expection - there is the
suggestion that extraverted girls are more popular when
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they have non-authoritarian fathers than when they have
authoritarian fathers), it would seem most profitable in
the closing phase of the investigation to concentrate
attention upon introverted and dominant children, if
further light is to "be shed upon the dynamics of parent-
child interaction.

The same applies in the matter of Leadership.

Again it is the introverted and dominant boys (for
girls the results are entirely inconclusive) who most

consistently provide significant associations between

leadership and parental upbringing, although in this
case the association is the reverse of what it is for

popularity, i.e., leadership is associated with
authoritarianism in the parents rather than non-

authoritarianism.

It will be appreciated that since we are concerned
with the simultaneous interplay of at least three
variables - extraversion-introversion, dominance-
submission and upbringing (maternal or paternal) in
a variety of combinations - and since extraversion-
introversion and dominance-submission as measured are

by hypothesis the products of interaction between
constitutional factors and the environment, we shall
be on shifting sand unless we may make one assumption:
that the respective poles of the extraversion-introversion
and dominance-submission dimensions which predominantly
characterise each individual should correspond to his

genetically-determined 'set' and should continue to
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correspond to it, though in varying degrees, whatever
the disciplinary or other experiences to which he has
been subjected. This is a very large assumption,
particularly when it is remembered that Jung himself
conceived of the predominantly extraverted or

introverted person as occasionally manifesting wholly
uncharacteristic and even opposite reactions in

particular circumstances. Yet unless the assumption

may be broadly made, it is clear that no progress is
possible in this field so long as our ignorance about
the precise nature of constitutional factors persists.

The assumption seems a priori a reasonable one.

Reference has already been made to the study of Eysenck
(p. 2.1.) which demonstrates the hereditary basis of
extraversion-introversion. As for dominance-submission,
no study of a similar kind is known to the writer, but
it may be mentioned that Gattell includes in his

summing-up of the evidence about the 'nature-nurture
ratio' for the principal personality factors, a statement

(1950, p. 146) to the effect that dominance is a 'source
trait which might be equally due to heredity and
environment'.

In view of these considerations, the 'given' nature
of extraversion-introversion and dominance-submission

as measured will be taken for granted for all practical
purposes during the last phase of the present research,

"to Hv.'5
to be reported in the^-fgHnjwing Chapter.
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Summary of Results.

F-scale scores were obtained from a total of 360

parents - 203 mothers and 116 fathers from lower middle-
class homes and a further 41 mothers from working-class
homes. Of the 360, only 71 were obtained through
parent groups, the rest by home-visiting.

The total number of children tested for Extraversion-

Introversion, Dominance-Submission, Popularity and

Leadership was 244, of whom 203 were from lower middle-
class families (in no case was a father's return
utilised in the research unless the corresponding one

was available for the mother). The aim was as far as

possible to obtain adequate numbers of children, for

purposes of comparison, in the four personality-

categories DE, DI, SE and SI, as well as in the four
simple categories D, E, S, and I. No attempt was made
to obtain representative samples of the general school
population. The enormous preponderance of lower middle-
class children was the result of a decision taken at an

early stage to base the main work of the research on

lower middle-class families. Among the many advantages
was the one that the omission of intelligence tests
from the testing-programme - necessitated by
considerations of time and expediency - did not
constitute such a serious omission as it otherwise

would, since the probability of homogeneity in the I.Q.
level was thereby increased.
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A breakdown of the data for a) all the schools

concerned, t>) lower middle-class schools only, in terms
of Popularity, Leadership, Extraversion-Introversion,
Dominance-Submission and both Maternal and Paternal

upbringing (at three levels, HS, IS and LS - see Chap. 3)
led tjo some fruitful comparisons. (it was found,

incidentally, that a further breakdown of Leadership
scores into three levels would reduce the numbers

involved too far for statistical purposes and in any

case would lead to no appreciable change in the nature
of the results obtained). Statistically significant
conclusions (mainly at the level but sometimes at
the 1% level, and true mainly of lower middle-class

- st•'tvvts e>v\

fami lies \ku-t» mmr? t. i mr. s a I gp of working-class families)
were derived from a series of fourfold contingency
tables and may be formulated under five headings as

follows:-

Popularity of Children in General in Relation

to Parents' Status on Authoritarianism Scale.

1) In boys from a lower middle-class background,

popularity is associated with having fathers in the
LS range rather than in the HS-IS range; and vice
versa for unpopularity.

2) In girls from both working-class and lower
middle-class backgrounds, popularity is associated
with having mothers in the LS range rather than in
the HS and IS ranges; and vice versa for unpopularity.
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3) In girls from a lower middle-class "background,
popularity is associated with having fathers in the
LS range rather than in the HS and IS ranges; and
vice versa for unpopularity.

Popularity for Children in Different Personality

Categories in Relation to Parents' Status on

Authoritarianism Scale.

4) In boys who are dominant and who come from
a lower middle-class "background, popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range

rather than in the HS-IS range; and vice versa for
unpopularity.

5) In boys who are introverted and who come from
a lower middle-class "background, popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range

rather than in the HS-IS range; and vice versa

for unpopularity.

6) In girls who are dominant and who come from
"both working-class and lower middle-class backgrounds,
popularity is associated with having mothers in
the LS range rather than in the HS and IS ranges;

and vice versa for unpopularity.

7) In girls who are dominant and who come

from a lower middle-class "background, popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range

rather than in the HS-IS range; and vice versa

for unpopularity.
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8) In girls who are introverted and who
come from "both working-class and lower middle-
class "backgrounds, popularity is associated with
having mothers in the LS range rather than in the
HS and IS ranges; and vice versa for unpopularity.

In addition two trends were noted which, whilst not

strictly significant "by accepted standards, it seemed

justifiable to include with the conclusions:-

9) In girls who are extraverted and who come

from a lower middle-class background, popularity is
associated with having fathers in the LS range

rather than in the HS-IS range; and vice versa

for unpopularity.
10) In girls who are introverted and who come

from a lower middle-class background, popularity
is associated with having fathers in the LS range

rather than in the HS-IS range; and vice versa for
unpopularity.

11) Popularity is associated with introverted

girls having mothers in the LS range rather than
with extraverted girls having mothers in the HS-IS
range, (applies to girls from both lower middle-
class and working-class backgrounds)

12) Eopularity is associated with introverted
boys and girls having fathers in the LS range

rather than with extraverted boys and girls having
fathers in the HS-IS range, (applies to children
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from lower middle-class backgrounds)
13) Popularity is associated with extraverted

girls having mothers in the LS range rather than
with introverted girls having mothers in the HS-IS
range (applies to girls from lower middle-class
"backgrounds).

Leadership of Boys in General and Parents' Status

in Relation to Authoritarianism Scale, (no significant

results for Girls).

14) In boys from a lower middle-class back¬

ground, leadership is associated with having
mothers in the HS range rather than in the IS-LS

range; and vice versa for non-leadership.

Leadership of Boys in Different Personality Categories

in Relation to Parents' Status on Authoritarianism

Scale (no significant results for Girls).
15) In boys who are introverted and who come

from a lower middle-class background, leadership is
associated with having mothers in the HS range rather
than in the IS-LS range; and vice versa for non-

leadership.

In addition two trends were noted relating to other
personality-categories, which, whilst not strictly
significant by accepted standards, it seems justifiable
to include with the conclusions:-

16) In boys who are extraverted,, who are
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popular, and who come from a lower middle-class
background, leadership is associated with having
mothers in the HS range rather than in the IS-LS
range; and vice versa for non-leadership.

17) In boys who are dominant, who are popular,
and who come from a lower middle-class background,
^leadership is associated with having mothers in
the HS range rather than in the IS-LS range; and
vice versa for non-leadership.

(Small numbers of cases give trends only, not significant

conclusions, in respect of fathers' upbringing, but the
direction of the trends is precisely as in the conclusions
for mothers given above).

Popularity of Children in General in Relation to

Combinations of Maternal and Paternal Upbringing.

18) In boys and girls generally from a lower
middle-class backgrounds, Popularity is associated
with the joint upbringing of LS parents rather
than with the joint upbringing of HS parents; and
vice versa for unpopularity.

An interesting fact which emerged from the Contingency
Tables was that as far as Popularity was concerned the
data consistently pointed to a grouping of HS and IS
parents for comparison with LS parents, whereas for

Leadership the grouping was of IS and LS parents for
comparison with HS parents.

It was observed that conclusions Nos. 11 and 12
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almost entirely fulfil the prediction made on p.

provided that the latter is interpreted in the light
of the general conclusions established in this Chapter.

The finding that only the fathers' P-scale status
is relevant to Popularity in "boys was linked with the
process of identification with the parent of the same

sex which normally occurs during socialisation. It was

suggested that the acceptability or otherwise of the
p Arrest-

authoritarian fa^feter as a model for internalisation

might be a factor in the socialisation process quite as

potent as the level of 'conditionability' of the child,
and support for the suggestion was found by contrasting
conclusions Nos. 11 and 12 with conclusion No. 13 and a

trend for boys found to be similar in form to No.13.
It was considered that, in the light of the

special relationship which a non-authoritarian upbringing
seemed to have with introversion and dominance in the

child for the nurturing of a 'popular' personality,
and also which an authoritarian upbringing seemed to
have with the same traits in the child for the nurturing
of leadership, any further study of the personality-
correlates of popularity and leadership might
profitably be confined to introverted and dominant
children.

ADDENDUM TO CHAPTER FIVE.

It would have been very satisfying if the whole
research could have been rounded off with an account
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of a further enquiry into the personality-correlates of
Popularity and Leadership - the logical outcome of the
work which has so far "been described. Such an enquiry
was in fact begun, but pressure of time and the labour
involved in working single-handed made it abortive. A
brief account will be given, however, of the method by
which' it had been hoped to achieve some fairly conclusive
result. This will be preceded by an outline of the

reasoning on which the method was based.

Rationale of Projected Investigation into Personality

Correlates of Popularity and Leadership.

A brief survey was given in Chap. 2 of the
sociometric literature on the subject of Popularity and

Leadership, with special reference to personality-
structure. There appeared to be a consensus of opinion
that a connection exists between Popularity and
'personality-as-a-whole', and some authors concluded
that 'integration' or 'ego strength' was the key concept.
As far as Leadership was concerned, the consensus was

very much the same, the main difference being that in
addition to the various qualities associated with

Popularity, dominance - or something akin to it - was

held to figure prominently in Leadership. A rather

higher intelligence level was also thought to be
characteristic of Leadership.

The conclusions stated earlier in this Chapter

suggest very broadly that the personality-structure with
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which Popularity is most significantly correlated is a

product of interaction "between non-authoritarian

upbringing and those constitutional factors in the
child which pre-dispose him to introverted behaviour or

to dominant behaviour. The results for Leadership were

not so comprehensive (e.g. no conclusions were possible
from "the data on girls), but there seemed grounds for

supposing that the personality-structure with which
Leadership is most significantly correlated in boys is,

by contrast, a product of interaction between
authoritarian upbringing and those constitutional
factors in the child which pre-dispose him to introverted

(and possibly extraverted) behaviour and dominant behaviour.
It seemed desirable, then, to turn attention next

to those particular children who were introverted or

dominant (but not necessarily only those who were at
once introverted and dominant (Dl) - for as e.g. Table
9 (G-irls) shows, the DI category does not contain a

greatly different proportion of popular girls with LS
upbringing from that in other categories, though of
course the same Popularity effect is present in the DI

category as in the D and I categories separately, and
present, moreover, at a level not far short of
significance).

The procedure with which it had been hoped the
whole research would culminate is based on the argument
that children who are introverted and children who are

dominant, i.e. whose scores on the appropriate tests
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are the same within certain definable limits, must
nevertheless be different in some important respects,

<*S

according fc® their upbringing has been predominantly-
authoritarian or non-authoritarian. This follows from

the assumption which it was decided to accept in this
research that differences in Popularity and in

Leadership correspond to differences in personality-
structure. The Contingency Tables on pp.K*,io^and on ppi.isq
give the numbers of lower middle-class boys and girls
who are respectively popular and unpopular introverts,
popular and unpopular dominants, introverted leaders and
non-leaders, etc., etc., and it is possible to identify

every individual child to whom the figures correspond.

Thus, taking as an illustration Popular and Unpopular
Introverted girls, it is possible to identify the 22

Popular girls of whom (see p. to£> ), 5 have HS mothers, 3
IS mothers and 14 LS mothers, and also the 25 Unpopular
girls of whom 9 have HS mothers, 14 IS mothers and 2
LS mothers. It is a fact that all these 47 girls
scored virtually the same on the E-I sub-scale. But
theoretical considerations enable us to say with some

confidence that the personality-structure of the 22

popular girls as a whole must be different from the
personality-structure of the 25 unpopular girls as a

whole, and in particular that the personality-structure
of the 14 popular girls with LS upbringihg must be
different from that of the 23 unpopular girls with HS-IS
upbringing. If some convenient way of comparing these
groups of girls can be found and if significant
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differences between them are established in any respect,
the suggestion will be very strong indeed that this is
a reflection of the personality differences which are

responsible, in part at least, for the differences in
Popularity. The argument can be developed in precisely
the same way in respect of personality differences

corresponding to differences in degree of Leadership.

First Step,

The first logical step was undertaken by the writer
in the present research.

It was decided to concentrate on the personality
differences of Popular and Unpopular children, and of
these the introverted and dominant girls rather than the

boys, because the significance of the relationship
between popularity and non-authoritarian upbringing and
between unpopularity and authoritarian upbringing was if
anything more soundly established, being based on a

larger population of mothers and girls than the corresponding
population of fathers and boys on which the conclusions
for boys rested.

The first logical step was to examine the E-I
sub-scale protocols of the 14 Popular Introverted Girls
with LS mothers and the 23 Unpopular Introverted Girls
with HS-IS mothers, to see if there were any consistent
differences in their responses to the items which

might indicate differences in the quality of their
common Introversion. Likewise the D-S sub-scale protocols
of the 14 Popular Dominant Girls with LS mothers and the
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25 Unpopular Dominant Girls with HS-IS mothers were

examined. The results are given in the following
Tables:-

Analysis of E-I Sub-Scale Protocols.

14 Pop. Intr. Girls with LS 23 Unpop. Intr. Girls with
Mothers. HS-IS Mothers.

I terns Agreements. Disagreements. Agreements. Disagreements.

2 10 4 9 14
4 12 2 17 6
6 11 3 15 8

10 9 5 17 6
16 3 11 3 20
18 9 5 16 7
20 7 7 14 9
22 6 8 14 9
24 5 9 9 14
28 5 9 11 12
30 6 8 7 16
32 12 2 12 11
34 7 7 6 17
36 5 9 8 15
38 5 9 11 12
40 4 10 8 15

Analysis of D-S Sub-Sea le Protocols.

14 Pop. Dom. Girls with LS 1 25 Unpop. Dom. Girls with
Mothers. HS-IS Mothers.

I terns. Agreements. Disagreements. Agreements. Disagreements.

1 7 7 9 16
7 5 9 11 14
9 10 4 16 9

11 4 10 10 15
21 9 5 10 15
23 4 10 1 24
29 8 6 15 10
31 11 3 19 6
33 7 7 10 15
35 7 7 9 16
37 6 8 13 12
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A comparison of the proportions of girls in the two
groups who are in agreement and disagreement with each
item yields no statistically significant result. The
proportions underlined do show trends which, however,
can he considered only vaguely suggestive, at hest, of
two opposing personality-types (according to the
direction in which the trends are construed). The

popular girl, on this showing, is one who tends to tell
everybody 'all about it' when anything interesting

happens to her (Statement No. 32), who prefers indoor
to outdoor games (No. 2) and who does not like to be
chosen as the captain in games (No. 21). The unpopular
girl, on the other hand, is one who dislikes to read in
front of the class (Statement No. 34), who prefers out¬
door to indoor games (No. 2), who objects to doing almost
everything that other people tell her to do (No. 23) and
who likes to be chosen as the captain in games (No. 21).

If anything at all may be inferred from this - and
on the evidence so far obtained it is little more than

an interesting possibility - it is that the unpopularity
of unpopular girls derives from a certain 'need' to be
self-assertive and a certain 'prickliness' of personality,
both of which may be aspects of unconscious inferiority-

feelings and neither of which seems to be present in
popular girls.

Second Step.

Empirical findings of other workers already referred
to (p.»31 ) have linked popularity with 'ego-strength' and
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unpopularity with 'ego-weakness', and general theoretical
considerations have pointed to a possible association
between the authoritarian upbringing of children and
the development of the authoritarian personalities of
the future, (pp. i£-i? ) A more subtle method of

demonstrating such an association than the comparison

attempted above is clearly called for.
One reason out of many for the near-failure of

such a comparison was that, as an approach to 'personality-
as-a-whole', it was too oblique. It is pertinent to
recall at this point Stephenson's criticism of the
'rule of the single variable1 (1953). Stephenson
maintains that for many purposes of personality
measurement it is invalid to test for a single
dimension 'atomistically', i.e. as if the interacting
psychical forces from which the whole dimension is an

abstraction can be safely ignored. Most psychological
tests (including the E-I and D-S sub-scales) rest on

this assumption. For this reason there is no doubt
that when the comparison described above between the

agreement/disagreement ratio for two groups of girls was

made, it was atomistic judgments which were really at
issue. The significance of any particular item
relative to any other for the unique personality of
each individual girl escapes any form of measurement
by this method. Thus a girl who is confronted with an

item whose particular content is simply irrelevant to
her dynamic self has no alternative but to record
'agreement' or 'disagreement' against it, precisely as
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she has when the item is all-important to her.

Agreement and disagreement in these terms clearly
becomes a very crude instrument if used to

discriminate between members of a group of introverts
or a group of dominants.

It seems that what is needed for purposes of

comparison (assuming that objective behaviour tests
are out of the question) is l) a means of enabling the
individual to make evaluative judgments on every single
item in the context of all the items, and 2) a technique
for selecting the items of which the test is to be

composed in such a way that each judgment reflects some

aspect of the traits to be measured in a definable way.

An adaptation of the Q-sort technique described by

Stephenson (1953) holds out some promise of achieving
this. It is not necessary to recapitulate here the
whole theoretical basis of the Q-sort. It is sufficient

merely to give a brief account of those aspects of it
which are relevant here.

A sample of statements is constructed in accordance
with a pre-conceived design, to be explained later. Each
is printed on a separate card or slip of paper, and the
set of statements is shuffled and handed to the respondent
with instructions to arrange them in a certain order.
What the respondent has to decide in examining them is
to what extent each described himself - is typical of
himself - as he usually is. He has to ask himself, 'how
far is this like me or unlike me?'. The final order of
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the statements will "be such that they grade off from
'most like me' to 'least like me' and that they conform
to a quasi-normal frequency distribution which is laid
down (cf. the accompanying table). A demonstration of

a simple
Score 6543210 . , . _

Frequency 1 4 7 8 7 4 1 (N = 32) techni<3ue for
arranging the

statements in this manner with the greatest economy of
time is usually given. Thus the judgments are made
only after all the statements have been held in the
mind and compared with one another for their order of

importance in accordance with the instructions.
The structure of the sample of statements is

based on a balanced design, following the procedure
adopted in Fisher's experimental methodology (1942).
That is to say, it is not a sample drawn at random
from some universe of statements. A place is kept for
random operations instead in the way the sample is used,
for the respondent is unaware of the principles of
construction underlying the items, and if any

significant tendencies appear in his ordering of them
they will be indications of his basic mental processes

and so reflections of his personality.
The primary object of the Q-sort for our

purposes is to test for the presence of a 'strong egc'
or a 'weak ego'. Ego-development could be one of the
'effects', or independent variables, which is to be
brought into the sample construction. Another 'effect',
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also theoretically involved in authoritarianism, might
he aggression in its two aspects, termed hy Adorno et
al. 'authoritarian aggression' and 'authoritarian
submission'. Thus a balanced block design could be

composed for two 'effects' at two'levels', as in the
Table presented herewith:-

Effects. Levels.

Aggression. (a) Authoritarian Aggression (b) Authoritarian
Submission

Development of Ego. (c) Ego weakness (d) Ego strength

This gives four possible combinations, (ac), (ad),
(be) and (bd). If the design is replicated, say, eight
times, then 4 x 8 = 32 statements would be needed to

cover, or embody, each combinatioh 8 times. Four

examples are given of statements which illustrate the

possible combinations:- (ac) 'When I have once made up

my mind about something I never change it', (ad) 'I can

think of at least one occasion when I have seen a small

child being set upon by a bigger one and I have tried to
interfere', (be) 'I would never utter any word against
my country, even though it may sometimes be in the
wrong' and (bd) 'If I am a member of a team I never

argue with the leader about his or her decisions,
even when I do not agree with them'.

The supposition on which analysis of the Q-sort

depends is that the replication variances will be
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homogeneous, i.e. such as error variances alone would

provide. Relative to the estimate of error variance,
the main effects and the interaction are tested for

significance "by F-test procedure, using small-sample
doctrine. If the effects do not operate, the principle
of experimental error will do so alone.

It does not follow of course that statements

proclaimed on theoretical grounds to fee vehicles for

ego-strength, authoritarian aggression, etc. - or

combinations of these - do in fact serve any such
function. Part of the difficulty in selecting statements
for a Q-sort is that their value for the purpose in
hand cannot fee decided in advance. But if an analysis
of variance succeeds in showing that the scores of a

particular group of statements, designed to embody
certain 'effects', have a variance significantly
different from the replication variance, this fact may

fee taken as evidence that some psychical process was at
work and, failing further evidence to the contrary, that
the process bears some relationship to the 'effects'
indicated.

Example of Q-Sort Performed fey Girl with Ron-Authoritarian
Mother.

32 statements were devised corresponding to the
following block design, which includes a third Effect,
namely Direction of Reference, at two levels - l)
Personal Reference and 2) General Reference. The
difference between them is best illustrated fey two
statements representing the (fee) combination:- 'I
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think anything ray father or mother tells me to do will
"be right, because parents always know best' (Personal
Reference) , and 'It seems to me that getting on in the
world depends on getting to know the right people'
(General Reference).

Balanced Block Design

Effects.

Direction of
Reference (Z^

Levels.

(l) Personal Reference (2) General Reference

Aggression (>*) (a) Authoritarian (b) Authoritarian
Aggression Submission

Development %

of Ego (Y) (c) Ego-weakness (d) Ego-strength

The Q-sort was performed by a girl from the group
of Popular Introverts with LS Mothers, and the scores

obtained were as follows:-

Z

Effects. (Direction of Reference)
(1) (2)

(a+c)

3 6
2 2
4 2
1 2

X (a+d)
(Aggression)

4 5
4 3

Y 3 3
1 1

(^CO V\*v



Table, co*t-in«v*<A)
: y z

Effects. (Direction of Reference)
(1) (2)

Cc«k\t:)
X

o-v\A

Y
(Development

of
Ego)

Icq *fr.;)
(b+c)

3 5
2 4
2 2
0 1

(b+d)

5 5
4 4
4 3
3 3

The Analysis of Variance was as follows

Sums of Mean
Source of Variance Squares P.P. Squares Expectancy

^ X and Y 9.8 3 3.3 1.57
T. Z 1.1 1 1.1
5^ Interaction 2.6 3 0.9

Replication 50.5 24 2.1 .

Total 64 31

The F-test gives 3.01 at the 5% level for 3 and 24
D.P. , so that clearly no Effect is significant. There
are probably many reasons for this. Doubtless three
of the more important, which are closely related, are

that there is not the required degree of homogeneity in
the replication variances, that the number of

replications is too small, and that the selection of
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items embodying the combinations of Effects is by no

means uniformly satisfactory.

Many girls from the group of Popular and Unpopular
Introverts were persuaded to perform the Q-sort, and
although some results approached significance, the
majority, of which the above example is typical, did
not. The time and labour which would have been involved

in testing out fresh statements to replace the un¬

satisfactory ones and in increasing the total number of
statements was quite prohibitive.

The results obtained were used in the following
way, however, to demonstrate that certain items
discriminated significantly, and consistently as

regards direction, between Popular Introverted Girls
of LS mothers and Unpopular Introverted Girls of
HS-IS mothers.

Evidence of Significant Differences between Groups of

Popular and Unpopular Girls.

Q-sort scores for each of the 32 statements were

obtained from 12 Popular Introverted Girls with LS
mothers and 14 Unpopular Introverted Girls with HS-IS

mothers, and the significance of the difference between
the means was determined in each case. In two cases

the difference between the means was significant at the
1% level, in one case at the 5% level, and in four
cases at a level closely approaching the 5% level. The
effect® of these findings is as followst-

1) Popular introverted girls with non-authoritarian
mothers subscribe more often (in general,

significantly more often) than do unpopular
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introverted girls with authoritarian mothers,
to these statements:-

(ad) 'I can think of at least one occasion
when I have seen a small child set upon

by a bigger one and I have tried to
interfere'.

(ad) 'I have many times asked questions in
class when I have not understood what the

teacher has said'.

(bd) 'I think it would be a mistake to take
any job just because it paid a lot of
money'.

S) Unpopular introverted girls with authoritarian
mothers subscribe more often (in general,

significantly more often) than do popular
introverted girls with non-authoritarian
mothers, to these statements:-

(be) 'I would never utter any word against
my country, even though it may sometimes
be in the wrong'.

(ac) 'When onee I have made up my mind about

something I never change it',
(be) 'I think teachers should tell children

what to do without taking into account
what they want to do'.

(ac) 'If we have a coloured boy or girl in
our class at school, I would rather not
sit next to them'.
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It will be noted that 'Ego-strength', i.e. (d), is

invariably characteristic of the Popular Girls and

'Ego-weakness' i.e. (c), of Unpopular Girls.
The aboveis not put forward by any means as a

demonstration that what chiefly differentiates

Unpopular from Popular Girls is the degree of their
Ego Development, but it is at least suggestive evidence.
It certainly strengthens the case for believing that
in the Q-sort method lies a most promising technique
for reaching a definitive conclusion on the matter.

If a more satisfactory set of statements were

evolved (satisfactory in the sense that significant
Effects were provided by the majority of respondents -

not necessarily in the sense that a comparison of those
Effects for Popular and Unpopular children produced a

significant contrast), some very interesting possibiliti
would be opened up. Among them would be a comparison,
from the point of view of Ego Development, of Leaders
and non-Leaders in boys.
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CHAPTER SIX

General Assessment of Results of Research.

It might he useful to "begin with a survey of the
research as a whole before scrutinising the various

aspects of it more closely.
A. The object of the research was to compare

children who had experienced authoritarian and non-

authoritarian upbringing respectively, from a

developmental point of view - seeking especially for
differences in personality-structure which were rooted
more in the process of 'socialisation' than in heredity.
Whilst the ultimate concern was with differences central

to the whole personality, more peripheral differences
were by no means to be neglected; indeed the exploration
of some of these was undertaken in the first instance

largely because of their heuristic value in pointing the
way to the wider and deeper study.

Before an approach to fundamental personality
differences could be made, it was desirable to show that
authoritarian and non-authoritarian upbringing did have
differential effects of some kind on the personalities
of children. This was found to be possible in terms of

popularity and leadership. Here differences were

established which could not be attributed entirely to

heredity, or at all to the ordinary processes of
indoctrination, but which were ineluctably related in
some way to differences in upbringing. Moreover, as

earlier studies strongly suggested, both popularity and
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leadership probably reflect qualities in the
individual which are bound up with his 'personality-
as-a-whole' - indeed, as far as popularity at least is

concerned, more than one author has linked it up with

'ego-strength' or 'integration' of the personality.
There are grounds, then, both empirical and

theoretical, for supposing that the development of
some of the deeper aspects of the personality is a

direct response to certain definite elements in the

parental upbringing. In itself this is not revolutionary
doctrine. But what this research may perhaps claim
to have done is the specifying in concrete terms of
some of the entities on both sides of parent-child

relationships which by their interaction tend to

produce a personality-structure of a certain kind. In

this, of course, it follows neo-Freudian thinking
in large measure. Where new light is possibly thrown
is in showing how certain temperamental, and therefore
to some extent 'given', factors in the child's make-up,

notably extraversion-introversion and perhaps dominance-

submission, enter into the familiar 'socialisation'
process.

Parent-child relationships provide a typical

example of nature-nurture interaction. The relevance
of extraversion, introversion, dominance and submission
is that they seem to be important traits (on the side
of 'nature') which, when impinged upon by authoritarian
or non-authoritarian upbringing (on the side of 'nurture'),
invariably 'strike a spark' and produce a reaction of
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some kind. Strictly speaking, what we refer to as

extraversion or introversion, or as dominance or

submission, is itself the product of a reaction, and we

have to assume, not unreasonably, it might be thought,
that the trait as manifested corresponds closely, at
least as far as the sign of polarity goes, to whatever
is the underlying constitutional 'set'. The over-all

implication is that the trait as manifested and the

larger personality-structure have together developed in

response to environmental forces of which parental

handling forms such a large part.
The results of the present research suggest that it

is on those children who are by nature 'introverted'
rather than 'extraverted' and 'dominant' rather than

'submissive' that the differential effects of

authoritarian and non-authoritarian upbringing are

striking. In terms of popularity and leadership, it
is relatively immaterial to the 'extraverted' and
'submissive' which kind of upbringing they predominantly
had - the odds against their being popular or

unpopular and leaders or non-leaders are roughly equal,
although the effects tend to follow if anything the
same direction as for the 'introverted' and 'dominant'.
In terms of the deeper aspects of the personality, the
hypothesis immediately presents itself that likewise it
is the 'introverted' and 'dominant' on whom the

differential effects of authoritarian and non-authoritarian

upbringing will be most apparent, i.e. that the
'introverted' and 'dominant' will show the most
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significant differences if tested for such a deep-
lying attribute as 'ego-strength'. Practical
difficulties made it impossible for the writer to test
this hypothesis in anything but the most tentative way,

but his results, for what they were worth, certainly
gave promise that a full-scale investigation into the
mattejr would confirm it. Not the least of the

difficulties was that a concept like 'ego-strength'
does not easily lend itself to operational constructs
and quantitative assessment. The writer found that
Stephenson's Q-methodology held out a dazzling prospect
of success for measuring precisely this kind of intra-

personal behaviour, and the results of his attempts
to practise it in a very minor way were not altogether
disappointing.

Discussion of Theoretical Problems Raised.

l) An interesting theoretical problem is posed by
an empirical result, which was established beyond any

question, with regard to popularity and leadership. This
was the fact that, whereas amongst all the children on

whom upbringing had any differential effect at all non-

authoritarian parents tended to produce popular children
and authoritarian parents unpopular, the situation was

reversed when it was a matter of leadership. The
authoritarian parent was the one who tended to produce
the leader and the non-authoritarian parent the non-

leader (some reservation should be made here, in that
this is only strictly true for boys who were also
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popular and that no result at all was obtainable for

girls - but it is still perhaps a legitimate generalisation).
A further result of some interest emerged when boys were

contrasted with girls. As regards popularity, only
the nature of the paternal upbringing made any significant
difference to the Boys' status, (with girls, maternal
and p-aternal upbringing equally made such a difference).
But as regards leadership, the nature of the maternal
upbringing was no less important than the paternal in
its effect on boys.

The fact that children tend to identify themselves
with the parent of the same sex is relevant to the

result for boys as far as popularity goes, though it
does nothing in itself to explain why both parents matter

equally to girls. The readiest explanation of the
result for leadership is perhaps that what counts in
this regard is the quality of the boy's dominance. A
certain capacity to be ruthless on occasion, a readiness
to behave aggressively without experiencing an undue
anxiety-sense in consequence, may possibly be one of
the products of interaction between dominance in the
child and authoritarianism in other parent, and this may

be what makes for good leadership. (The whole question
of whether the sociometric test employed really measures

'leadership' in the adult meaning of the word will be
discussed in the later section on Leadership).

But it would certainly be fascinating to discover,
if the Q-sort proved itself to be a sensitive enough

instrument, how far 'ego-strength' is typical of the
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good leader, as it appears to be of the popular person.

Further interesting studies could also be made, and
would be called for if the present investigation were

to be properly rounded off, by enquiring into the

large number of cases who 'break the rule' as established
by this research, i.e. who are popular although in¬
troverted or dominant and who have authoritarian parents ,

or who are leaders although introverted or dominant and
who have non-authoritarian parents, etc., etc.

2) Another theoretical question on which the

present research has a little to say concerns the
relative 'conditionability' of extraverts and introverts.

Eysenck's hypothesis, which he states in 'The Psychology
of Polities' (and his main argument is recapitulated in
pp. 19-21 of this work), is that introverts, who are

demonstrably more susceptible to conditioning than
extraverts, will be relatively 'over-socialised' and
extraverts, contrariwise, relatively 'under-socialised'.
It is shown on pp. 115-117 that a hypothesis, formulated
by the present writer with his own data in mind and
based on the same premises as Eysenck's, is substantially
borne out - provided that an assumption of a positive
correlation between 'over-socialisation - under-

socialisation' and 'popularity-unpopularity' is tenable

(it is at least in line with the assumption which las
been generally accepted in this research that 'under-
socialisation', mediated by ego-weakness, is linked up

with unpopularity). Clearly Eysenck's general position
is supported by this result, but its evidential value
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is small. It rests on too many unproved (though
perhaps reasonable) assumptions.

The place of identification with the parent of the
same sex in the socialisation process also demands con¬

sideration in connection with 'conditionability'. To
what extent is the extraverted child, who conditions

relatively less easily than the introverted, thereby
handicapped in internalising the appropriate parent-

figure, and to what extent does the 'worthiness' - in
the sense of integratedness - of the parent-figure as a

model for internalising compensate for this? The case

of the extraverted child who experiences non-authoritarian

upbringing and of the introverted child who experiences
authoritarian upbringing was discussed on pp.
The extraverted child presumably has in this case a

better-integrated personality to identify with than the
introverted child, if the underlying argument of this
research may be accepted. In fact, as was shown on

p. n&, the extraverted child in these circumstances
tended to be relatively more popular than the

corresponding introverted child. The difficulty of

drawing any general conclusions about the contribution
of 'conditionability', as against the contribution of
parental authoritarianism, to the popularity-status of

children, was pointed out. But it could perhaps be said
that the importance of having an effective, i.e.
'integrated' parent-figure of the same sex for the
child to identify,with, was vindicated by this result.

The matter is complicated and cannot be pursued
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further, because the notion of 'effectiveness' of the
parent-figure really has two distinct aspects - his
consistency, 'worthiness', integratedness, etc: and
his acceptability to the child as a model for internalising.

3) The fact that authoritarian upbringing from
the fhther tends to produce unpopular rather than
popular boys and also tends to produce leaders rather
than non-leaders, and the fact that leadership is
correlated with popularity, appears to be a difficulty
at first sight. The difficulty disappears when it is
realised that, in absolute terms, a large number of
boys who have had authoritarian upbringing from the
father are popular, that a large number of boys who
have had non-authoritarian upbringing from the father
are leaders, and that almost all the leaders are drawn

from the ranks of the popular.

Actually it would have been closer to the facts,
in absolute terms, to phrase the first sentence otherwise:-
'Non-authoritarian upbringing from the father tends to
produce popular rather than unpopular boys and non-

leaders rather than leaders', etc. For the disproportion
between the two classes of boys is very much more

marked when fathers at the non-authoritarian end of

the scale are considered.

The difficulty raised above is spurious, but there
is some point in mentioning it. It draws attention to
the fact that tendencies. about whose reality there is

no question, do not always reveal themselves in absolute
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terms when other tendencies are operating simultaneously.

B. The various phases of the total investigation
will now be discussed, mainly from the standpoint of
the soundness of their contribution to the final result.

l) The Use of the F-scale.

The statistical properties of the F-scale were

fully considered in Ghap. 3. It was mainly in the

light of statistical considerations that the decision
was made to confine the main work of the research to a

social stratum broadly identified as 'lower middle-class'.
Many working-class subjects probably failed to under¬
stand certain items of the scale. On the other hand,
the better-educated the subjects were, the more critical
they were of being asked to make unequivocal responses,

without the opportunity of qualification, to items
about issues that were often quite complex; and this
sometimes made for difficulties. As will be realised,
it was not altogether desirable to convey to such
people, before they had completed the questionnaire,
that it was their underlying feelings about the issues
raised rather than their intellectual appreciation of
them that were of primary interest.

Even making allowances for the effect of the
possible illiteracy of some working-class subjects, the
indications were that their attitudes were more

authoritarian than those of the lower middle-class

subjects. The latter, however, could also be described
as having a marked authoritarian bias, in that most of
their responses were made in what was theoretically the
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authoritarian direction. It behoves us to consider

carefully what this really means. The question is all
the more important in view of the later finding that
parents intermediate in the P-scale range could be
bracketed with the more extreme authoritarians to form

a single group which was homogeneous from a certain
point"of view:- that their children, when compared with
the children of the non-authoritarian group, contained
a significantly higher proportion (at the 1% level) who
were unpopular by a clearly-defined criterion (strictly
speaking, this refers to parents and children who were

of the same sex). In other words, a large part of the
population of the Edinburgh parents tested - and so, it
may be supposed, of Edinburgh parents generally ( the
341 parents from the organised parent-groups, whose
responses were typical, were a biased sample only in
that they did not represent the upper and upper-middle
classes and perhaps in that they had P.A. and P.T.A.
affiliations) - indeed possibly half of the parent

couj^
population of Edinburgh all told - /to all intents and
purposes be characterised as 'authoritarian', with all
that that implies.

Reasons were advanced in Ghap. 3 why an understanding
of P-scale 'authoritarianism' in terms of 'cultural

attitudes' was unacceptable and why the 'dynamic'
explanation, that it derived from deeply-repressed

aggression, was to be preferred. Analysis of the P-scale
returns of a small but random sample of parents,
stratified according to their total scores, showed that
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the items which, by the rationale of their construction,
had an 'underlay' of aggression, were the ones which
discriminated most effectively between the high-
scoring and low-scoring parents. This was suggestive
evidence only, of course, especially in view of the
smallness of the sample. But it was supported by an

examination of the Discriminatory Powers of each item
of the scale, based on the results for large groups of

parents drawn from the lower middle-class and the

working-class respectively; this showed again that the
'aggressive' items were among the most discriminating.
It seemed likely, incidentally, that the DP's of most

items, including the 'aggressive', would be even higher
if the boundary-lines dividing the high-scoring from the
intermediate group of parents, and the intermediate from
the low-scoring group, were lowered - another indication
that the 'spread' of authoritarian attitudes really
extends over a much larger section of the parent
population than that of non-authoritarian attitudes.

Finally (although as an argument for upholding the
'dynamic' as against the 'cultural' interpretation of
authoritarianism this carries no weight), one has to
ask oneself; if it is untrue that repressed aggression

plays an important part in theArelationships of this
large body of high-scoring and intermediate-scoring
parents, how is the finding about the popularity-
differential of their children to be explained? It is
almost inconceivable that the upbringing should have
no bearing whatsoever on the attributes in a child
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which make for popularity or unpopularity; and those
attributes, as the present study and others have

strongly suggested, are surely hound up with the
nature of the repressions in the child himself and
even with his 'ego-strength' or 'ego-weakness'.

The fact that leadership qualities seem to he
a response mainly to authoritarian upbringing alone,
and that the children of intermediate-scoring parents
respond in a way which brackets them with the
children of non-authoritarian parents from this point
of view, may be a surprise, but it is not an anomaly
which invalidates the 'dynamic' theory of authoritarianism,
as was pointed out in section A of this Chapter. It

may well be that only a consistent and extreme
authoritarian upbringing will develop the capacity
of a dominant boy to be aggressive, on occasion,

C\9v>,s a'ois-s ly
without beingAburuened by anxiety; whereas the
mildest degree of authoritarianism may be sufficient
to produce repression of such a kind, in relation to
the aggressive urges particularly, that ego-weakness
to some extent ensues.

A large part of the criticism levelled at the
original study, 'The Authoritarian Personality', by
Christie & Jahoda (1954-), is based on the undeniable
fact that authoritarianism and educational level are

fl)
negatively correlated^ ', probably at a value close to
-0.45. It is therefore argued that many of the factors
assumed to be determinants of authoritarianism are

really reflections of formal education. For example,

(l) op.cit. p.170
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(2)
studies are quoted^ which demonstrate that opinions,
representative of the general population, on the
'inevitability of wafc' have a high negative correlation
with formal education and therefore, it is suggested,
any interpretation of P-scale responses to this item
based on psycho-dynamics is likely to be false. There
can be jio doubt that by confining the present
investigation to lower middle-class subjects the
contribution of such a factor as education will tend

automatically to be eliminated. That is what was intended.
The factor of intelligence is in the same case. But it
is a 'non sequitur' to say that any findings which appear

to support the psycho-dynamic interpretation are thereby
invalidated. On theoretical grounds, the case for working
with a population known to be homogeneous along a certain
dimension is that differences in the variable to be

tested which are related to the dimension in question
can be safely neglected. This was almost the whole
case for restricting as far as possible, not only the
parents but also the children, to one social stratum.
As far as the children were concerned, because this
was done it was possible to omit intelligence tests
from the programme of testing in the schools.

Bpt in any event, if the results of this research
can be accepted, the fact that certain P-scale items
have been endorsed by the greater part of a representative
American population will cause no surprise.

2) The Tests for Extraversion-Introversion and
Dominance-Submission.

The discussion in Chap. 4 on the construction of

(2) op.cit. p.68
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these tests, their evaluation from the statistical point
of view and the assessment of their validity and

reliability cannot be improved upon here. It was felt
that the refinements of the tests, as a result of the
considerable body of critical work done on them,
justified their eventual adoption for the purposes of
the investigation. They were believed to be adequate,
though not completely satisfactory, instruments for

group administration.
The view is taken that the dimensions of Extraversion-

Introversion and Dominance-Submission are best regarded
as constellations of trait-elements, and in accordance
with this the items in the sub-scales seek to 'tap' as

many different aspects of each as possible. Some
constitutional basis is assumed for both dimensions.

It might be argued that the traits, as manifested, of
Dominance-Submission are likely to be further-removed
from source than those of Extraversion-Introversion.

Dominance and Submission are often recognisable as the
secondary results of psychological reactions originating
in some quite other area of the psyche. Thus Mueller

(1945) suggests that dominance may have a vastly
different character when it is l) a compensatory gain
for frustration in emotional relations, or 2) a defence
against anxiety, or 3) a form of consolation for some

unfulfilled ideal, or 4) an aspect of some culture-
pattern of authority. 'And Cattell (1950) makes the
point that submission may result from the inhibition of
a natural dominance. He also states quite bluntly that
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dominance confuses the concepts of aggression, self-
assertiveness and pugnacity in response to frustration.

However, the items in the sub-scales were

conceived as applying to the most general situations
in school- and home- life, and it is likely that if a

specific dynamic motivation with effects sizeable

enough to influence the scoring - say, effects of
dominance - were present in any individual, it must

pervade whole areas of his personality sufficiently to
"be part of his personality. In that case the assumption
will surely still be valid in most cases that his 'basic'
set is towards dominance, for otherwise the later

cov? rT~"

'dynamic' set would probably have taken a more Aindirect
form.

The assumption that there is a latent or 'basic'
set at all is, of course, a very broad one, resting at
bottom on the observation of 'approach-reactions' and
'withdrawal-reactions' running right through nature.
The tendency for one type of reaction to predominate
over the other in any particular organism (cf. the
shyness of 'fear-biters' in dogs (Thorne)(1944) - believed
to be due to a Mendelian dominant) may well be in humans

mainly a function of learning experience, especially
when it is a matter of 'approach-motivation' and 'avoidance-
motivation' (McClelland, (1951), Chap. 13). But this
is merely another instance of nature-nurture interaction.

The problem of measuring the D-S dimension is

certainly not simple. Like most traits, the expression
of dominance or submission is to some extent dependent
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on the situation. The hope was that a sufficient variety
of situations were 'covered' by the items to obviate

part of this difficulty. But the other part remained,
namely that filling in the questionnaire was itself a

'situation', and it was doubtful if complete frankness
on the part of most children was achieved, especially
for the D-S sub-scale, despite the assurance of
confidentiality. The point was discussed in Chap. 4.
It is a fact, too, that the response to some of the
items of this sub-scale might be especially dependent
on 'the mood of the moment'. With regard to submissive

behaviour, Gattell quotes McLaughlin (1931) to the effect
that it can be modified by training and change of

atmosphere, i.e.'situation, (unlike dominant behaviour),
but he does not claim that it can be changed to

positively dominant behaviour.

Altogether there is room for some doubt about the
validity of the D-S sub-scale, especially that part
which purports to measure Dominance - and the effect,
as far as the present research is concerned, may be that
the personality category 'Dominant' may include many who
should properly be classified as 'Submissive*. This is

likely to be more true for boys than for girls, for

prestige reasons. The same doubt does not arise in
connection with the E-I sub-scale, since the respondent
is not so likely to be conscious of 'giving something
away'. These theoretical considerations notwithstanding,
it is worth recalling from Ghap. 4 that the correlation
between actual D-S scores and the criterion (teachers'
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ratings) comes to 0.82, whereas the correlation "between
.E-I scores and the criterion was 0.46 (though the latter
value was probably too low, as was pointed out in the
discussion).

3) The Tests for Popularity and Leadership.
As explained in Ohap. 4, it was impracticable to

estimate the test-retest reliabilities of the sociometric

tests employed for measuring these variables. But many

earlier studies, using similar tests on similar school
populations, have found reliabilities in the region of
0.9. As far as validity is concerned, the usual
criteria do not apply to tests of this sort. But it
is inconceivable that the test for Popularity and

Unpopularity could possibly measure anything but

popularity and unpopularity.
More doubt may be felt about the validity of the

Leadership test. It is clear from the results obtained
that something quite distinct from Popularity is
measured by this test - the Leaders chosen by the
individual classes were seldom amongst the high-
scorers on the Popularity test, though they were of
course almost always Popular rather than Unpopular.
But from the nature of the situation in which the classes

were asked to imagine themselves when tested, it is

likely that the child with most nominations would be a

child with a reputation for prowess at games. Although
it was explained simply to each class what was implied
in being a leader, very possibly this would not weigh
with many. In that case, it may be asked, to what
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extent is the test valid as a technique for measuring

leadership potentiality?
Gattell (1950) quotes various studies which together

imply high correlation of leadership with 'persistence,
co-operativeness, emotional stability, kindness on

principle, originality, aggressiveness and self-confidence',
as well as intelligence, but he points out that leadership
inheres in the group situation as much as in personality,

e.g. 'dominance is not likely to play a role in leadership
in literature, while in 'removed' (i.e. not face-to-face)
leadership, sociability may play a lower and intelligence
a higher part than elsewhere'. Clearly leadership in
the adult sense is not such a simple concept. Redl

(1942) indicates at least ten different kinds of
leadership which involve a 'central person' who arises

largely as a result of different group forces. But
this does not go far towards explaining the nature
of 'leadership potential' in the individual.

Perhaps, as Cattell (1950) suggests, dominance is
the chief feature distinguishing the leader from the
merely popular person. But dominance, apart from
presenting the difficulties as a concept which came out
in the previous section, may be divided into two kinds
from the point of view of leadership. Anderson (1937)
speaks of the 'dominative' person who is 'rigid, static....
trying to preserve status', and the 'integrative' person
who 'seeks a common purpose expends energy with

another, not against another' , both of which types share
the characteristic of 'ascendance' or 'dominance'.
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It is difficult to "be sure whether a hoy of the
'dominative' type, who was also a skilful games-player,
would not he chosen as the hest leader in the sociometric

test. At any rate, one would he inclined to think that
a hoy characterised hy the 'integrative' type of

dominance, and a reasonably competent player, would he
chosen in the absence of the former - i.e. hy implication,
a well-integrated hoy with some 'ego-strength'.
Nevertheless the results of the present investigation
show that it is the hoy with the authoritarian parent

who is more likely to he a leader than the hoy with the
non-authoritarian parent. It would be a spurious
deduction from the fact (if fact it he) that non-

authoritarian parents tend to produce more well-

integrated children than otherwise, that the leader with
authoritarian upbringing will he relatively unintegrated.
But this possibility makes the kind of study projected on

pp. 151-2, i.e. the testing of leaders for ego-strength,
all the more interesting and desirable. It is not
inconceivable that the type of leader produced hy
authoritarian parents will turn out to he predominantly
'dominative' and that, hy contrast, the type of leader
with non-authoritarian parents will he predominantly

'integrative'.
Meantime the question, which kind of dominant hoy

tends to he chosen as leader hy this particular sociometric
test,is an open one.
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4) Results of Gomparisons of Children with Different
Types of Upbringing.

The results were summarised on pp. 125-129. When
these are contrasted with the nil result of comparing
children in terms of their personality-categories only

(E, I, D and S) from the points of view of Popularity and
Leadership (cf. Chap 4), the implications clearly are:-

i) that the type of upbringing is a determinant of

popularity-status and leadership-status of the children,
and

ii) that the interaction between the type of upbringing
and the traits D and I (especially) in the child - with

particular reference to the presumed constitutional
factor - is a specific determinant of popularity-status
and leadership-status.

Such associations would be artefacts if some further

variable, itself correlated with the P-scale status of
the parent or with the personality-category of the child,
were in fact responsible for the effects noted. It is
difficult to see what such a variable could be. The

Liverpool University Social Science Department (1950)
has demonstrated an association between Rejection or

Unpopularity and the child's standard of clothing. But
since the main work of the present investigation was

based on families from one broadly homogeneous social
stratum (certainly variation in standard of clothing
would be a negligible feature), there is no possibility
that such considerations could have affected the results.

Similarly, variables such as level of education and level
of intelligence are virtually ruled out.
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Thorpe (1955) found a slight negative correlation
"between popularity and neuroticism and popularity and

position in family, and a slight positive correlation
between popularity and intelligence and popularity and

age of child, whilst there was no correlation at all
between popularity and number of siblings. Particular
care was taken in preparing the E-I sub-scale not to
fall into the trap referred to by Eysenck (1954, p.176)
of confusing introversion and neuroticism, as Freud did
and Jung did not; thus no items were included whose
rationale appeared to be concerned with 'tapping'
depressive tendencies or emotional instability. It is
possible, then, but most unlikely, that neuroticism
figured to a considerable extent among the factors
producing unpopularity. As for position in family,
it is inconceivable that there could have been any

systematic bias in the selection of parents and children
for testing such that the children of authoritarian
parents were of higher ordinal rank within the family
and children of non-authoritarian parents of lower ordinal
rank. The point about intelligence level has been dealt
with above (p. IS1). The point about age may be answered
in precisely the same way as that about position in

family - systematic bias in choice of subjects is
inconceivable.

On the assumption then that the associations

discovered in this research are not artefacts, how are

they to be interpreted?

Northway (1946) is clear that some causal factor in
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the child operates to determine popularity or unpopularity.
The fact that 60°/5 of a classroom group receives scores

less than that expected "by chance means, as she points

out, that 'we do not learn to like people'. She

suggests two distinct causes for unpopularity - i) that
the child is an isolate, a 'neglectee', ii) that he is

interfering and rejected. These correspond roughly to
the two typical patterns of reaction to a failure
situation - i) withdrawal, ii) attack (which may become
at some stage blind aggression). In the present research,
a priori reasoning (p. 25) associated popularity with
'learned' qualities such as generosity, unselfishness,

etc., and unpopularity with 'learned' qualities such as

inferiority feelings, the urge to bully smaller children,
etc. The affinity between the first set of qualities
and Anderson's concept of 'integrative behaviour',
already referred to, and the second set of qualities and
his 'dominative behaviour', is obvious. 'Ego-strength'
and 'ego-weakness' are parallel concepts (cf. the
discussion in McClelland (1951, p. 558) ). Frenkel-
Brunswik in 'The Authoritarian Personality' (Adorno et
al. (1950, pp. 456, 480)) relates 'ego-strength' to
'emotional maturity' and 'integration of the various

aspects of the personality', and elaborates the psycho¬
analytical view of their development. Throughout the
whole of 'The Authoritarian Personality' runs the

argument that ego-weakness and ego-strength are the
respective products of authoritarian and non-authoritarian

upbringing, and, implicitly, that they are the chief
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distinguishing features of authoritarianism and non-

authoritarianism themselves.

In this research, the hope has always "been that
jwst-

the findings could be interpreted in assas such terms
as these; and that by studying parent-child interaction
from the direction parent —child, rather than

child—parent, as most investigators have done, a

mechanism of personality-formation could be
illuminated which is particularly relevant to the

development of 'ego-strength' and 'ego-weakness'. The
first step at least towards realising that hope has
been achieved, in that the field of study has been
narrowed down for the future from all children with

authoritarian and non-authoritarian backgrounds to the
smaller group of children distinguished by certain
temperamental traits. Whether it can be shown that the

children in this group who are differentiated by the
character of their upbringing are also differentiated
in terms of 'ego-strength' and 'ego-weakness', or

whether this is an over-simple expectation, is a matter
for further research; there is some slight indication
in the present results that this may be the case.

Pinal Gomment.

Several lines of enquiry which would have been of

special interest were closed for lack of greater numbers
of subjects. For example, although one of the five
lower middle-class schools was Roman Catholic, the
question whether religious affiliation entered significantly
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into the development of leadership potential and

popularity in children could not "be pursued.
The question whether the tendency for a majority

of Edinburgh parents to have authoritarian attitudes
is typical of the rest of Britain is obviously outside
the scope of this study, but it is one of considerable

sociological interest. Gorer (1955), in his enquiry into
different aspects of English character, found marked

regional differences in attitudes to paternal authority,
punishment, etc. It is difficult to draw any conclusions
from this data about the distribution of underlying
authoritarian attitudes. Some of his generalisations
are clearly relevant, e.g. 'the great majority of

English parents...have most decided views on the
suitability or unsuitability of specific punishments,
quite regardless of any differences in the children's
temperaments or characters', and 'the majority

disapprove (of inflicting severe pain on children as

punishment) .... but the emphasis with which such
disapproval is voiced suggests the possibility that
there is an unconscious temptation against which such
defences have to be erected. In many other societies I

very much doubt whether such heat and indignation would
be engendered on the subject of severe punishment of
children '. On the whole it would probably be true
to say that social class differences are more significant
than regional differences in influencing parents' attitudes
to parent-child relationships; in particular, Gorer
suggests, this applies to the 25% of the population
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other than the straight middle- and working-class, i.e.
the lower middle- and upper working-class and the

upper middle and lower working-class. Some regional
differences may he peculiarly relevant to authoritarianism,

however, e.g. the fact that in the North-East and North
of England paternal authority is at its highest and that
therb are the greatest number of all-male associations,
whereas in the North-West women have greater authority
in their family and greater independence than in any

other part of England.
Scotland was not included in Gorer's survey, and

one can only speculate on these matters. The greater
use of the tawse in Scottish schools than of corresponding
forms of corporal punishment in English schools is
often remarked upon. 'Even 50 years ago, beating with
the tawse was so common that practically no parent had

any sympathy for a child who complained of it', writes
Douglas Young in an article in the 'News Ghronicle
Dispatch' (25/3/58) in reference to the book by Hugh
Millar, 'My Schools and Schoolmasters'. A revealing
remark is made by Dr. M. A. S. Ross in an article
entitled 'Staff-Student Relationships at Edinburgh
University' in the University Gazette No. 15 (1957):-
'A most important factor in discussion tutorials is the
'diffidence' of the Scottish student - his unwillingness

to speak in the presence of authority'. Indications of
a similar kind that an authoritarian background may be

one of the characteristic features of Scottish life are

frequently encountered. And indeed, on the basis of
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some of the findings of the present research concerning

leadership, may not this be a factor in Scotland's
traditional facility for producing a triumphant pioneering
spirit in her sons, as well as considerable powers of

leadership? This may well be so; but it should be
remembered that non-authoritarian upbringing equally

produces leaders and that just possibly they may have

something in common with Anderson's 'integrative'
leaders, in contrast to those of a more 'dominative'
kind.

Lastly, the question of the practical implications
of this research remains to be considered. In the

absence of specific evidence as to which kind of leadership
the two types of upbringing tend to foster, it must be
assumed that 'leadership in general' is the outcome of

both, but that authoritarian upbringing is especially
likely to produce it. From this point of view authoritarian

upbringing no doubt has much to commend it. On the
other hand, authoritarian upbringing is demonstrably
more prone to produce unpopular children, and this must
surely call for disapproval, especially if it can be
shown that unpopularity is in fact associated with some

form of 'ego-weakness'. On balance it may perhaps be

thought that the advantages are on the side of non-

authoritarian upbringing. But if so, what follows?
fk«- ®bv»'ous|y brO«x<i Scop* of

Robb (1954)A(jrtrfniaaca this problem at the
conclusion of his book, 'Working-Glass Anti-Semites',
after he has shown that anti-Semitism is not so much an

intellectual system of beliefs about Jews as the fulfilment
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of certain inner psychological needs in personalities
I h«- ^ rob/o-* »' 5 C-Sy«.v\Vi'<Klly S"Vn-»€..

of a definite type. A All the work done in this field
confirms that anti-Semitism and authoritarianism in

its extreme form are different expressions of the same

personality-formation. This is not to say that anti-
Semitism characterises half of Edinburgh's population
of parents, of whom only a tiny proportion could be

<Ul

regarded as extreme authoritarians. the parents
who come in the intermediate part of the P-scale range,

and probably most of the high-scorers too, could no

doubt be comprehensively described as 'having authoritarian
leanings', and as far as their relationships with their
children are concerned, their failings could perhaps
best be summed up as 'tending not to respect their
children as individuals, with rights and feelings of
their own'. This may well describe the average parent
in the country as a whole. Mueller (1945) surveys the
literature on paternal domination in different cultures
in order to make a comparison with the position in the
U.S.A. and concludes, 'In Europe the tradition of

paternal superiority and control is still the accepted
pattern; children are trained to a more deferential
attitude and a more military-like obedience to their
father than in the United States....'. The results of

the present research show that the matter is not an

unimportant one. The question is, how can people be
brought to modify their attitudes, in so far as those
attitudes are deleterious?
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Robb (1954) says, 'the conclusion would seem

inescapable that in the long run the most effective
attack on anti-Semitism and prejudice generally is

along the lines of prevention.... efforts designed to

promote the growth of well-adjusted personalities offer
one of the chief long-range hopes of producing a marked
and lasting reduction in prejudice'. The same is surely
true for authoritarianism. Among such efforts might
be included the publication of relevant findings, such
as Robb's own work, in the hope that they will be
read by parents of young children. Will not there be

greatest resistance to insight from precisely those
parents who are in greatest need of it? That is so,

(l)
but let Adorno et al. have the last encouraging wordv
'Techniques for overcoming resistance, developed mainly
in the field of individual psychotherapy, can be

improved and adapted for use with groups and even for
use on a mass scale. Let it be admitted that such

techniques could hardly be effective with the extreme

ethnocentrist, but it may be remembered that the

majority of the population are not extreme but, in our

terminology, 'middle' '.

op. cit. p. 975
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES, WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO THE UPBRINGING OF CHILDREN.

On the accompanying sheet are statements which
represent widely-held opinions today. They were chosen
in such a way that most people are likely to agree with
some and disagree with others.

According to the amount of your agreement or dis¬
agreement, please underline the appropriate response in
the right-hand margin.

Please answer frankly. Remember this is not a test -
there are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers. The answer
required is your personal opinion. Do not consult any
other person before you have given your answers.

No. of Children; Name:

Ages of Children: Address:

Please underline the amount of your
agreement or disagreement in the
right margin.
Do not omit any of the items, even
when you find it difficult to make up
your mind.

(1) Even the best of parents will use
the stick or the strap sometimes,
in their child's own interest.

(2) Obedience and respect for
authority are the most important
virtues children should learn.

(3) No weakness or difficulty can hold
us back if we have enough will
power.

I agree:

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

I disagree:

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

(4) /
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I agree: I disagree:

(4) Science has its place, but there
are many important things that can
never possibly be understood by
the human mind.

(5) Human nature being what it is,
there will always be war and
conflict.

(6) Every person should have complete
faith in some supernatural power
whose decisions he obeys without
question.

(7) When a person has a problem or
worry, it is best for him not to
think about it, but to keep busy
with more cheerful things.

(8) A person who has bad manners,
habits, and breeding can hardly
expect to get along with decent
people.

(9) What youth needs most is strict
discipline, rugged determination,
and the will to work and fight
for family and country.

(10) Some people are born with an urge
to fall from high places.

(11) Nowadays when so many kinds of
people move around and mix to¬
gether; so much, a person has to
protect himself especially care¬
fully against catching an in¬
fection or disease from them.

(12) An insult to our honour should
always be punished.

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly Strongly
Moderately Moderately
Slightly Slightly

(13) /
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I agree; I disagree:

(13) Young people sometimes get
rebellious ideas, but as they grow
up they ought to get over them and
settle down.

(14) What this country needs most, more
than laws and political programmes,
is a few courageous tireless, de¬
moted leaders in whom the public
can put their faith.

(15) Sex crimes, such as rape and
attacks on children, deserve more
than mere imprisonment; such
criminals ought to be publicly
whipped, or worse.

(16) People can be divided into two
classes: the weak and the strong.

(17) There is hardly anything lower
than a person who does not feel
a great love, gratitude, and
respect for his parents.

(18) Some day it will probably be shown
that astrology can explain a lot
of things.

(19) Nowadays more and more people are
prying into matters that should
remain personal and private.

(20) Wars and social troubles may some¬
day be ended by an earth-quake or
flood that will destroy the whole
world.

(21) Most of our social problems would
be solved if we could somehow get
rid of the immoral, crooked, and
feeble-minded people.

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately'
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

(22) /
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I agree; I disagree:

(28) The wild sex life of the old Greeks
and Romans was tame compared to
some of the goings-on in this
country, even in places where,
people might least expect it.

(23) If people would talk less and work
more, everybody would he better off.

(24) Most people don't realise how much
our lives are controlled by plots
hatched in secret places.

(25) Homosexuals are hardly better than
criminals and ought to be
severely punished.

(26) The businessman and the manufacturer
are much more important to society
than the artist and the professor.

(27) No sane, normal, decent person
could ever think of hurting a
close friend or relative.

(28) Familiarity breeds contempt.

(29) Nobody ever learned anything
really important expect through
suffering.

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly
Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly

Strongly
Moderately
Slightly
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APPENDIX B

NAME:

FORM or GLASS:

vBelow are 40 statements. As you read through them you
will feel that some are true about yourself, while others
are not.

Take them one at a time, and if you can say to yourself
"I am like that" put a tick in the right margin. If on the
other hand, you can say "I am different from that", put a
cross in the right margin.

Do not miss any statements out. There are no "right" or
"wrong" answers. Answers that are true about you are all that
is wanted.

(1) I am one of the first to shout when watching
a game

(2) I like quiet indoor games such as jigsaw puzzles
better than football or hockey or other oirtdoor
games

(3) If the teacher asks for someone to go a message
I try to be the first to raise my hand

(4) I am usually very quiet in company

(5) I stick to what I have said even if other people
don't like it

(6) I like to make new friends

(7) I do not like to be the first to start a game at a
party. I would rather let someone else to it

(8) I would sooner say than write what I think

(9) It makes me angry if another boy or girl starts
being too 'bossy'

(10) /
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I don't find it easy to start speaking to
a new pupil at school

If the shopkeeper tries to serve someone else
first, I tell him that it is my turn

I make up my mind about things very quickly

I don't like to ask questions in class, even
when I don't understand what the teacher has
said

I do not like to have people asking me
questions about myself

I do not mind being 'bossed around' by grown¬
ups

I would rather stay at home than go to a party...

I usually manage to get my own way without
shouting

I like to save money, not spend it

I try to be the first one to get on a tram or a
bus

I worry about little mistakes I make

I do not like to be chosen for the captain in
games

I generally let myself 'go' at a party

I do almost everything that other people tell me
to do

I like reading books better than going out with
my friends

I don't mind if another boy or girl gets ahead
of me in line

I like going to a quiet place for my holidays....

If the teacher should have to go out of the room
I would like to be asked to look after the
class

/
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(28) I can "be scolded by my parents without
feeling hurt

(29) I do not get annoyed if my friends disagree
with me

(30) I do not like to work alone

(31) I usually have a shot at anything that needs a
lot of 'nerve'

(32) vl like to tell everybody all about it when
anything interesting happens to me

(33) I always like to be with my father or mother
whenever I can be

(34) I like to read in front of the class

(35) I do not like being told how I should do things.

(36) I like to play rough sports

(37) If my friends want to play some other game I
always agree

(38) I have not many friends

(39) If someone pushes me I never push back

(40) I have a lot to say when I am with other
children

N.B. Crude Initial scoring was done on the
basis of:- tick = 1

cross = 0
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APPENDIX G

CORRELATION MATRIX for 20 Groups of Items of Questionnaire
devised to measure Sxtraversion-Introversion and Dominance-

Suhmission.

(N=30 children of intermediate age-range, i.e. 9-10 years,
from 'lower middle-class' school).

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

- 0.06 0.08 ■-0.29 -0.41 0.08 0.20 -0.30 -0.06 -0.32 0.28
0.06 0.21 0.28 -0.04 -0.33 -0.40 -0.07 -0.55 0.15

- 0.00 0.10 0.16 -0.07 -0.32 -0.04 -0.12 0.34
— 0.10 0.03 -0.09 0.28 -0.38 -0.08 -0.06

— -0.13 -0.23 -0.13 0.13 0.12 -0.08
— 0.47 0.24 0.00 0.24 -0.15

— 0.29 -0.10 0.29 -0.33
— -0.11 0.30 -0.46

- 0.08 0.17
— -0.40

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

-0.01 0.29 -0.37 0.03 -0.02 -0.11 -0.29 -0.16 0.10
-0.10 -0.12 0.04 0.00 -0.22 0.27 -0.29 0.18 -0.13
-0.06 0.28 0.17 0.00 0.02 -0.23 -0.24 -0.28 0.11
0.12 -0.35 -0.09 -0.09 -0.19 0.03 -0.17 0.35 0.08
0.11 0.04 0.40 -0.11 -0.16 -0.15 -0.09 0.39 -0.16
0.25 0.13 -0.36 -0.51 0.01 0.32 -0.03 -0.11 0.26
0.22 -0.09 -0.41 -0.21 0.33 0.15 -0.16 -0.19 0.20
0.49 -0.34 -0.26 -0.18 0.10 -0.17 0.40 0.14 0.07

-0.16 -0.10 0.06 0.00 -0.11 -0.14 -0.11 -0.18 -0.39
-0.01 -0.05 0.12 -0.05 0.34 0.05 0.19 -0.20 0.13
-0.04 0.42 -0.02 0.07 -0.28 -0.44 -0.22 -0.31 -0.25

-0.06 -0.26 -0.25 0.11 -0.08 0.31 0.04 -0.03
0.12 0.13 -0.06 -0.31 -0.21 -0.44 -0.16

0.10 0.03 -0.12 0.08 0.10 -0.25
-0.19 -0.25 -0.28 -0.30 -0.24

0.20 0.30 -0.38 0.42
0.06 0.24 0.29

0.19 0.38
0.07
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FACTOR LOADINGS
(Gentroid, unrotated).

I II

-0.16 -0.50
-0.31 0.24
-0.32 -0.25
0.23 0.40

-0.15 0.40
0.40 -0.47
0.47 -0.48
0.68 0.32

-0.28 -0.08
0.40 -0.18

-0.63 -0.15
0.37 0.11

-0.46 -0.36
-0.31 0.29
-0.44 0.12

0. 35 -0. 35
0.37 -0.13
0.47 0.18
0.21 0.60
0.49 -0.25
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APPENDIX D

TEACHERS' RATINGS

The purpose of these ratings is only to provide a check on
the results of the group tests given to certain classes some
time ago. The under-mentioned children were then tested for
two qualities of temperament.

.f?

Teachers are asked to co-operate by considering the under¬
mentioned as a group and estimating as far as possible the
children's relative standing with respect to each of these
qualities.

To do this it is only necessary to judge which names irrespective
of sex should come under each of four headings -Strongly
characteristic, slightly characteristic, slightly uncharacteristic,
strongly uncharacteristic - with respect to each of the qualities.
(You do not necessarily have to write an equal number of names
under each heading).

(NAMES)

(For guidance of
teachers,

SELF-ASSERTION is
taken to mean:-

tries to make in¬
fluence on others
felt,

dominating,
'managing',
forceful,

as opposed to:-

submissive,
retiring,
obedient,

Self-assertion

(Strongly
characteristic)

(Slightly "

(Slightly
uncharacteristic)

Extraversion

(Strongly
characteristic)

(Slightly

(Slightly un-
charaeteristia
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Self-assertion Extraversion

(NAMES)

EXTRAVERSION is
taken to mean:-

has social
interests,
'good mixer'
expresses
feelings readily,
enjoys activity,

as opposed to:-

socially shy,
does not "betray
feelings readily,
taciturn,
prefers mental
activity to physical
activity.

(Strongly
uncharacteristic)

(Strongly un¬
characteristic)
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